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Due to the wide range of applications, underwater acoustic networks (UANs) have
attracted significant attention from both academia and industry in the past decade.
However, UANs face grand challenges on the narrow communication bandwidth. To
tackle this challenging issue, in this dissertation, I explore three critical techniques: co-
operative communications (COP-COM), cognitive communications (COG-COM) and
coordinated communications (COD-COM), to improve the acoustic spectrum usage.
In the first research thread, I propose a new relay selection criterion, called cooper-
ative best relay assessment (COBRA), for underwater COP-COM. COBRA takes into
account not only the spectral efficiency but also the long propagation delays of acous-
tic signals. In addition to COBRA, I develop a new cooperative scheme, called mirror
node assisted communication (MNAC). MNAC harnesses the destructive interference
of acoustic waves, and makes multiple data streams sent in parallel without causing
any collisions.
COG-COM essentially allows nodes to smartly change frequencies and power based
on their communication context. In this research thread, I propose a receiver-initiated
spectrum management (RISM) system for underwater cognitive acoustic networks
(UCANs). Control packets in RISM are shared amongst collaborative spectrum sens-
ing, collision avoidance and spectrum decision. Therefore, the overhead of RISM is
significantly reduced. In addition to RISM system, I design a dynamic control chan-
nel MAC (DCC-MAC), to mitigate congestion on common control channel (CCC) of
UCANs. In DCC-MAC, nodes could flexibly extend the bandwidth of their control
channel whenever CCC is congested, or return excessive frequency bands back when
the control channel becomes idle.
In the third research thread, I propose a competitive transmission media access
control (MAC), called CT-MAC, for COD-COM. CT-MAC aims to coordinate the
channel sharing in underwater multi-user uplink networks. In this protocol, control
packets produced by each user only need to reach the immediate neighbors with a
low transmission power. Meanwhile, the data generated in different time slots can
join the competition in parallel to improve the channel utilization. Compared with
conventional underwater MAC protocols, CT-MAC significantly improves the channel
utilization and delivery delay, while maintaining comparable energy efficiency.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Oceans, as source of life, have created innumerable natural wonders in the last hundreds
and thousands of years. We depend on the oceans, love them and desire to know them.
Today, our aerospace technology could bring us to space, however more than 95% of
the underwater world remains unexplored [1]. With dwindling resources on land, we
are turning our attention to the “blue” [2–5].
To meet the growing demands on the ocean exploration, we devote our effort to
developing advanced techniques for more efficient and intelligent acoustic communica-
tions. One of the key enabling technologies lies in the underwater acoustic network
(UAN).
In past decade, UANs have received significant interest from both academia and
industry due to its wide range of applications, such as offshore facility management,
underwater target detection and environmental monitoring [6–8]. However, underwater
acoustic channels have some unique features, that in turn, lead to significant challenges
on UAN:
• Narrow communication bandwidth: Due to the frequency-dependent attenuation,
the bandwidth of acoustic communications is very narrow, usually from tens of
kilohertz to hundreds of kilohertz.
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• Low propagation speed : The propagation speed of acoustic signals in water is very
slow, around 1.5× 103 m/sec, which is five orders of magnitude lower than that
of electric magnetic waves (3× 108 m/sec).
• Complex underwater environment : The sea is a highly dynamic environment in
both the time domain and the space domain. In addition, the long multi-path
effect in oceans makes the underwater channel more complicated. Moreover, the
activities, e.g., echolocation, communication and prey, of marine animals also
affect the performance of a UAN.
In order to make UANs work effectively, one direction is of improving the utilization
of underwater channel, the scarce resource for acoustic communications. Therefore,
in this dissertation I explore three critical techniques: cooperative communications
(COP-COM), cognitive communications (COG-COM) and coordinated communica-
tions (COD-COM) for UANs, aiming to exploit the precious channel resource more
efficiently.
1.1 Overview
In this section, I give an overview of underwater COP-COM, COG-COM and COD-
COM that will be learned in this dissertation.
1.1.1 COP-COM
COP-COM exploits the spatial diversity inherent in the wireless network by allow-
ing nodes with diverse channel qualities to cooperate and relay each other’s messages
to the destination. Each transmitted message passes through multiple independent
relay paths and thus, the probability that the message fails to reach the destination is
reduced significantly [9].
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Many cooperative schemes have been proposed in the last ten years, including
decode-and-forward (DF), amplify-and-forward (AF) [10], code cooperation [11], and
compress-and-forward (CF) [12]. The critical problem of relay selection for an efficient
cooperative data transmission is also well addressed in the terrestrial radio network.
However, existing cooperative approaches need an overhaul before applying in UANs
due to the unique features of underwater communications. To solve this problem, I
split my work in COP-COM into two segments. First, I improve the performance
of existing cooperative scheme in underwater environment with a new relay selection
criterion, called cooperative best relay assessment (COBRA) [13]. Second, I develop
a new cooperative scheme, called mirror node assisted communication (MNAC), to
match the features of acoustic communications. Next, I give brief introductions on
COBRA and MNAC.
1) COBRA: In most of cooperative network, people select the best relay based
on the quality of source – relay channel and relay – destination channel to maximize the
transmission rate of the source node. Compared with the direct path between the
source and the destination, the additional time an acoustic signal takes to travel along
source – relay – destination is usually assumed negligible. This is reasonable in radio
networks due to the fast propagation speed of electromagnetic waves. In underwater
environments, however, the sound speed is much lower than the radio speed. In this
situation, a relay with a good channel quality to both the source and the destination
may not be the best one anymore if it is far from the sender and the receiver, since the
receiver has to wait a long time for the arrival of the relayed signal.
To tackle the above problem, in COBRA I take into account not only the chan-
nel quality of each potentially relay to increase the transmission rate, but also the
length of a relay path to reduce the propagation delay. The simulation results show
that the throughput of a UAN with COBRA could increase by 20% and 40% when
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compared with the channel quality based relay selection approach and non-cooperative
communications, respectively.
2) MNAC : It is a new cooperative scheme that I designed for static UANs. MNAC
improves the channel efficiency by harnessing the destructive interference of acoustic
waves. More specifically, in MNAC I select a proper mirror node for each specific source
node, and then make the signals from the source and the mirror node add destructively
at the certain receiver that want to protect. In this way, the protected node could
receive data from its intended sender, while not be interfered by other mirror-assisted
nodes, even if they transmit simultaneously. With the proposed technique, multiple
data streams in a network could be sent in parallel without causing any collisions.
Although MNAC could significantly increase the channel efficiency of USNs, its
implementation has to grapple with several unique challenges:
a) How to guarantee that the source node and the mirror node have the same data to
send. The performance of destructive interference is susceptible to the difference
between two destructive signals, the source and mirror nodes are required to have
highly identical data for applying the MNAC in real applications.
b) Due to the hardware constraints and dynamics of acoustic channel, the amplitude
and phase of a mirror signal may not be able to perfectly match that of the source
signal at the protected receiver for interference cancellation. How this mismatch
could affect the performance of MNAC should be evaluated carefully.
c) If there are multiple potential mirror nodes, which one is the best? In this
dissertation, I will show that if the mirror node is not properly selected, signals
from the source and the mirror node may cancel out each other on the intended
receiver, instead of adding up to a stronger signal. This may hurt the reliability
and the throughput of a network. Therefore, how to choose the best mirror node
should be studied carefully in MNAC.
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1.1.2 COG-COM
COG-COM improves the channel utilization by allowing nodes in a network to
sense their surrounding spectrum usage and then switch to the vacant channel smartly
based on the sensing results. When using the cognitive technique in UANs, acoustic
nodes have opportunity to effectively and friendly share the underwater channel with
other natural and man-made acoustic users, like marine mammals and sonars [14,15].
However, when applying the cognitive technique in acoustic networks, we will face
grand challenges due to the unique features of the underwater environment and real
systems, such as the large overhead traffic, unknown signal pattern of marine animals
and high dynamics of acoustic channel.
In this dissertation, I focus on reducing the overhead problem caused by the long
propagation delay of underwater channel and the large preamble signals of acoustic mo-
dem. More specifically, a cognitive network relies more on the control packets than that
in a conventional single channel network. Nodes use these control packets for hand-
shaking to avoid collisions, negotiating to decide the communication channel (multi-
channel rendezvous), or collaborating to improve the sensing accuracy. In cognitive
radio (CR), the overhead traffic generated by the transmissions of control packets is
usually overlooked. In UANs, when taking into account the features of long preamble
and the propagation delay [16], the overhead would be much heavier in an underwater
cognitive acoustic network (UCAN) than that in a CR network.
To address the above problem, in this dissertation, I propose a new spectrum man-
agement system, called receiver-initiated spectrum management (RISM) [17] system,
and introduce a new MAC protocol, called dynamic control channel MAC (DCC-MAC),
for UCAN:
1) RISM : In RISM, a handshake process is initiated at the receiver side to negoti-
ate for a sharing of vacant spectrum. Compared with sender-initiated schemes, which
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are commonly applied in CR networks [18, 19], the receiver in RISM could work as a
“small center” to collect local sensing results from its neighbors and to coordinate data
transmission among surrounding senders. In addition, control packets, being used for
negotiation among cognitive acoustic (CA) nodes to avoid data collisions on the media
access control (MAC) layer, could be effectively shared by the collaborative spectrum
sensing mechanism and the dynamic spectrum decision scheme on the physical layer,
both of which thus do not generate extra traffic loads. In this way, the total overhead
in RISM is reduced dramatically.
Simulation results show that RISM outperforms the multi-channel MAC for cogni-
tive radio (MMAC-CR) [20], a typical sender-initiated protocol designed for CR net-
work, in terms of throughput and end-to-end delay.
2) DCC-MAC : DCC-MAC could mitigate the congestions of common control
channel (CCC) in a UCAN. In DCC-MAC, the control channel is split into two parts:
an out-of-band1 CCC and one or more in-band data channels. According to the infor-
mation of real-time network traffic, each node could flexibly select proper data channels
to extend the bandwidth of their control channel, and return excessive frequency bands
back when the control channel becomes idle.
Several key challenges are tackled in DCC-MAC, which include: (a) how to realize
the situation (congested or idle) of the control channel distributively; (b) how to adjust
the bandwidth of the control channel without generating too much traffic overheads;
(c) how to design a good channel selection strategy to improve the channel efficiency,
and (d) how to handle the multi-channel hidden terminal problem in the protocol.
1The frequency band physically separated from the in-band channel where data transmission occurs.
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1.1.3 COD-COM
Underwater COD-COM is proposed for acoustic uplink transmissions. In an under-
water multi-node uplink network, a group of nodes communicate to a common receiver,
such as a sink node or a surface buoy. By equipping with multiple hydrophones, the
receiver could decode multiple packets from different nodes simultaneously without
any collisions. In the past decades, there have been significant research efforts on the
physical layer of multi-node uplink communications [21–23]. To make this technique
practical in UANs, however, we need an efficient MAC protocol to coordinate the ac-
tivities (sending and receiving) of each node for the purpose of improving the channel
utilization and energy efficiency of a network.
In this dissertation, I develop a new MAC protocol, called competitive transmis-
sion MAC (CT-MAC) [24], for underwater multi-node uplink networks. In CT-MAC,
I aim to improve the channel utilization and energy efficiency of a network by using a
parallel competition mechanism. With this mechanism, control messages produced by
each node only need to reach its direct neighbors with a low transmission power to save
energy. Meanwhile, the data generated by nodes in different time slots could join the
competition transmission in parallel to improve the channel utilization. In addition,
I propose two competition schemes for CT-MAC to achieve both the short-term and
the long-term fairness in different network conditions. Theoretical analysis and simu-
lation results illustrate that compared with the conventional multi-node uplink MAC
protocols, such as channel aware Aloha [25] and multi-antenna reception MAC [26],
CT-MAC could achieve higher channel utilization and much lower end-to-end delay,
while maintaining comparable energy efficiency.
1.2 Author’s contributions
To summarize, this dissertation makes six main contributions:
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• I explore several unique features, such as the long preamble signal of acoustic
modem, heavily shared underwater channel and narrowband response of acoustic
transducer, from real acoustic systems. The impacts of these features on the
performance of UANs are well discuss in this dissertation.
• In COP-COM, I propose a new criterion, COBRA, for the best relay selection.
COBRA takes into account not only the spectral efficiency but also the long prop-
agation delays of acoustic signals. The network performance in terms of through-
put, packet delivery ratio could be significantly enhanced by COBRA when com-
pared with conventional channel quality based relay selection approaches.
• I design a new cooperative scheme, called MNAC, for underwater COP-COM.
MNAC is completely different from existing cooperative schemes. It aims to
support the parallel data transmissions by harnessing the destructive interference
of acoustic waves. With MNAC, the channel efficiency of UANs could be improved
significantly.
• In COG-COM, I explore the challenges and opportunities of UCAN for channel
efficient and environment-friendly communications. At the same time, a new
spectrum management system, RISM, is proposed. Control packets in RISM
are efficiently shared amongst different components, and thus the overhead of a
network could be reduced dramatically.
• I design a new MAC protocol, DCC-MAC, for underwater COG-COM. Different
from most of existing cognitive MAC protocols, I allow nodes in DCC-MAC to
flexibly borrow the data channel for their control message transmissions, and to
return excessive frequency bands back when the current control channel becomes
idle. This strategy could mitigate the congestion problem of CCC in COG-
COM, thereby improving the network performance in terms of throughput, energy
efficiency and end-to-end delay.
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• In COD-COM, I propose a new MAC protocol, CT-MAC, for underwater mul-
tiuser uplink communications. In this protocol, control packets generated by
underwater nodes only need to reach the immediate neighbors instead of the sur-
face buoy. Therefore, the competition for channel access is less power and time
consuming. Meanwhile, the data generated by nodes in different time slots could
join the competition in parallel to improve the channel utilization.
1.3 Outline
This dissertation is divided into seven chapters. Chapter 2 starts with the nec-
essary background on UANs. In this chapter, I introduce what is a UAN and the
features of UANs. I discuss the challenges of UANs in Chapter 3, which promote us
to study the techniques of cooperative, cognitive and coordinated communications for
the performance improvement of existing UANs. In Chapter 4, I introduce my first
research thread, underwater COP-COM. Two pieces of work, COBRA and MNAC, are
discussed. After that I introduce my second research thread, underwater COG-COM
in Chapter 5. In this chapter, RISM and DCC-MAC are proposed to efficiently use
the acoustic channel in UCANs. In Chapter 6, I introduce my third research thread,
CT-MAC, a coordinated MAC protocol for underwater uplink networks. Chapter 7
concludes the dissertation.
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Background
UANs have a lot of potential applications, such as underwater target detection, off-shore
infrastructure health monitoring and coastline protection. Compared with terrestrial
radio network, UANs have some unique features, like long propagation delay, narrow
communication bandwidth, long preamble of acoustic modem, heavily shared acoustic
channel and curvilinear propagation of acoustic ray. In this chapter, I first define a
UAN, and then give an insight into those unique features.
2.1 What is a UAN
A UAN is spatially distributed autonomous sensors to monitor underwater environ-
ment, for example ocean current, salinity and water temperature, and to cooperatively
pass their data through the network to the destination through acoustic communi-
cations. An acoustic node may be static that attached to anchored buoys or to the
seafloor; it could also be mobile that equipped on a ship or an autonomous underwater
vehicle (AUV).
In Fig. 2.1, I show a typical UAN for underwater target detection. In this network,
several bottom nodes are mounted on the seafloor. Each of them equips with specific
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sensors to detect the presence of interesting target, e.g., marine mammals and ships.
AUVs can bring the collected data back by cruise between mothership and bottom
nodes periodically. For the real-time monitoring, surface nodes could communicate
with bottom nodes directly, and forward the data to a data center through their RF
antennas.
Figure 2.1: UAN for target detection, where bottom nodes and surface nodes as well
as AUVs send sensing results via an ad hoc network whenever the presence of a target
is detected, then keep quiet for the rest of time [27]2.
2.2 Features of UANs
Compared with terrestrial wireless networks, UANs have many unique features.
Some of them, like the long propagation delay and frequency-dependent attenuation,
have been well studied by pioneers; others, such as the narrowband response of acoustic
transducers and the long preamble sequence of acoustic modems are still overlooked in
the implementation of a real UAN. In this section, I give an insight into these unique
features.
2 c© 2016 IEEE. Reprinted with permission from Yu Luo, Dynamic control channel MAC for under-
water cognitive acoustic networks, IEEE INFOCOM, Apr. 2016 (Accepted)
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2.2.1 Long propagation delay
In water, electromagnetic waves are heavily attenuated, while the optical waves
suffer from sever scattering; as a result, acoustic waves have became a preferred carrier
of information for wireless communications in underwater environments. However, the
propagation speed of acoustic signals in water is only about 1.5×103 m/sec, five orders
of magnitude lower than that of radio signals (3× 103 m/sec). Moreover, the distance
of neighboring nodes in a UAN is long, usually from hundreds of meters to several
kilometers.
Due to the low speed of sound in water and the long distance of communications,
an acoustic signal from the source may travel a long time, more than hundreds of
milliseconds, to its destination. Hence, the propagation delay of data in UANs is much
larger than that in terrestrial radio networks.
2.2.2 Narrow communication bandwidth
In a radio network, the frequency band for communications could achieve dozens
of megahertz, e.g. 20 MHz for 4G [28] and 40 MHz for IEEE 802.11n [29], or even
wider. In UANs, however, the available frequency band is much narrower than that in
terrestrial wireless communications. Generally, the bandwidth in a mid-range acoustic
communication is less than 40 kHz due to the frequency-dependent attenuation and
the narrowband response of acoustic transducer:
1) Frequency-dependent attenuation : Water is a dissipative propagation medium,
in which the energy of acoustic wave is absorbed by the viscosity or chemical reac-
tions [30]. The attenuation of acoustic wave, the most limiting factor in acoustic
propagation, is proportional to the signal frequency.
To present the absorbtion of acoustic energy with the frequency, Francois and
Garrison developed a precise model in 1982 [31, 32]. Here, I skip the detail of the
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model but directly show the final results of absorbtion coefficient as the function of
frequency in Fig. 2.2.
Fig. 2.2 demonstrates that the sound absorption increases rapidly with the fre-
quency. More specifically, when the frequency of sound wave is lower than 1 kHz, there
is only less than 0.1 dB/km absorption of acoustic signals, which has a small effect on
long range of acoustic communications (> 10 km). At 10 kHz, the absorption reaches
1 dB/km, starting to challenge the mid-range (1− 10 km) communications. When the
frequency rises to 100 kHz, the absorption of acoustic signal could reach 40 dB/km,
which may limit even short range communications (< 1 km).
Figure 2.2: Sound absorption in sea water with respect to the frequency (from Ainslie
and MAcColm, 1998).
2) Narrowband response of acoustic transducer : Narrowband response of
acoustic transducers is another essential reason resulting in a narrow frequency band of
UANs. Particularly, acoustic transducers are usually designed to operate around their
resonant frequency for maximizing the piezoelectric transfer efficiency. The frequency
response of a transducer drops quickly once the frequency of transmission signal moves
away from the resonant frequency.
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We can use the quality factor, Q, to present the relative bandwidth of a transducer.
Here, Q is defined as the ratio of the resonant frequency to the 3 dB bandwidth of
the transducer. A typical value of Q ranges between 2 and 10 in underwater transduc-
ers [30]. In other words, the 3 dB bandwidth of an acoustic transducer is only 1/10 to
1/2 of its resonant frequency.
In UANs, the resonant frequency of a transducer usually stays at the middle fre-
quency (1− 40 kHz) to avoid severe frequency-dependent attenuation. However, a low
resonant frequency leads to a narrowband response of acoustic transducers. For in-
stance, assume the resonant frequency of an acoustic modem is 20 kHz, then its 3 dB
bandwidth is only 2 kHz for Q = 10 or 10 kHz for Q = 2. For this reason, the trans-
mission bandwidth of most acoustic modems within the range of 5− 20 kHz [33–35].
2.2.3 Long preamble sequence
For incoming signal detection, automatic gain control (AGC) and channel estima-
tion purposes, a modem needs to add a sequence of specific signals, called the preamble,
before each packet.
In a radio network, the duration of a preamble signal is very short, usually less than
several hundreds of microseconds. For example, the preamble in IEEE 802.20 for mobile
broadband wireless access (MBWA) consists of 8 symbols, and 104 µs for each one, i.e.
total 832 µs preamble sequence [36]. In IEEE 802.22 for cognitive wireless regional area
networks (WRANs) , the preamble segment includes three components: a superfame
preamble, a frame preamble and a coexistence beacon protocol preamble, and the total
length of them is less than 1 ms [37]. By contrast, the preamble signal in acoustic
communications could reach one second or even longer, three orders of magnitude
larger than that in radio networks. In Table 2.1, I list the length of preamble sequence
in three different acoustic modems.
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Table 2.1: Transmission rate and preamble length of different acoustic modems [15]3
Modem Data Rate Preamble Length
140 - 2400 bps (MFSK)
Benthos ATM-88X Modem
2.56 - 15.4 kbps (PSK)
1.2 s
3 kbps (1/2 coding rate, 4QAM)
AquaSent OFDM Modem
9 kbps (3/4 coding rate, 16QAM)
0.5 s
80 bps (Standard)
WHOI Micro Modem
300 - 5000 bps (High PSK mode)
0.87 s
Two folds result in the long preamble of acoustic modems: the low data rate of
acoustic modem and the long multipath of underwater channel. Next, I analyze them
separately:
1) Low data rate of acoustic modems: It is the primary reason of the long
preamble in acoustic modems. Specifically, one major task of a preamble signal is to
work as a mark, indicating the accurate time to receive oncoming data segments. We
call it as point–to–point synchronization. To achieve a good synchronization perfor-
mance, a sequence with hundreds of known bits, such as a pseudo-random noise (PN)
sequence, is usually attached in a preamble. In radio networks, this PN sequence could
be sent out in a very short time. In underwater environment, however, the low data rate
of acoustic modems (Table. 2.1), extends the transmission time significantly. Taking
512-bit PN signal as an example, a node in IEEE 802.22 with 22.69 Mbps transmission
rate takes only 22.6 µs to send it out, but the transmission time is extended to 0.64
secs for an acoustic modem with 800 bps data rate.
2) Long multipath of the underwater channel : This is another factor that
contributes to a long preamble in UANs. Specifically, a preamble signal is usually com-
prised of several blocks, and each block serves for different functionalities. To overcome
the inter-block interference in multipath environments, a guard time for phase-shift
keying (PSK) and frequency-shift keying (FSK) based modulation scheme, or a cyclic
3 c© 2014 IEEE. Reprinted with permission from Yu Luo, Challenges and opportunities of underwater
cognitive acoustic networks, IEEE Transactions on Emerging Topics in Computing, Jul. 2014
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prefix for OFDM based modem needs to be inserted between these blocks. The length
of a guard time or a cyclic prefix depends on the length of multipath. The radio chan-
nel has very short multipath owning to the high propagation speed of electromagnetic
signals. In this circumstance, the guard time or the cyclic prefix could be as short
as tens of microseconds (e.g. 4.7/16.7/53.3 µs in 3GPP LTE standard on different
channel conditions). By contrast, the multipath could reach tens of millisecond or
even longer in underwater communications, depending on the network deployment and
channel conditions. The length of the guard time or cyclic prefix signal in this case is
considerably increased by almost 1000 times longer than that in radio networks.
2.2.4 Heavily shared acoustic channel
In terrestrial wireless network, the transmission of a radio signal does not affect
the communication of humans, birds and other animals, since the voice signal and the
radio signal use totally different waves to carry the information, which do not interfere
with each other. Different from that in land, marine animals, UANs and sonars had to
share the precious acoustic spectrum with each other, since they all use sound signals
for communications. Fig. 2.3 shows the overall bandwidth associated with different
acoustic systems.
Taking a closer look at Fig. 2.3 we observe that from the spectrum point of view, the
underwater mid-frequency band is heavily shared. Marine mammals use this frequency
band for orientation, communication and foraging [38], while sonars transmitting on
this frequency band for navigation and bathymetry.
To name a few, toothed whales communicate on frequencies around 10 kHz; the
echolocation signal produced by killer whales is 12 − 25 kHz; the whistle signal (for
communication) and click signal (for echolocation) sent by bottlenose dolphin are 200
16
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Hz – 24 kHz and 200 Hz – 150 kHz, respectively. The sea lions could hear the sound
frequency up to 70 kHz, and vocalize from 100 Hz to 10 kHz.
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Figure 2.3: Spectrum usage of different acoustic systems [15]4.
Moreover, the operating frequency of sonar systems varies from hundreds of hertz
to hundreds of kilohertz depending on the requirement of applications. Specifically,
the frequency of continuous wave (CW) signal is usually 8− 16 kHz for navigation and
ranges from 10 kHz to hundreds of kilohertz for bathymetry, e.g. 12 kHz in Simrad
EM120 and 32 kHz in Simrad EM300. The fishery sonar, which is widely employed to
find and harvest fish, works on frequencies 20 – 200 kHz. These sonars usually have a
high source level from 185 to 200 dB re 1 µPa, thereby causing strong interference on
surrounding acoustic systems.
2.2.5 Curvilinear propagation
Unlike radio signals, the ray tracing is generally considered as a straight line, the
path of underwater acoustic signal is a curve, especially in long range communications
(> 10 km).
4 c© 2014 IEEE. Reprinted with permission from Yu Luo, Challenges and opportunities of underwater
cognitive acoustic networks, IEEE Transactions on Emerging Topics in Computing, Jul. 2014
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(a) Discontinuous change of sound velocity
(b) Continuous change of sound velocity
Figure 2.4: Curvilinear propagation of acoustic ray. (a) Ray tracing with discontinuous
change of sound velocity. (b) Ray tracing with continuous change of sound velocity
In water, the sound speed is affected by many factors, such as the temperature,
water pressure and salinity. Usually, we could use a depth-velocity profile of acoustic
wave to represent the changes of sound speed with respect to the depth of the water,
as shown in the left part of Fig. 2.4(a) and Fig. 2.4(b).
As we know, the reflection and refraction of a plan wave occur if there is a change
in sound velocity at the interface. According to the Snell-Descartes we have
cosβ1
c1
=
cosβ2
c2
, (2.1)
where β1, β2 and c represent the incidence angle, refraction angle and sound speed,
respectively. Fig. 2.4(a) shows the refracted paths of acoustic ray in an idea situation,
where the sound velocity changes with depth of water discontinuously. From this figure
we observe that the sound tracing tends to propagate to the layer with smaller sound
velocity. Fig. 2.4(b) demonstrates a more realistic profile of sound velocity, where the
sound speed changes with depth of water continuously.
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For short-range communications, the curvilinear propagation of acoustic signal is
not significant, and could be neglected. For long-range communications, however, this
phenomenon should be concerned carefully. By leveraging the knowledge of sound
velocity profile over a particular area, the sound ray trajectories could be well compen-
sated [30].
2.3 Summary
In this chapter, I first defined a UAN and gave a simple example to show how
a typical UAN works in an underwater environment. After that several unique fea-
tures, namely, the long propagation delay of acoustic signals, the narrow bandwidth
of acoustic communications, the long preamble of acoustic modems and the the curvi-
linear propagation of sound ray was introduced. These features make a UAN very
different from a terrestrial radio network. Conventional techniques designed for radio
communications thus may need an overhaul before using in an acoustic network.
In the next chapter, I will analyze how above unique features challenge a UAN
design in details.
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Challenges on UANs
In Chapter 2, I have introduced the unique features of UANs. In this chapter, I
discuss how those features posed grand challenges on UANs, which promote us to
study the techniques of cooperative, cognitive and coordinated communications in this
dissertation.
3.1 Low channel utilization
The channel utilization is defined as the fraction of time used for data transmis-
sion in a certain channel. Due to the long propagation delay (Section 2.2.1), and the
narrowband response of acoustic transducer (Section 2.2.2), the channel utilization in
a UAN is very low, which challenges the throughput and the end-to-end relay of a
network.
1) Low utilization in time domain : In most of MAC protocols, the control
packet, e.g. RTS and CTS, plays a crucial role in tacking the exposed terminal and the
hidden terminal problems [39–42]. On one hand, a sender–receiver pair could utilize
the control packet to well negotiate with each other, thereby considerably reducing the
collisions among data packets in UANs. On the other hand, the time spend on sending
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and waiting for the control messages inevitably reduces the utilization of an acoustic
channel when considering the long preamble sequence and the large propagation delay
of acoustic signal.
2) Low utilization in frequency domain : The frequency band suitable for
a mid-range acoustic communication is from 1 kHz to 40 kHz. However, as I have
discussed in Section 2.2.2, the response bandwidth of an acoustic transducer is narrow,
ranging from several kilohertz to tens of kilohertz. The following analyze will show
that a single transducer may not be able to cover the whole mid-frequency.
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Figure 3.1: Narrowband response of acoustic transducers [15]1. The number on each
curve is the IDs of transducers.
Denote f iH , f
i
L, f
i
C and Bi as the lower 3 dB cutoff frequency, the upper 3 dB cutoff
frequency, the central frequency and the bandwidth of transducer i, respectively, where
Bi =
f iC
Q
, Q ∈ [2, 10]. (3.1)
Substituting f iC =
1
2(f
i
H + f
i
L) and Bi = f
i
H − f iL into (3.1), then we obtain
f iH =
2Q+ 1
2Q− 1f
i
L. (3.2)
When Q = 2 (low quality factor), the transducer have a flat frequency response. Let
f1L = 1 kHz and f
i
H = f
i+1
L , and we have f
i
H = (5/3)
i. Therefore, i = log 5
3
40 ≈ 7.22
1 c© 2014 IEEE. Reprinted with permission from Yu Luo, Challenges and opportunities of underwater
cognitive acoustic networks, IEEE Transactions on Emerging Topics in Computing, Jul. 2014
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when f iH = 40 kHz. Now we obtain that at least 8 transducers are required to cover
the whole mid-frequency band from 1 kHz to 40 kHz, as shown in Fig. 3.1.
Due to the size and the cost constraints, a commercial acoustic modem usually
equips with a single transducer [33–35]. According to above analyze, they cannot cover
a wide frequency band. Therefore, in addition to the frequency dependent attenua-
tion, the narrowband response of an acoustic transducer further reduces the channel
utilization of a UAN in the frequency domain.
3.2 Environment-friendly communications
As I have introduced in Section 2.2.4, an underwater channel is heavily shared. Now,
imagine an underwater world with hybrid acoustic users, as illustrated in Fig. 3.2. An
oil drilling installation system may employ a sensor network with acoustic modems to
monitor the deflection of the drill. In the same area there could also exist a bottom
mounted data collection system using another UAN to communicate with surface buoys.
Meanwhile, there could be AUVs cruising in the water to inspect subsea oil pipelines
and transmitting data wirelessly to their mothership [43]. In addition, a few marine
mammals, e.g. dolphins and whales, might be playing in the neighborhood, using
the same acoustic channel to communicate with each other and search for food via
echolocation. Now the question is: Will existing UANs work well in this scenario?
Unfortunately, the answer is “NO”.
In fact, the design of existing UANs may cause significant scalability and sus-
tainability issues, especially to the ocean ecosystem. First of all, traditional UANs
assume full control over the acoustic spectrum they are operating in and do not con-
sider the fact that multiple UANs could be deployed in a cross area. They are not
able to share the spectrum with other networks even when it is possible. In other
words, the static spectrum allocation will lead to the overall performance degradation
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Figure 3.2: Underwater environment with hybrid acoustic users [15]2.
of all UANs and thus result in poor scalability. Secondly, there are also other acoustic
systems, such as acoustic telemetry instruments. UANs operating without any aware-
ness of these systems will face unexpected interference and undermined performance.
Furthermore, many marine mammals share the same/similar acoustic spectrum with
man-made acoustic systems including UANs (Fig. 2.3, Section 2.2.4). Recently, there
are growing concerns about the effect of man-made noise (UANs, sonars, etc.) on
marine mammals, implying greater sustainability issues on the ocean ecosystem.
Therefore, an ideal UAN should be able to detect other UANs (or man-made acous-
tic systems) and marine lives in its operating area, and perform wireless communica-
tions smoothly without affecting existing acoustic systems. Otherwise, not only the
communication quality of UANs will be downgraded, but also the marine animals and
the ecosystem will be largely affected.
2 c© 2014 IEEE. Reprinted with permission from Yu Luo, Challenges and opportunities of underwater
cognitive acoustic networks, IEEE Transactions on Emerging Topics in Computing, Jul. 2014
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3.3 High cost of overhearing traffic
In terrestrial radio network, a control packet is very short, usually less than one
millisecond. In underwater communications, when taking into account the long pream-
ble sequence of each packet (Section 2.2.3), the time and the energy consumption on
transmitting a control message will be much larger than that in a radio network. In
UANs, the overheard traffic, produced by sending and receiving control messages, could
significantly increase the collision probability of packets, and dramatically reduces the
lifetime of a network.
1) High collision probability : As shown in Fig. 3.3, where node A and node C
have the same distance to node B. Now, assume node A transmits a control packet,
PA, to node B. The transmission time of PA is T . Usually, the interval marked at node
C in this figure with 2T duration time is referred to as the collision window, during
which the transmission of node C will disrupt the reception of packet PA at node B.
From Fig. 3.3 we observe that if the transmission probability of a control message in a
certain period is a constant, the longer the collision window is, the higher the collision
probability of control packets will have. Due to the long propagation delay and the
low transmission ratio, the transmission time of control packets in a UAN is very long.
Therefore, with the same network traffic, the collision probability of control message
in UAN is much higher than that in a radio network.
PA
PA
Collison Window
Node A
Node B
Node C
T
2T
Figure 3.3: High collision probability of control packets
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2) Short lifetime of network : The overhead could reduce the lifetime of a UAN
significantly. To make it straightforward, here I use a simple example regarding the
time synchronization to clarify this problem.
The time synchronization amongst the network sometimes is required for a UAN.
Now, suppose that we are using Teledyne Benthos ATM-885 modems for communica-
tion. The battery capacity of this modem is 300 Wh and the length of a preamble
attached by it on each packet is 1.2 secs. Assume a UAN uses the classic two-way
handshake method [44, 45] to synchronize the time every 15 secs. I further suppose
that the size of each handshake packet (a kind of control message), transmission power
and transmission rate of the ATM-885 modem are 40 B, 20 W (full transmission power)
and 800 bits per second (MFSK with rate 1/2 convolutional coding mode), respectively.
Then the network will die from the time synchronization after three days:
Lifetime =
300 W-hr×60 mins/hr× 60 secs/min
A× 60 mins/hr× 24 hrs/day ×20 W
≈ 3 days,
(3.3)
where
A = 2 pkts/rnd× 4 rnds/min×
(
1.2 secs/pkt +
40 B/pkt× 8 bits/B
800 bits/sec
)
. (3.4)
However, if we do not consider the preamble sequence (remove the item, 1.2 secs/pkt,
in (3.4)), then the lifetime of the network could extend to 12 days. Therefore, the
long preamble of control packets significantly reduces the lifetime of acoustic node, and
challenge a UAN, which needs to monitor an interesting area several weeks or even
longer.
3.4 Summary
In this chapter, I introduced how the unique features of underwater communica-
tions challenge a UAN. According to the analysis I realized that the long propagation
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delay of a sound signal and the narrowband response of an acoustic modem reduces
the channel utilization of a UAN in the time domain and the frequency domain, re-
spectively. Moreover, the marine animals who share the acoustic channel with artificial
acoustic systems pose grand challenges on scalability and sustainability of a UAN. In
addition, the long preamble sequence of an acoustic modem considerably increases the
transmission time a short packet, thereby causing high collision probability and large
overhead on transmitting control messages, which challenge the performance of a UAN
in terms of throughput, lifetime and end-to-end delay.
In the following three chapters, I will introduce how to use the three techniques,
namely, the COP-COM, COG-COM and COD-COM, to tackle the above challenges
for a environment-friendly and channel efficient UAN.
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Underwater COP-COM
Due to the spatial diversity of wireless channel, nodes at different locations to a com-
mon receiver may have different channel qualities. Therefore, if a relay with a good
channel helps the source node with a bad quality of channel to forward its data to
the destination, the transmission performance could be enhanced. The technique of
cooperative communication is proposed to achieve this goal. A good survey regarding
the COP-COM could be found in [9].
In the last ten years, COP-COM has been well studied in radio networks. Nev-
ertheless, due to the unique features of UANs discussed in Chapter 2, conventional
cooperative scheme designed for radio network may work inefficient in underwater en-
vironment.
In order to make COP-COM feasible in UANs, in this chapter I first introduce a
new best relay selection criterion, COBRA, for the purpose of improving the channel
efficiency of underwater COP-COM. After that I propose a new cooperative scheme,
called MNAC, to increase the channel utilization of cooperative acoustic networks.
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4.1 COBRA
In this section, I introduce COBRA, a new best relay selection criterion for un-
derwater cooperative acoustic networks. The new criterion aims to minimize one-way
packet transmission (OPT) time instead of maximizing the transmission rate, which
has been widely applied in terrestrial radio network. COBRA takes into account both
the spectral efficiency and the long propagation delay of acoustic communication to
improve the overall throughput performance of a network. The content in this section
is mainly based on my previous work published in [13]1 .
4.1.1 Related work
Depend on the varied forwarding mechanisms, most of cooperative communication
schemes could be classified into three categories: AF [46], DF [47] and CF [12]. In
the first category, the relay node amplifies the noisy signal that it received from the
source node directly and forward it to the destination without any processing. By
contrast, the relay node in DF schemes decodes the received packet first, and then
regenerates a new packet to the destination subsequently. In CF schemes, if a new
codebook is utilized to produce the relayed message, we call it as the space-time-coded
cooperative communication; otherwise it is referred to as repetition-based cooperative
communication. In both schemes, the relay node retransmits a quantized or compressed
version of the received message.
Although the cooperative communication has been a well explored research topic
in terrestrial radio networks, little work has been conducted in underwater cooperative
communications. In the literature, an AF based cooperative scheme with the time-
reverse technique is proposed in [48]. In [49], the authors analyze the performance
of several cooperative transmission schemes, which are originally designed for radio
1 c© 2013 IEEE. Reprinted with permission from Yu Luo, Effective relay selection for underwater
cooperative acoustic networks, IEEE MASS, Oct. 2013
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networks, in an underwater scenario. The multihop cooperative communication in an
underwater grid network topology is investigated in [50].
The relationship between the communication range and the power consumption
in underwater cooperative communications has been explored in [51]. The results
demonstrate that when the communication distance is long enough, the cooperative
communication could decrease the overall energy consumption significantly even if takes
into account the additional overhead traffic of cooperative communications. This make
cooperative communication a promising technique in UANs. A few energy efficiency
based cooperative schemes have been proposed later in [52,53].
In a cooperative communication network, one critical issue is how to select the best
relay. In [54], it recommends to choose a relay with the best instantaneous channel
state information (CSI), i.e., the relay with max{min{|asri |2, |arid|2}}. Here, asri and
arid are the channel gain from the source to relay ri and from ri to the destination,
respectively. In [55], the node with max{|arid|2} is selected as the relay. One advantage
of [55] over [54] is that the source node could smartly switch between the cooperative
mode and the non-cooperative mode (direct communication without the help of relay)
to further improve the transmission rate. However, the aforementioned criteria are all
designed for terrestrial radio networks and cannot be directly used into UANs due to
the unique features of underwater channel.
4.1.2 Motivation
In COBRA, I focus on the DF repetition-based cooperative scheme, which generally
consists of two phases, as shown in Fig. 4.1. In the first phase, the source node broad-
casts data packets to the destination and all potential relays. In the second phase, the
selected relays forward the re-encoded data to the destination. The destination node
will not decode the data until received the copies from all relays.
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Figure 4.1: Two phases of DF repetition-based cooperative scheme, where r1, . . . , ri
represent potential relays between the source s and the destination d. The destination
node will receive three copies of data. One is directly from s in the first phase; another
two are from the selected relays, r2, and r3, in the second phase.
Here, I define the time interval between the beginning of packet transmission at
the source node and the end of last relayed packet reception at the destination as the
OPT (one-way packet transmission) time. It consists of the overall transmission time
and the propagation delay in a round of cooperative communication. The OPT time
is a very straightforward metric to evaluate the performance of cooperative scheme —
A receiver, which could obtain the data faster from a relay with a shorter OPT time,
has higher throughput and shorter packet delivery delay.
In conventional criteria, the optimal relay is selected mainly based on the CSI [54,
55]. A node which has a the best channel quality to both the source and the destination
is chosen as the best relay. This kind of criteria aim to maximize the channel capacity,
thereby reducing the transmission time of a packet. In a radio network, it is reasonable
because the propagation delay is ignorable. Therefore, the OPT time is approximate
to the transmission time in cooperative communications. In underwater environments,
however, the propagation delay is comparable to the transmission time of a packet
due to the low speed of sound signal and the long distance among neighboring nodes
(Section 2.2.1). Next, I introduce two factors that promote us to take into account not
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only the channel quality, but also the location of a relay to optimize the OPT time in
cooperative communications.
Figure 4.2: Curvilinear propagation of sound the Arctic region (Urick,1979 [56]). Sound
velocity with depth (right) and the corresponding sound ray tracing(left).
Shadow zone of acoustic signal : As revealed in Section 2.2.5 one of the unique
features of acoustic signal is its curvilinear propagation. With this propagation feature,
a sound field may have multiple shadow zones and convergence zones in water, as shown
in Fig. 4.2. In this circumstance, there is a probability that a relay near the source
node has worse channel quality than the one far from the source node. Now, let s, d,
r1 and r2 be the source, destination and two relays, respectively, and their positions
are shown in Fig. 4.2. In this figure, r1 has a better channel quality than r2, since r1
stays in the convergence zone the sound field. Therefore, CSI based criteria select it
to relay the data. However, the OPT time of the cooperative communication with r1
may be larger than that with r2, since r1 has a much longer propagation delay to the
both the source and the destination than r2.
Underwater obstacles: Underwater obstacles, such as fish school, also affect the
result of best rely selection selection. As shown in Fig. 4.3, two fish schools block the
signal from r2 to the source and to the destination, resulting in a bad channel quality.
However, the propagation distance of signal from s to d through r1 is longer than that
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through r2. Therefore, r1 offers a shorter transmission time but a longer propagation
delay than r2. In this circumstance, we could not arbitrarily conclude one relay is
better than another unless compare the OPT time of two relays carefully.
Fish Schools
r1
r2 d
asr1
asr2
ar1d
ar2d
Figure 4.3: The impact of barrier on the best relay selection.
From the above discussion we obtain that the CSI based relay selection criteria
proposed for radio network may work inefficiently in underwater environments due to
the long propagation delay of sound signal. This promotes us to propose a new OPT
time based criterion for the optimal relay selection.
4.1.3 System model
Assume all acoustic nodes work in the half duplex mode. The channel is supposed
to be symmetric, i.e., the reciprocal channel from node A to B is the same as the
channel from B to A. I consider an underwater network with a set of nodes denoted by
A={s, d, r1, r2, . . . , rn}. The source node s has data to the destination node d. Let R
be the relay set, where R ⊂ A.
During the first phase, the data signal received by relay ri is
ysri [k] = asrixs[k] + nri [k], ri ∈ R, (4.1)
where xs[k] is the raw data from the source node; nri [k] is a zero mean, independent
and identically distributed circularly symmetric complex Gaussian noise with variance
N0, i.e., nri [k]∼N (0, N0); asri is the channel gain between source and relay ri.
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Depending on the deployment, channel condition and modulation scheme, several
distribution functions could be used to model the channel amplitude statistic character-
istic, such as Rayleigh distribution [57], K-distribution [58] and Rice distribution [59].
Next, I use the Rayleigh channel as an example to show how COBRA criterion works.
Now, assume |asri | in (4.1) follows Rayleigh distribution, and thus|asri |2 is expo-
nentially distributed with mean value λ−1sri , i.e. |asri |2∼Exponential(λsri).
Let ysd[k] and yrid[k] be the signal received at the destination and relay ri, where
ysd[k] = asdxs[k] + nd[k], (4.2)
and
yrid[k] = aridxri [k] + nd[k], ri ∈ R. (4.3)
In the DF repetition-based cooperative scheme, the relayed signal xri is the same
as the raw signal xs. Moreover, asd and arid are the channel gain from source to
destination and from relay ri to destination, respectively. Similar to |asri |2, we have
|asd|2∼Exponential(λsd) and |arid|2∼Exponential(λrid).
4.1.4 COBRA criterion description
In a cooperative communication scheme, one or more relays could be selected from
the potential relay set R to forward the data packet. Denote the selected best relay
set as B, where B ⊆ R. Let RB in bit/sec/Hz represent the spectral efficiency with the
help of relay set B, which is constrained by the following three factors:
1) Reliable reception at relay : In DF-based cooperative communication, a relay
would not forward the message to the destination if it fails to decode the data from
the source node. Therefore, we should guarantee that the transmission rate will exceed
the worst mutual information of the source-relay channels with a small probability at
most
Pr[RB > min{Isri}] ≤ Psr, ri ∈ B, (4.4)
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where Isri is the mutual information between the source and the relay ri, and Psr is
the predetermined outage probability.
2) Reliable reception at destination : We should guarantee a reliable data re-
ception at the destination with the help of relay. Hence, the transmission rate should
not exceed the mutual information of the source-destination channel with a probability
higher than
Pr[RB > Isd(B) | B] ≤ Pcoop, (4.5)
where Isd(B) is the mutual information between the source and the destination with
relay set B, and Pcoop is a predetermined outage probability.
3) Transmission power constraint : In each round of cooperative communica-
tion, the total power consumed by the source and relays should be not higher than the
non-cooperative scheme.
Now, we could express the relay selection problem to optimize the OPT time as:
arg
B⊆R
min
{
2L
WRB
+max{Tsri+Trid}
}
, ri∈B
s.t. Pr[RB > min{Isri}] ≤ Psr,
P r[RB > Isd(B) | B] ≤ Pcoop.
(4.6)
Here, L is the packet size in bits and W is the communication bandwidth in hertz. Tsri
and Trid are the propagation delay from the source to relay ri, and from relay ri to
the destination, respectively. The objective function of (4.6) includes the overall data
transmission time and the maximum propagation delay of sound signal from the source
to the destination through the relay.
We first derive the closed form of (4.4). The mutual information between source
node and relay ri is:
Isri =
1
2
log2
(
1+
1
(|B|+ 1)SNR|asri |
2
)
, (4.7)
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where SNR = P/N0 is the signal-to-noise ratio at the sender side
2 . P and N0 are the
transmission power and noise power, respectively. The coefficient 1/2 indicates that an
additional time slot (second phase) is required in DF-based cooperative communication.
|B| is the number of relays in the relay set B. The coefficient 1/(|B|+ 1) indicates that
the total power is equivalently assigned amongst the source and relays to meet the
transmission power constraint. Substituting (4.7) into (4.4) and leveraging |asri |2 ∼
Exponential(λsri), we obtain
Pr
[
RB>min
{
1
2
log2
(
1+
1
(|B|+ 1)SNR|asri |
2
)}]
≤Psr
⇒ RB ≤ 1
2
log2
[ −SNR ln(1−Psr)
max{λsri(|B|+ 1)}
+1
]
, ri ∈ B.
(4.8)
Now, we have the closed form of (4.4). Next, I derive the closed form of (4.5). Here, I
first introduce a lemma [60] that will be used in the following derivation.
Lemma 1. Let (Xi)i=1,...,n, n > 1, be independent exponential random variables
with pairwise distinct respective parameters λi. Then the density of their sum is
fX1+X2+···+Xn(x) =
[ n∏
i=1
λi
] n∑
j=1
e−λjx
n∏
k=1
k 6=j
(λk−λj)
, x > 0. (4.9)
At the destination, the receiver combines the packets it heard from the source and
relays to enhance the receiving SNR. Therefore, the mutual information Isd(B) in (4.5)
could be expressed as
Isd(B) =
1
2
log2
(
1+
SNR
(|B|+ 1) |asd|
2+
∑
ri∈B
SNR
(|B|+ 1) |arid|
2
)
. (4.10)
Substituting (4.10) into (4.5), we have
Pr
[(
|asd|2 +
∑
ri∈B
|arid|2
)
<
(|B|+ 1) (22RB − 1)
SNR
| B ] ≤ Pcoop. (4.11)
2The SNRs I used in COBRA are all signal-to-noise ratios at the sender side rather than at the
receiver side.
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Let λ1 and λj re-represent λ1 and λrid, respectively, where ri ∈ B and j = 2, 3, . . . , |B|+
1. Since |asd|2 and |arid|2 are two independent variables with exponential distribution,
leveraging the conclusion of Lemma 1 and doing an integral operation, (4.11) becomes
[ |B|+1∏
j=1
λj
] |B|+1∑
j=1
e−λj
(|B|+1)(22RB−1)
SNR − 1
−λj
|B|+1∏
k=1
k 6=j
(λk−λj)
≤ Pcoop. (4.12)
Then, I use |B| + 1 order Maclaurin series to approximate the exponential term in
(4.12):
[ |B|+1∏
j=1
λj
] |B|+1∑
q=1
( (|B|+1) (2
2RB−1)
SNR )
q
q!
|B|+1∑
j=1
(−λj)q−1
|B|+1∏
k=1
k 6=j
(λk−λj)
≤ Pcoop
⇒
[ |B|+1∏
j=1
λj
]
( (|B|+1) (2
2RB−1)
SNR )
|B|+1
(|B|+ 1)! ≤ Pcoop
⇒ RB ≤ 1
2
log2
[(
(|B|+ 1)!Pcoop∏|B|+1
j=1 λj
) 1
|B|+1 SNR
(|B|+ 1) + 1
]
⇒ RB ≤ 1
2
log2
[(
(|B|+ 1)!Pcoop
λsd
∏
ri∈B λrid
) 1
|B|+1 SNR
(|B|+ 1) + 1
]
,
(4.13)
It is worth noting that for the exponential function ex, x ∈ (−∞,∞), the remainder
of a k-order Maclaurin series is E|B|(x) = eξx|B|+1/(|B| + 1)!, where ξ is a number
between 0 and x. To make the left side of (4.13) smaller than or equal to its right side,
E|B|(x) needs to be larger than zero. This requests |B|+ 1 to be an even number when
x < 0. However, in (4.12), the parameter SNR is the signal-to-noise at the sender side
(not the receiver side), which is high. Therefore, the remainder of a Maclaurin series
will be a small value. In this situation, an odd |B|+ 1 only sightly losses the boundary
of RB, and the symbol “≤ ” should be replaced by “≈ ” in (4.13).
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Now, replacing the constraint conditions in (4.6) with (4.8) and (4.13), we obtain
arg
B∈R
min
{
2L
WRB
+ max{Tsri+Trid}
}
, ri ∈ B
s.t. RB ≤ min
{
1
2
log2
[ −SNR ln(1− Psr)
max{λsri} (|B|+ 1)
+1
]
,
1
2
log2
[(
(|B|+ 1)!Pcoop
λsd
∏
ri∈B λrid
) 1
|B|+1 SNR
(|B|+ 1) + 1
]}
.
(4.14)
From (4.14) we observe that the spectral efficiency RB in the DF-based cooperative
scheme is constrained by the worst source-to-relay channel (max{λsri}) and all relay-
to-destination channels (
∏
ri∈B λrid). Fig. 4.4 demonstrates the RB with resect to
max{λsri} and
∏
ri∈B λrid , where I set λsd = 0.5, SNR = 5 dB, Pcoop = Psr = 10
−2.
From this figure, we observe that:
1. Both bad source-to-relay channel (large max{λsri}) and relay-to-destination chan-
nels (large
∏
ri∈B λrid) could reduce the spectral efficiency considerably.
2. When relay-to-destination channels are bad (large
∏
ri∈B λrid), the flat area in
Fig. 4.4 illustrates that the spectral efficiency will not increase no matter how
good the source-to-relay channel (small max{λsri}) is, but limited by the poor
relay-to-destination channels.
3. If the quality of a source-to-relay channel is poor (max{λsri} > 0.01), the spectral
efficiency barely changes with the variation of relay-to-destination channels. On
another hand, with fixed relay-to-destination channels (
∏
ri∈B λrid)), the spectral
efficiency improves significantly with the increase of max{λsri}. These observa-
tions indicate that COBRA is resilient to a bad relay-to-destination channel, but
susceptible to a poor source-to-relay channel. This is because in a DF-based co-
operative scheme, each selected relay should be able to decode the raw packet.
In this case, the spectrum efficiency in (4.8) is constrained by a relay with the
worst channel to the source node. On the contrary, as expressed in (4.13), the
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spectrum efficiency between the source and destination through the selected re-
lay set is affected by the quality of source-to-destination channel and that of all
relay-to-destination channels. The quality degradation of a few of these channels
will not affect the spectrum efficiency in (4.13) too much.
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Figure 4.4: Ri with respect to λsri and λrid, where λsd = 0.5.
4.1.5 Best relay selection
In the previous section, I have introduced the details of COBRA. In this section, I
introduce how to select the best relay set based on the COBRA criterion.
Denote the OPT time, i.e., the objective function in (4.14), with relay set B as FB.
We select the best relay set to minimize FB through the following algorithm:
1. First of all, I select a single node, r∗1, as the best relay based on (4.14) and set
B1 = {r∗1}.
2. Then, I add a new relay, r∗2, into the previous relay set to minimize FB2 , where
B2 = {r∗1, r∗2}.
3. Repeat Step 2, adding a new relay in each time until all potential relays are
involved into the relay set.
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4. Finally, I search for the minimum FBn from {FB1 , FB2 , . . . , FB|R|} calculated in
previous steps, and the corresponding relay set, Bn, is the best relay set, i.e.,
B , Bn.
It is worth nothing the OPT time in a COBRA based cooperative network is not
monotonically decreasing function of number of relays joined in the communication.
This is because COBRA equally allocates power among relays. The more relays we use,
the higher the risk is to select a relay with a bad channel quality or a long propagation
delay, which incurs higher energy consumption but without significant contribution on
reducing the OPT time. Therefore, in the above algorithm, a source node needs to
calculate all FBn , n = 1, 2, . . . , |R|, and selects the best relay set with the minimum
FBn .
4.1.6 Cooperative or non-cooperative transmission
The performance of a cooperative communication is susceptible a poor quality of
source-to-relay channel. Hence, in some circumstances, the performance of a network
with a cooperative scheme not be better than that without it. In this section, I study
when should a source node starts a cooperative communication and when it needs to
send the data directly to the destination without the help of relay nodes.
Let Rnon and Pnon be the spectral efficiency and the outage probability of a non-
cooperative communication, respectively. Then we have
Pr[Rnon > I
′
sd] ≤ Pnon
⇒ Pr[Rnon > log2(1 + SNR|asd|2)] ≤ Pnon
⇒ Rnon ≤ log2
[−SNR ln(1− Pnon)
λsd
+ 1
]
,
(4.15)
where I
′
sd is the mutual information between the source and the destination without the
cooperative scheme. Compared with (4.7) and (4.10), the coefficients 1/2 and |B| + 1
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have been removed in (4.15), since all channel and power resource could be assigned to
the source node for its packet transmission.
When the best relay set is employed, denote the corresponding spectrum efficiency,
maximum propagation delay from the source to the relay set and from the relay set
to the destination as R∗coop, T ∗sr and T ∗rd, respectively. Let ∆T be the difference of
propagation delay between the relay path and direct path, i.e., ∆T = T ∗sr + T ∗rd − Tsd.
The OPT time of a non-cooperative scheme is superior when
L
WRnon
6 2L
WR∗coop
+ ∆T
⇒ ∆T
L
≥ 1
W
(
1
Rnon
− 2
R∗coop
);
(4.16)
otherwise, the cooperative scheme is preferred.
Here, I call ∆T/L as the ∆TL ratio — a metrics for the source node to choose
the appropriate transmission scheme. Now, I use an example, where I set W = 5 kHz,
SNR = 5 dB, Pnon = Pcoop = Psr = 10
−2, to demonstrate the impact of the ∆TL ratio.
Fig. 4.5 shows the threshold of ∆TL ratio, when the left side of (4.16) is equivalent
to the right side, with respect to λsri , λrid and λsd. From this figure we observe that
the cooperative scheme will outperform the non-cooperative one once the ∆TL ratio
is smaller than the threshold; otherwise, the non-cooperative scheme obtains shorter
OPT time.
Now, I give an insight into Fig. 4.5. As we know, the cooperative communication
could increase the transmission rate of a source node through improving the spectrum
efficiency, thereby reducing the transmission time of a data packet. Compared with
the non-cooperative scheme, however, a packet in the cooperative communication ex-
periences larger delay, since the source-relay-destination path is always longer than the
source-to-destination path. Hence, the reduction of transmission time in an underwa-
ter cooperative network is at the cost of longer propagation delay. In order to use
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Figure 4.5: Threshold of the ∆TL ratio as a function of λsri , λrid and λsd.
cooperative scheme more efficiently, we could decrease the threshold of ∆TL ratio by
increasing the packet size, L. The larger the packet size is, the more the transmission
time could be saved in cooperative communications, and thus the higher the resilience
of ∆T is.
In addition, Fig. 4.5 illustrates that although the deterioration in the quality of both
source-to-relay (larger λsri) and relay-to-destination (larger λrid) channel will decrease
the threshold of ∆TL ratio, ∆TL ratio is more sensitive to the variation of λsri than
that of λrid, which is similarly demenstrated in Fig. 4.4.
Moreover, when the quality of source-to-destination channel becomes better (smaller
λsd), the threshold of ∆TL ratio will decrease, and the source node will tend to send
the data straightforwardly without the help of relays.
4.1.7 Cooperative MAC
In this section, I provide a handshake based MAC protocol for an underwater
cooperative network with COBRA criterion.
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At the beginning of a round of cooperative communication, the source node broad-
casts a request-to-send (RTS) packet first. The RTS has two functions: one is to reserve
the channel for collision avoidance and to estimate the channel gain asd and propaga-
tion delay Tsd at the receiver side; another one is to help with the relay selection by
measuring the channel gain asri and propagation delay Tsri at relay ri. After receiving
RTS, the receiver replies with a clear-to-send (CTS) packet if it is free to receive the
data. Relay ri could measure the parameters arid and Trid by overhearing the CTS
packet. Only a node that hears both the RTS and CTS messages could work as a
potential relay.
In radio network, the instantaneous channel gains, asd, arid and asri , may be avail-
able. In underwater environment, however, these parameters are usually out of data
owing to the large propagation delay, long transmission time of a packet and high dy-
namic of an acoustic channel [61]. Nevertheless, a node could get the statistical feature
of a channel, i.e., λsd, λrid and λsri by utilizing historical measurements of the channel
gain in COBRA.
After potential relays updating the parameters λrid and λsri according to the latest
measurements of the channel gain, they attach these parameters into a prepare-to-help
(PTH) packet and send it to the source node. When the source node received PTH
packet, it measurements a new channel gain asri and uses it to update λsri . Now, the
source node obtains all statistical channel information in (4.14) for the optimal relay
select selection.
It is worth noting that a relay does not need to send a PTH packet in each round
of communication, unless in the following two situations:
1. At the beginning of the protocol. At the first several periods of the protocol, λsri ,
λrid and λsd may change a lot before obtaining enough historical value of channel
gain for an accurate statistical measurement.
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2. The statistical feature of an underwater channel changes significantly. In this
situation, a relay retransmits the parameters λrid and λsri to the source node
through the PTH packet. The source node will update the corresponding channel
information of potential relays for the future optimal relay selection.
From the above description we know that a relay node will not send a PTH fre-
quently in a stable underwater environment. The overhead on sending PTH messages
thus is negligible in the MAC protocol.
After receiving the PTH packets, the source node chooses the best relay set based
on the COBRA algorithm described in Section 4.1.5, and calculates the corresponding
∆TL ratio. According to the analyze in Section 4.1.6, the source node will sent the data
to the destination directly if the ∆TL ratio is higher than the threshold; otherwise, it
will start the DF-based cooperative transmission described in Section 4.1.2.
4.1.8 Performance evaluation
In this section, I investigate the performance of COBRA criterion through simu-
lations. Both the CSI based criterion [54] and the maximum transmission rate based
criterion [55] are implemented for comparison. The CSI based criterion selects the
relay with the best channel quality, i.e., min{max{λsri , λrid}}, while the maximum
transmission rate based criterion chooses the relay to optimize the spectrum efficiency,
i.e., max{RB}. Simulation results show the superior of an underwater cooperative net-
work with the COBRA criterion in terms of OPT time, throughput and packet delivery
ratio.
4.1.8.1 Point-to-point performance
I first compare the spectrum efficiency and OPT time of different criteria with re-
spect to the number of relays and SNRs in point-to-point cooperative communications,
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as shown in Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.7, respectively. In these two figures, the distance from
the source to the destination is 2 km. There are a total number of 10 potential relays
deployed between the source and the destination. The transmission power is equally
allocated to the source and relay nodes. I model the underwater channel as a Rayleigh
fading channel, and assume λrid ∼ U(5 × 10−3, 1 × 10−1) for relay ri, where U repre-
sents an uniform distribution. The communication bandwidth, sound speed in water
and SNR at the sender side are 5 kHz, 1500 m/sec and 5 dB, respectively. I assume
the quality of source-to-relay channel is poor, where λsd = 0.5. The size of data packet,
and outage probability for both Psr and Pcoop are set to 100 B and 10
−2, respectively.
From Fig. 4.6(a) I observer that the spectrum efficiency of COBRA is lower than
another two criteria when the quality of source-to-relay channels is good (small λsri).
This is because COBRA need to take into account not only the spectrum efficiency but
also the propagation delay for optimizing the OPT time. This implies that a node with
a good channel quality but a long distance to the source and the detonation may not
be chosen as a relay in COBRA, which decreases the spectrum efficiency. In addition,
the RB in the figure is not a monotonically increasing function. That is why a source
node needs to select the best relay set from potential relays for efficient cooperative
communication, as I discussed in Section 4.1.5.
Fig. 4.6(b) shows the variation of RB with respect to the number of relays in a poor
source-to-relay channels (λsri). Compared with Fig. 4.6(a), RB in Fig. 4.6(b) is much
small, and the spectral efficiency is a monotonically decreasing function of the size of
relay set in all three cooperative criteria. This observation verify that the performance
of DF-based cooperative scheme is susceptible to a poor source-to-relay channel. In
this situation, the spectral efficiency is most likely constrained by max{λsri} rather
than
∏
ri∈B λrid in (4.14). When more relays are selected, the power assigned to each
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Figure 4.6: Performance comparison among different criteria with respect to the num-
ber of relays. (a) Spectrum efficiency with small λsri . (b) Spectrum efficiency with
large λsri . (c) OPT time with small λsri . (d) OPT time with large λsri .
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Figure 4.7: OPT time comparison between different criteria as a function of SNR with
the best relay set.
node will reduce, and max{λsri} may increase, which finally decreases the spectrum
efficiency in a cooperative scheme.
Fig. 4.6(c) and Fig. 4.6(d) illustrate the OPT time of the three criteria. The per-
formance of COBRA is better than another two criteria at different λsri , since COBRA
considers both the spectrum efficiency and the propagation delay. In addition, with a
good source-to-relay channel (small λsri), a DF-based cooperative scheme with all three
criteria outperforms the non-cooperative one, as shown in Fig. 4.6(c). Moreover, CO-
BRA achieves the shortest OPT time amongst all three criteria with arbitrary number
of relays. Increasing the size of relay set in this scenario could reduce the OPT time.
On another hand, if the source-to-delay channel is bad, the OPT time will increase with
the number of relays, as demonstrated in Fig. 4.6(d). This is because a large number
of relay cases a low spectrum efficiency and a long propagation delay, which have been
analyzed in Fig. 4.6(b).
Fig. 4.7 shows the OPT time with respect to the SNR when the best relay set is
selected through (4.14). From this figure we obtain that the OPT time in all commu-
nication schemes decreases with a growing SNR. Moreover, COBRA achieves a shorter
OPT time than other schemes, especially when SNR is low. In a high SNR situation,
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Figure 4.8: Deployment of nodes . (Nodes 0–14 communicate with Nodes 1–15 respec-
tively.)
the propagation delay dominates the OPT time, while an improvement of the trans-
mission time obtained from a cooperative communication is negligible. Therefor, the
OPT time of an noncooperative transmission becomes comparable with a cooperative
one with a high SNR.
4.1.8.2 Network performance
We use Aqua-Sim to evaluate the throughput and delivery ratio of different coop-
erative and non-cooperative schemes in UANs. In the the previous section, we observe
that the maximum transmission rate criterion is superior to the CSI based one on both
the spectrum efficiency and the OPT time. Therefore, I compare COBRA with the
maximum transmission rate criterion in this section.
In a network, I assume 16 nodes are randomly distributed in a 6000 m ×6000
m rectangular area, as shown in Fig. 4.8. Nodes with even ID run a Poisson traffic
generator and send packet to the nodes at their right hand with odd ID. All nodes in
the communication range (2 km) of a sender-receiver pair are considered as potential
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Figure 4.9: Throughput comparison between different criteria with respect to packet
size.
relays. Each point in Fig. 4.9 or Fig. 4.10 is the average of 10 random deployments,
and each deployment repeat 20 times.
According to the analysis in Section 4.1.5, the efficiency of a underwater cooper-
ative communication depends on the packet transmission time and the propagation
delay. Here, I change the transmission time by increasing the packet size in the sim-
ulation and show the throughput in Fig. 4.9. The traffic load per node in this test is
0.025 packet/second. The SNR and channel settings are the same as Fig. 6(b). This
figure illustrates that with moderate packet sizes, there is more significant through-
put improvement of COBRA criterion than both the non-cooperative scheme and the
conventional cooperative scheme.
In addition, when the packet size is small, the propagation delay dominates the
OPT time. The benefit on reducing the packet transmission time is overwhelmed by
the increased propagation delay in a cooperative communication. In this situation,
COBRA will smartly switch to a noncooperative scheme to increase the throughput
and the delivery ratio of the network. With the growth of a packet size, the OPT time
decreases significantly in COBRA criterion, thereby achieving considerably throughput
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Figure 4.10: Performance comparison between different criteria with respect to the
network traffic load. (a) Throughput. (b) Delivery ratio.
improvement. Compared with the maximum transmission rate criterion, which chooses
relays with a higher spectrum efficiency but much longer propagation delay, COBRA
has as much as 20% throughput improvement. When the packet size in the simulation
is larger than 400 B, the throughput of COBRA and maximum transmission rate
criterion become comparable, since the reducing of a transmission time overwhelms a
propagation delay.
Fig. 4.10 presents the throughput and delivery ratio of different communication
schemes with a varying traffic load, where the packet size is set to 300 B. The through-
put of all three schemes increases with the growth of a traffic load. By contrast, the
delivery ratio decreases significantly due to the high collision probability at a heavy
traffic load scenario.
COBRA offers the highest throughput performance, along with better delivery ratio
as illustrated in Fig. 4.10. Owning to the optimized OPT time, the average time on de-
livering a data packet in COBRA is much shorter than the maximum transmission rate
criterion and an non-cooperative communication. Moreover, the maximum transmis-
sion rate criterion shows a superior throughput performance than the non-cooperative
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one, since a cooperative scheme could dramatically decrease the transmission time of
a packet with a large packet size (300 B). Nevertheless, it is still less than the COBRA
criterion, since it omits the propagation delay in the relay selection.
In Section 3.3, I introduced that the long transmission time of a packet would case
a high collision probability among messages by increasing the length of the collision
window. Through the transmission of relay nodes increases the traffic load of a net-
work, a short packet transmission time obtained from a cooperative communication
still reduces the collisions even in a high traffic load scenario. This could be observed
in Fig. 4.10(b), where the packet delivery ratios of COBRA and maximum transmis-
sion rate based cooperative schemes are much higher than the non-cooperative scheme.
When the traffic load increases to 60 bps, the collision avoidance mechanism in the
non-cooperative scheme stops the collision probability further decreasing with the cost
of increasing of throughput.
4.2 MNAC
In the previous section, I have introduced a new criterion, COBRA, for the best
relay selection in a DF-based underwater cooperative network. In this section, I propose
a new cooperative scheme, called MNAC, for UANs.
In MNAC, I select a proper mirror node for each specific source node, and make
the signals from the source and the mirror node add destructively at a certain receiver
that we want to protect. In this way, the protected node could receive data from its
intended sender, while not be interfered by other mirror-assisted nodes, even if they
transmit simultaneously. With the proposed technique, multiple data streams could be
sent in parallel without causing any collisions, thereby improving the channel efficiency
of UANs. I also design a simple MAC protocol, called the mirror node assisted MAC
(MNA-MAC), for MNAC. In addition to guarantee a strong destructive interference at
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the protected receiver, MNA-MAC could select the best mirror node to maximize the
channel capacity from the cooperative communication point of view.
4.2.1 Motivation
Here, let us consider a common application of a UAN. As shown in Fig. 4.11,
multiple underwater sensor nodes are deployed in oceans to monitor an interesting
area. Through acoustic communications, they could send the collected data to surface
nodes (sink nodes) in real-time. In order to reduce the shadow zone (the region not
covered by sensors) in the monitoring area, the coverage range of neighboring surface
nodes overlaps with each other properly.
Figure 4.11: Underwater sensor network, where a semicycle represents the coverage of
a surface node.
In the network depicted in Fig. 4.11, suppose each node is equipped with a single
half-duplex transducer. Sensor node A is in an overlapping area of surface nodes S1
and S2, i.e., both S1 and S2 could hear the signal from node A. Now, assume that nodes
A and B plan to send their data to S2 and S1, respectively. In this scenario, to prevent
the node A’s signal from interfering with the data reception at S1, nodes A and B have
been generally assumed that one should keep quiet while another is transmitting.
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MNAC challenges that assumption, and shows via analysis that it is possible to
let node B transmit with node A simultaneously without causing any collisions at S1,
while improving the SNR at S2
3 . I leverage the destructive interference of acoustic
waves to achieve this goal.
4.2.2 Destructive interference benefits
Destructive interference is a common phenomenon, which could be observed with
all types of waves, such as light, electromagnetic and acoustic waves. In this section
I give a brief description on this phenomenon, and then introduce how to harness the
destructive interference for improving the performance of UANs.
4.2.2.1 What is destructive interference
According to the principle of superposition [62], if multiple waves of same type
are incident on a certain point, the displacement at that point is equal to sum of the
displacements of the individual waves. As shown in Fig. 4.12, if the crests of two waves
meet with each other, then constructive interference occurs. If the crest of a wave meet
the trough of another one, then destructive interference occurs.
At a certain point, the destructive interference is most effective when the amplitudes
of two signals are equivalent while the phase difference between them is pi. In this
situation, two signals add destructively, thus each completely cancels out the other.
4.2.2.2 Making destructive interference useful
In a wireless communication, the signal from a transmitter may arrive at a receiver
through multiple paths if there are reflectors in the environment, for example, cloud,
ground, sea surface and barriers. Signals from different paths experience differences in
3In the rest of the section, I call S1 and S2 as the protected receiver and the intended receiver of
node A, respectively.
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Figure 4.12: Constructive and destructive interferences.
attenuation, phase shift and delay when traveling from the source to the destination.
If two or more of these signals meet the requirement of destructive interference, an
attenuation of the signal power would be observed at the receiver. A strong destructive
interference is usually referred to as the deep fading, which may cause a sharp decrease
in receiving SNR.
In most of applications, we should avoid the deep fading, since it may result in
a failure of communication [63]. However, in MNAC I propose to take advantage of
the strong destructive interference in a completely new way, which enables multiple
nodes to transmit at the same time without interfering with the data reception of each
intended receiver.
More specifically, as shown in Fig. 4.11, before a data transmission, the sink node
selects a mirror node, which is denoted by A′, for node A. When A is transmitting, A′ is
also arranged to send the same data with node A after a certain delay. By adjusting the
transmission delay and the transmission power of A′ carefully, it is possible to make the
amplitudes of the signals from A and A′ be equivalent at S1, and the phase difference
between them be pi. In this way, the source and the mirror signals are cancelled out with
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each other. Therefore, the signal from node A would not disrupt the data reception at
the protected receiver, S1. With this approach, nodes A and B could send their data
simultaneously without causing any collisions.
4.2.3 Performance of MNAC
If we use the MNAC in a real UAN, its performance may be affected by many
factors, such as the error of distance measurement, the bandwidth of a signal and the
location of a mirror node. In this section, I give an insight into these problems.
4.2.3.1 Distance measurement error
In order to well protect a specific receiver, the amplitudes of signals from the source
and its mirror node should be the same at the protected receiver, but their phases should
differ by pi.
Now, I use Fig. 4.11 as an example to analyze the effect of distance measurement
error on MNAC. Denote the signals from the source node A and the mirror node A′
by sAe
j(2pifAt+φA) and sA′e
j(2pifA′ t+φA′ ), respectively. Here s, f and φ represent the
amplitude, frequency and phase of a signal, respectively. Let aAS1 and aA′S1 be the
attenuation coefficients of acoustic signals from A and A′ to the protected node S1,
respectively. Therefore, the received signal of S1, which is represented as r(t), is
r(t)=
sA
aAS1
ej(2pifAt+φA+φAS1)+
sA′
aA′S1
ej(2pifA′ t+φA′+φA′S1), (4.17)
where φAS1 and φA′S1 are the phase shifts of signals traveling from nodes A and A
′ to
S1, respectively.
To obtain a strong destructive interference, in (4.17) sA/aAS1 should equal to
sA′/aA′S1 , and the difference between φA+φAS1 and φA′+φA′S1 should be pi. However,
a real system inevitably introduces some errors on the amplitude and phase of a signal
owning to the hardware constraints. Now, denote the mismatch of amplitude and phase
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between signals from nodes A and A′ at S1 as ∆s(t) and ∆φ, respectively. Then, we
have
sA′
aA′S1
=
sA
aAS1
+ ∆s, (4.18)
and
φA′+φA′S1 = φA+φAS1 +pi+∆φ. (4.19)
Let precv be the instantaneous power of signal r(t). Assume the source and its mirror
node have the same transmission frequency, i.e., fA=fA′ . According to (4.17), (4.18)
and (4.19), after a simple derivation, we obtain that
precv = r(t) r(t)
= ∆s2 + 2
sA
aAS1
[ sA
aAS1
+ ∆s
]
(1− cos ∆φ),
(4.20)
where r(t) represents the complex conjugation of r(t).
In a real application, ∆s and ∆φ usually result from the error of distance measure-
ments. More specifically, according to (4.18), in order to make ∆s = 0, a mirror node
should adjust its transmission power to offset the difference of propagation attenuations
between the source and the mirror signals, i.e.,
s∗A′ =
aA′S1
aAS1
sA, (4.21)
where s∗A′ represents the idea sA′ .
The attenuation coefficients, aA′S1 and aAS1 , could be calculated through the ge-
ometrical spreading losses and Thorp’s formula of an acoustic wave [64], which are
distance-dependented parameters. sA′ may deviate from the idea value if there are any
errors in a distance measurement, which results in a nonzero ∆s.
In (4.19), if the distances from nodes A and A′ to S1 are different, φAS1 and φA′S1will
be different. In this situation, A′ should rotate its initial phase to compensate for the
difference of the phase shifts. This could be done by adding a certain delay on A′,
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which is denoted by τA′ , before its data transmission. In (4.19), let φA = 0, then it is
easy to obtain that the idea τA′ is
τ∗A′ =
1
2fA
+
dAS1 − dA′S1
c
, (4.22)
where c is the sound speed in water, dAS1 and dA′S1 are the distances from nodes A
and A′ to S1, respectively. From (4.22) we observe that if there are any errors in a
distance measurement, τA′ may deviate from the ideal value, causing a nonzero ∆φ in
(4.19).
In Fig. 4.13, I consider the effect of destructive interference and show the attenua-
tion of receiving signal power at S1 with respect to the percentage of phase mismatch
and amplitude mismatch. From this figure we observe that there is a deep null of receiv-
ing signal power exists if the mirror node transmits with the optimal signal strength and
transmission delay as expressed in (4.21) and (4.22), respectively. After that the growth
of mismatch in amplitude and phase weaken the effect of destructive interference. This
increases the interference on a protected receiver, and thus hurts the performance of
MNAC. For instance, assume the power and frequency of a signal that S1 received
from node A is 1 W and 17 kHz, respectively. If the phase mismatch and amplitude
mismatch are both 1%4 , then the attenuation of receiving signal at S1 could reach 43
dB. In this case, the remaining interference produced by node A decreases from 1 W
to 0.0037 W at S1. When this mismatch increases to 5%, the attenuation reduces to
9.9 dB. In this circumstance, the interference left at S1 raises to 0.1 W, 27 times higher
than that in the previous situation.
4.2.3.2 Wideband communications
In the previous section, I analyzed the performance of MNAC for any signals with
single frequency. In some applications, however, a wideband modulation scheme, like
4That is ∆s=0.01 ∗ sA/aAS1 and ∆φ=0.01 ∗ pi.
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Figure 4.13: Attenuations of the MNAC with respect to the percentage of errors.
the orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM), may be applied in a UAN for
high-speed communications [65, 66]. Next, I study the impact of wideband signal on
MNAC.
From (4.22) we obtain that the optimal transmission delay of a mirror node is
calculated for a certain frequency fA. If the transmission signal contains multiple fre-
quency components, the phase mismatch presented in (4.19) may occur at the protected
receiver.
Let fc and fi represent the central frequency and the i
th frequency component of
a wideband signal, respectively. We create the strong destructive interference at fc by
making fA = fc in (4.22). Denote the phase mismatch between the source and the
mirror signals on the ith frequency component as ∆φi, then we have
∆φi = pi
(fi
fc
− 1
)
. (4.23)
Substituting (4.23) into (4.20), I could calculate the remaining power on each frequency
component at the protected receiver with the assistance of a mirror node.
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In Fig. 4.14, I use an OFDM-BPSK signal as an example to show the performance
of MNAC with a wideband signal. The original sound wave was collected from the real
acoustic modem, which consists of one preamble sequence (first block) and six data
blocks. The frequency band is from 14 to 20 kHz, and the central frequency is fc = 17
kHz. The mirror signal is a copy of the original wave but with a delay of 1/(2fc) secs.
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Figure 4.14: Effect of MNAC on a wideband signal.
As demonstrated in Fig. 4.14(a), due to the phase mismatch, the mirror signal
cannot completely cancel out the source signal on all frequencies. For example, the
average power of the first data block in the raw wave is 0.07 W. With the assistance
of mirror node, the remaining power reduces to 0.0081 W significantly, but not zero.
I draw the spectrum of the first data block with and without MNAC In Fig. 4.14(b),
where the theoretical result is calculated via (4.20) and (4.23). The figure illustrates
that MNAC does not provide a flat frequency response for a wideband signal at the
protected receiver. Particularly, there is a strong destruction at the central frequency
(17 kHz), where the amplitude of the original signal is cancelled out by the mirror
signal. However, when the frequency component deviates from the central frequency,
the phase mismatch occurs, causing an incomplete interference cancellation.
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We can tackle the problem of phase mismatch in a wideband OFDM signal by
applying a pre-filter to line up the phase of each subcarrier [67]. More specifically,
before a data transmission, the mirror node first calculates ∆φi on each sub frequency
based on (4.23), and then rotates the phase by −∆φi for each subcarrier through a
pre-filter. After that, the mirror node could almost line up the phases on all frequency
components, and a strong destructive interference for a wideband signal is available at
the protected receiver.
4.2.3.3 Location of mirror node
In MNAC, I need to ensure that the source and its mirror signals do not cancel
out with each other at the intended receiver. Using Fig. 4.11 as an example, for the
signal from node A, I aim to reduce its strength at the protected receiver S1, meanwhile
increasing or at least not reducing that strength at the intended receiver S2. Otherwise,
a wrong cancellation scheme may block the data sent from node A to its intended
receiver unintentionally, which hurts the performance of a network. We could solve
this problem by selecting a proper mirror node in each round of communication.
In the following discussions, I will first guarantee that signals from the source and
its mirror node could completely cancel out each other at the protected receiver. Then,
I analysis how the location of a mirror node affects the receiving signal power at the
intended receiver. I first set the transmission power of the source node as a constant
and discuss the case of variable transmission power later.
Let Ln = (xn, yn, zn) be the coordination of node n, where x-y plane and z-axis
represent the sea surface and the depth of water, respectively. Here, xn, yn and zn
are expressed in meters. Let pAA′(xi, yi, zi) be the power of superposed signals from
nodes A and A′ at the point (xi, yi, zi) after considering the acoustic attenuation, the
constructive and destructive of acoustic waves. Denote the power of signal from the
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source node at the point (xi, yi, zi) as pA(xi, yi, zi), which takes the acoustic attenuation
into account.
Here, I assume the spreading factor of an acoustic wave is 1.5, the transmission
power of node A is 1 W, the signal frequency is 17 kHz, and location of the protected
receiver S1 and the intended receiver S2 are at LS1 = (100, 0, 10) and LS2 = (450, 0, 10),
respectively. The transmission power and the initial delay of a mirror node is calculated
from (4.21) and (4.22), respectively.x
Now, I define pdif (xi, yi, zi) as the ratio of receiving power with and without MNAC
at the point (xi, yi, zi), where
pdif (xi, yi, zi) = 10 log
(
pAA′(xi, yi, zi)
pA(xi, yi, zi)
)
. (4.24)
Compared with a non-mirror node assisted situation, if a mirror node enhances the
power of a signal at the point (xi, yi, zi), pdif is larger than 0 dB; otherwise it is smaller
than or equal to 0 dB.
In Fig. 4.15, I plot pdif (xi, 0, zi) in three typical scenarios: (a) the source node A
is closer to the protected receiver S1 than the mirror node A
′; (b) the mirror node A′
is closer to the protected receiver S1 than the source node A, and (c) the source node
A and the mirror node A′ are close to each other.
In scenario 1 of Fig. 4.15, we could use the perpendicular of the line segment AA′
to roughly divide the figure into two parts, where colors of the right part is dominated
by warm tones. This indicates that the power of a signal from node A is enhanced
by its mirror node at S2, as I expected. Since node A
′ is closer to the intended re-
ceiver S2 than the source node A, i.e., aA′S2 <aAS2 , but node A’s transmission power
is larger than the source node, i.e., sA′>sA. More specifically, according to (4.21), A
′
in each data transmission use higher power than the source node to create the destruc-
tive interference at the protected receiver S1. Therefore, considering the propagation
attenuation, a signal from node A will be much weaker than that from A′ at any point
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Figure 4.15: Interference pattern of MNAC in different scenarios, where
LS1 =(100,0,10) and LS2 = (450,0,10). Scenario 1: LA = (250, 0, 100) and LA′ =
(400, 0, 100). Scenario 2: LA = (400, 0, 100) and LA′ = (250, 0, 100). Scenario 3:
LA=(250, 0, 100) and LA′=(251, 0, 100).
P = (xp, yp, zp) in the right side of the figure. Then, we have
sA
aAP
 sA′
aA′P
. (4.25)
According to (4.18) and (4.25), we obtain
∆s≈ sA′
aA′P
. (4.26)
Substituting (4.26) into (4.20), we have
pAA′(xp, yp, zp) ≥
[ sA′
aA′P
]2
. (4.27)
Finally, substituting (4.25) and (4.27) into (4.24), we obtain
pdif (xp, yp, zp) 0. (4.28)
Above analysis gives us an insight into the scenario 1 of Fig.4.15. If a mirror node
is closer to the intended receiver than a source node, the signals from A and A′ could
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cancel out each other at the protected receiver S1, but are enhanced at the intended
receiver S2 significantly.
In scenario 2 of Fig. 4.15 I show an opposite situation of scenario 1, where the
mirror node A′ is closer to the protected receiver S2 than the source node A. In this
case, the strength of a signal from node A is much stronger than that from A′ in the
right side of the figure. Therefore, the signal from node A dominates pAA′(xp, yp, zp).
This implies that MNAC neither significantly increases nor decreases the receiving
power at the intended receiver S2. We could verify this conclusion from the right side
of Fig. 4.15, the color of which is in-between status of a warm tone and a cool tone,
i.e., pdif (xp, yp, zp) is around 0 dB.
In some applications, the deployment of underwater nodes are random. In this case,
there is a probability that some mirror nodes are close to the source node. In scenario
3 of Fig. 4.15, I show this situation, where A′ is only 1 m away from node A. From
this figure, we observe that the pattern of interference consists of multiple beams. In
addition to at the protected receiver S1, there exist several shadow zones (green and
blue region) in the right side of the figure. If the intended receiver is deployed in one
of these regions, the signal from the source node would be blocked by its mirror signal,
which hurts the performance of a network.
To summarize, when the mirror node is far from the source node, e.g., scenario
1 and scenario 2 of Fig. 4.15, even if the phase difference between signals from the
two nodes meets the require of destructive interference, a significant mismatch of the
signal strength could prevent the mirror signal from canceling out the source signal
at the intended receiver. However, if the mirror node is close to the source node, the
interference pattern becomes symmetric beams. In this situation, there is a probability
that a mirror signal unintentionally blocks the source signal at both intended receiver
and protected receiver, which we should avoid in a real application.
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In Section 4.2.5, I will study how to select the best mirror node in a more com-
plicated situation, where the problem is analyzed from a cooperation communication
point of view.
4.2.4 MNA-MAC protocol
To make MNAC works efficiently in a UAN, it is crucial to guarantee that both
the source and the mirror node have identical data to send. In this section, I design a
MAC protocol, called MNA-MAC to achieve this goal.
4.2.4.1 Spatially-correlated observation
In most of sensor networks, in order to detect the target events reliably, sensors
in the immediate vicinity are deployed to observe highly correlated data. After the
data fusion, the probability of a false detection from any single sensor node could be
considerably reduced through the collaborative sensing. Therefore, the data collected
by the sensors are spatially-correlated [68].
In the last ten years, people have leveraged the feature of spatial correlation to
improve the performance of MAC protocols for a sensor network [68–70]. The main
idea of these protocols are saving energy and reducing the collision probability among
packets by suppressing the transmission opportunities among correlated observations.
More specifically, due to the spatial correlation, neighboring nodes in a sensor network
are most likely aware of the same event, hence a MAC protocol could select only a
portion of nodes to report their sensing results. With this strategy, a network can
reduce its traffic load and extend its lifetime dramatically.
Different from existing researches, I utilize the property of spatial correlation for
a completely different purpose — maintain the identity of the data collected by the
source node and the mirror node. To achieve this, in MNAC I always select a mirror
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node from the observation correlation area of a source node to guarantee that they
have the same sensing data to transmit.
How to divide the correlation area dynamically in a complex underwater environ-
ment, however, is a challenge. Particularly, the correlation region in a UAN may change
with the time, e.g., when tracking a moving target or measuring the water temperature
from different seasons. In this situation, a network should be capable of re-identify the
correlation area in a varying environment for appropriate mirror node selection. Next,
I introduce how to implement this function in MNA-MAC.
4.2.4.2 Assumptions
Here, I assume the network is static5 and non-synchronized. All nodes use a single
channel for control message and data packet transmissions. I further assume that each
sensor node knows the distance to its nearby buoys, which could be measured at the
initial stage of the network through the classic two-way handshake method [71]. Similar
distance measurement approach has been successfully tested in the sea experiment [72].
Furthermore, I suppose that surface nodes realize whether a sensor node is in their
overlapping coverage area or not by sending test packets. If a sensor node hears test
packets from different buoys, then it is in an overlapping coverage area of neighboring
buoys; otherwise, it belongs to a single buoy.
Finally, I assume that surface nodes cannot hear the acoustic signals from each
other, a transmission of one buoy thus will not disrupt the data reception of another.
This assumption is based on the fact that surface nodes usually use the RF modem for
internode communications [73], and thus the distance among neighboring buoys could
be longer than the rage of acoustic communications.
5The random drift of sensor nodes with the ocean current may result in a mismatch of the phase
and the amplitude, especially the phase, between the source signal and the mirror signal, effects of
which have been studied in Section 4.2.3.
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4.2.4.3 Protocol description
MNA-MAC consists of two stages for the correlation area detection and re-identification,
respectively. In the first stage, each buoy divides sensor nodes in its coverage range into
different clusters based on the cross-correlation coefficient among the collected data. In
the second stage, the buoy involves new nodes into or removes old ones from a cluster
with the variation of environments to re-identify the correlation area. Next, I introduce
these two stages in detail.
Correlation area detection : In this stage, since the surface node has little knowl-
edge regarding the correlation area of a network, it cannot select the mirror node rashly;
otherwise, the data collected by the source and the mirror node may have some differ-
ences, resulting in a packet collision at both the protected receiver and the intended
receiver. Therefore, a surface node in this stage considers each acoustic node as an
independent one, and then applies a conventional underwater MAC protocol for the
data transmission [74,75].
Each time when a surface node receives the data from sensor nodes, it measures
the similarity among these data by calculating their cross-correlation coefficients. If
the coefficient among any data packets over a certain threshold, the buoy divides the
corresponding nodes into the same correlation area, and then groups them into the
same cluster. This process will repeat several times for a reliable clustering.
Correlation area re-identification : In this stage, a source node sends out an
RTS packet to reserve the channel before its data transmission. Once a buoy received
the RTS, it first checks whether the source node is in an overlapping area of its neigh-
boring buoys or not. If yes, the buoy selects a node from the cluster of the source node
as a mirror node, and sends a CTS and an assist-to-send (ASTS) message to the source
and the mirror node, respectively. Otherwise , the buoy simply replies with a CTS
message to the source node, since its transmission would not disrupt other buoys.
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The CTS and ASTS packets attach the time information to tell the source and the
mirror node how long they should wait for the following data transmission, respectively.
Using the scenario depicted in Fig. 4.11 as an example, when node A and A′ receive
CTS and ASTS from buoy S2, they are requested to wait for tA wait and tA′ wait secs,
respectively, before their data transmission. Therefore, we have
tA′ wait − tA wait + dA
′S2 − dAS2
c
+ tASTS = τ
∗
A′ , (4.29)
where dA′S2 and dA′S2 are the distances from nodes A
′ and A to buoy S2, respec-
tively; tASTS is the transmission time of an ASTS packet, and τ
∗
A′ is the optimal delay
expressed in (4.22) to create a strong destructive interference. Let
Twait , τ∗A′ − tASTS +
dAS2 − dA′S2
c
, (4.30)
then we obtain
tA′ wait =

Twait, Twait > 0,
0, otherwise,
(4.31)
and
tA wait =

Twait, Twait ≤ 0,
0, otherwise.
(4.32)
After a successful data reception, the buoy replies with an acknowledgement (ACK)
message for a reliable communication.
Other nodes that do not win the contention for the following data transmission will
enter the receive model. They overhear the packet sent from the winner and compare
it with their local data. If a node collected the same data with the one it overheard, it
discards the local data to avoid a redundant transmission; otherwise, it sends an RTS
message to initiate a new round of communication after hearing ACK for the current
winner.
Each time when a buoy receives data from the sensor nodes, it calculates the cross-
correlation coefficients among them, and then classifies the nodes into different clusters.
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In this way, each buoy could re-identify correlation area in a varying environment and
maintain the identity of the data from the source and the mirror node.
4.2.5 Power management and mirror selection
In Section 4.2.3.3, I have introduced how to select a proper mirror node. However,
that discussion is based on the assumption that the transmission power of a source
node is a constant. In that case, once a mirror node joins a communication, the total
energy consumption in a network would be higher than that without the assistance
of mirror node. In this section, I study how to select the best mirror node under the
constraint of power consumption.
Using Fig. 4.11 as an example, let P0 be the maximal transmission power allowed
for each round of communication, i.e., s2A′ + s
2
A = P0. Substituting (4.21) into it, then
we have the transmission power assigned to the source node A and mirror node A′,
which are denoted by PA and PA′ , are
PA = P0
a2AS1
a2A′S1 + a
2
AS1
, (4.33)
and
PA′ = P0
a2A′S1
a2A′S1 + a
2
AS1
. (4.34)
The intended receiver S2 could calculate the attenuation coefficients a
2
AS1
and a2A′S1
based on the distance from nodes A and A′ to the protected receiver S1, and then
attaches the values of PA and PA′ into the CTS and ASTS packets, respectively. Par-
ticularly, if the source node is not in the overlapping area of neighboring buoys, none
of mirror nodes would be selected, and PA is set to P0.
In MNAC, we could expect a spatial diversity gain of the signal strength at the
intended receiver, since the behaviors of the source and its mirror node could be consid-
ered as a special case of cooperative communication. More specifically, when a mirror
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node joins a data transmission, it works as a relay to enhance the signal strength at
the destination (intended receiver), which is similar to a DF based cooperative com-
munication [10].
To optimize the channel capacity of a conventional DF-based cooperative commu-
nication, the problem of optimum power allocation is formulated as [10]
CDF = max{PS ,PR}
min
{1
2
log(1 + |hSR|2PS),
1
2
log(1 + |hSD|2PS + |hRD|2PR)
} (4.35)
where CDF is the channel capacity, hSD, hSR are the channel gains of the source-relay
and source-destination links, respectively. PS and PR are the transmission power of
the source and the relay, respectively.
In MNAC, the source and a mirror node inherently have the same data to send,
which is equivalent to a perfect source-relay link in a cooperative communication, i.e.,
|hSR| → ∞. Therefore, MNAC does not require the first phase of the DF-based co-
operative communications , in which relay hears raw data from the source node. This
implies that the factor 1/2 in (4.35) could be removed. Finally, (4.35) degenerates to
a very simple optimization problem that
CDF = max{PA,PA′}
{
log(1 + |hAS2 |2PA + |hA′S2 |2PA′)
}
, (4.36)
where PA+PA′=P0. It is easy to obtain that the optimal power allocation of (4.36) is
P ∗A = P0 and P
∗
A′=0, |hAS2 | > |hA′S2 |,
P ∗A′= P0 and P
∗
A = 0, |hAS2 | ≤ |hA′S2 |.
(4.37)
From (4.37) we observe that in order to maximize the channel capacity, all power
should be allocated to either the source or the mirror node, which one has a better
channel quality to the destination than another. However, I cannot simply apply this
optimum power allocation strategy in MNAC, since the power assigned to the source
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and the mirror nodes needs to meet the requirement that PA′/PA = a
2
A′S1/a
2
AS1
as
expressed in (4.33) and (4.34) first for interference cancellation at the protected receiver.
This implies that MNAC cannot reach the maximal channel capacity. Nevertheless, the
loss of channel capacity could be minimized by choosing the best mirror node.
Denote the set of potential mirror nodes for the source node A as MA. Considering
the sound attenuation as the main factor6 that affects the quality of acoustic channels,
then we have
|hAS2 | =
1
aAS2
and |hA′S2 | =
1
aA′S2
. (4.38)
Substituting (4.33), (4.34) and (4.38) into (4.36), then the optimal mirror node should
be
CDF = max
A′i∈MA
log
[
1 +
P0
a2
A′iS1
+ a2AS1
(
a2AS1
a2AS2
+
a2A′iS1
a2
A′iS2
)]
= max
A′i∈MA
log
[
1 + P0
(
1 +
a2A′iS1
a2
A′iS1
+ a2AS1
)(
1
a2
A′iS2
− 1
a2AS2
)]
, max
A′i∈MA
log [1 + P0(1 + ν)ξ].
(4.39)
From (4.39), we obtain the following observations. First of all, if a2A′iS2
<a2AS2 , then ξ
is a positive value. In this case, we should maximize ν to optimize CDF . This could
be achieved by choosing a mirror node with the largest propagation attenuation to the
protected receiver, i.e., max{a2A′iS1}. Secondly, if a
2
A′iS2
> a2AS2 , then ξ is a negative
value. In this situation, we should minimize ν to maximize CDF . This could be done
by selecting a mirror node with the smallest propagation attenuation to the protected
receiver, i.e., min{a2A′iS1}. Finally, if a
2
A′iS2
= a2AS2 , then ξ is equal to 0, and CDF is a
constant. In this circumstance, any entity in MA could work as the best mirror node
to maximize CDF .
6How to model the gain of an underwater channel when considering other factors, such as multipath
and curvilinear propagation of acoustic wave, has been studied in [57] and [59], which is out of the
scope of this dissertation.
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To summarize, let dA′iSi be the distance from the mirror node i to receiver Si,
where A′i ∈ MA. According to the previous discussions, we could select the mirror
node quickly based on the following criteria:
1): If dA′iS2 > dAS2 , ∀A′i ∈MA, then a good mirror node is the one far from the
intended receiver, but close to the protected receiver.
2): If multiple mirror nodes in MA meet the requirement that dA′iS2<dAS2 , then we
should choose a one close to the intended receiver, but far from the protected receiver.
3): If the distance from multiple mirror nodes to the buoy S1 satisfied dA′iS2 =dAS2 ,
meanwhile these mirror nodes are the closest ones to S2 in MA, then we can select any
one of them as the best mirror node.
4): In order to prevent strong destructive interference at the intended receiver, the
mirror node should not be close to the source node, as described in Section 4.2.3.3.
Essentially, above criteria guarantee that most of power are allocated to either the
source or the mirror node in the set MA, which has the best link quality (lowest atten-
uation) to the intended receiver, while meeting the requirement of a strong destructive
interference at the protected receiver.
Fig. 4.16 gives an example of the best mirror node selection in MNA-MAC. Let S1
and S2 be the protected receiver and intended receiver of source node A, respectively.
A′1 to A′4 are four potential mirror nodes of A. In scenario (a), A′1 is the best mirror
node based on the criterion (1). According to the criterion (2) and (4), we select A′2 as
the best mirror node in scenario (b). In scenario (c), A′1, A′2 and A′3 could all work as
the best mirror node as described in criterion (3).
4.3 Summary
In this chapter, I introduced a new best relay selection criterion, COBRA, and a
new cooperative transmission scheme, MNAC, for UANs.
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Figure 4.16: Best mirror selection. (a) source node closer to the intended receiver
than all potential mirror nodes; (b) three potential mirror nodes (A′1, A′2 and A′3) closer
to the intended receiver than the source node; (c) the source and three potential mirror
nodes (A′1, A′2 and A′3) have the same distance to the intended receiver.
In COBRA criterion, a source node takes into account not only the channel quality
but also the propagation delay to select the best relay set for its cooperative communi-
cation. COBRA aims to optimize the OPT time instead of the maximum transmission
rate. Therefore, its spectrum utilization may be lower than a conventional CSI based
relay selection criterion, but the overall network performance in terms of throughput
and end-to-end delay is much higher. I also designed a simple handshake based MAC
protocol for COBRA. In the new protocol, the transmission of a source node could
switch between a cooperative scheme and a non-cooperative scheme smartly based
upon the packet size, channel quality and the position of the potential relays in each
round of communications. Therefore, the new criterion guarantees that the through-
put and the end-to-end delay of a cooperative communication is higher than or at least
equal to a non-cooperative communication.
To further improve the channel utilization, I proposed MNAC, a new cooperative
scheme for UANs. Different from traditional cooperative schemes which leverage the
spatial diversity in wireless network to improve the receiving signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
at the destination, MNAC aims to increase the channel efficiency by allowing multiple
nodes to send their data simultaneously without casing any collisions. I achieved this
through selecting a mirror node for each specific source node, and made signals from
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the source and the detonation add destructively at a protected receiver. Therefore, the
data from an intended receiver to the protected receiver would not be disrupted by the
mirror assisted source node, several independent data stream thus could travel in the
same channel without interfering each other. However, from the analysis we observed
that MNAC is sensitive to the error of distance measurement. How to improve the
reliability of the new cooperative scheme in a real underwater application is still an
open issue.
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Underwater COG-COM
As I discussed in Section 3.3, underwater environment, where multiple networks coex-
ist, usually features high competition for acoustic spectrum (channel) among different
users. Meanwhile, available communication frequencies in water are quite limited, due
to the severe frequency dependent attenuation and narrowband response of an acous-
tic transducer. Therefore, the spectrum is a scarce resource for underwater acoustic
systems.
To improve the efficiency of spectrum utilization in a complex underwater environ-
ment, UCAN is advocated as a promising technique to achieve both the environment-
friendly and spectrum-efficient communications over acoustic channels [15,76,77].
In UCANs, acoustic nodes are capable of sensing the surrounding environment first,
and then dynamically configure their operating frequency, transmission power or other
system parameters to avoid the interference with other acoustic systems. In Fig. 5.1, I
show the three major components of a CA system: a spectrum sensing mechanism, a
dynamic power control algorithm and a spectrum management system.
• Spectrum sensing mechanism: It plays a crucial role in detecting the presence
of other acoustic users and identifying the idle channel for UCANs. Spectrum
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Figure 5.1: Architecture of UCANs.
sensing could be performed in frequency, time, space and code domains. In
addition, users can sense the spectrum independently to increase the channel
access opportunity, or cooperatively to improve the sensing accuracy.
• Dynamic power control : In a UCAN, users could adopt a dynamic power control
algorithm to improve the channel capacity and energy efficiency of the network.
This could be done by assigning proper power to each user on different channels,
while maintaining a constant energy consumption over the whole spectrum.
• Spectrum management system: It allows acoustic nodes to intelligently detect
whether any portion of the acoustic spectrum is vacant, and change their trans-
mission frequencies, power or other operating parameters to temporarily use the
idle frequency for communications without interfering other acoustic systems.
In this chapter, I first introduce an efficient spectrum management system, called
RISM, for UCANs. After that, I propose a new MAC protocol, DCC-MAC, to solve
the congestion problem of CCC in a cognitive network.
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5.1 RISM
RISM seeks to significantly improve the performance of UANs through a collabo-
ration of the physical layer and MAC layer. It aims to provide low collision probability
data transmissions and efficient spectrum utilization for CA nodes, while avoiding
harmful interference with both “natural acoustic systems”, such as marine mammals,
and “artificial acoustic systems” like sonars and other UANs. In addition, to solve the
unique challenge of deciding when receivers start to retrieve data from their neighbors,
I propose to use a traffic predictor on each receiver to forecast the traffic load of sur-
rounding nodes. This allows receivers to dynamically adjust their polling frequency
according to the variation of a network traffic. The content in this section is mainly
based on my previous work published in [17]1 .
5.1.1 Related work
A spectrum management system generally contains three key components, includ-
ing the spectrum sensing, spectrum sharing and spectrum decision. The spectrum
sensing aims to detect the presence of primary user (PU) reliably and to maximize
the spectrum access opportunity of cognitive nodes. The spectrum sharing scheme is
to handle self-coexistence of cognitive nodes with a low collision probability for data
transmission. The goal of a spectrum decision algorithm is to allocate the frequencies
and transmission power properly to improve the resource utilization. In the last ten
years, many spectrum management methods have been proposed for cognitive radio
networks.
In [78], a dynamic frequency hopping communication (DFHC) scheme is proposed
for centralized spectrum management. In this scheme, each CR node is supposed to
work on two separate sub-channels simultaneously. During the data transmission on
1 c© 2014 IEEE. Reprinted with permission from Yu Luo, RISM: An efficient spectrum management
system for underwater cognitive acoustic networks, IEEE SECON, Jun. 2014
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one frequency band, the node could sense the other intended channel in parallel. The
cognitive nodes in DFHC provide the sensing results and the spectrum usage of their
neighbors to the leader, while the leader is responsible for calculating the hopping
patterns for all cognitive nodes. In oder to maximize the opportunity to discover a
vacant channel while minimizing the average time taken to sense the spectrum, an
optimal spectrum sensing method is proposed in [79]. In this method, each node has
two different sensing patterns: the reactive sensing and the proactive sensing. Nodes in
the proactive sensing mode detect different channels periodically, and the idle channels
will be added into idle channel list for switching. Once the current channel is occupied
by PUs and there is no available channel in the idle channel list, the reactive sensing
mode will be trigged for an opportunistic spectrum access.
In [80] the authors propose a protocol called cognitive medium access control (C-
MAC) for distributed CR networks. Each channel in C-MAC is divided into recurring
superframes, each of which consists of a a slotted beaconing period (BP) and a data
transfer period (DTP). A node transmits a beacon in the designated beacon slot during
the BP for multi-channel rendezvous and collision avoidance, and sends the data in
DTP. In [81], the implementation of a spectrum management is divided into two levels.
At the first level, each node does the optimized spectrum sensing based on the traffic
rate of the cognitive network. At the second level, a random access based MAC called
CR-ALOHA and a carrier-sensing called CR-CSMA are developed to deal with the
packet scheduling of the cognitive nodes.
In order to mitigate the congestion on the CCC of a spectrum management sys-
tem, the authors propose MMAC-CR. MMAC-CR is a conventional sender-initiated
protocol, extending IEEE 802.11 to support cognitive communications. This protocol
consists of two phases: an ad hoc traffic indication message (ATIM) phase and a data
phase. In the ATIM phase, users communicate on the CCC to decide which channel
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to use in the following data phase, i.e., channel rendezvous. In the data phase, nodes
that are assigned the same channel compete for the channel access using traditional
handshake approach similar to IEEE 802.11.
In most of the aforementioned approaches, a sender initiates the negotiation for
a spectrum usage. The components in these spectrum management systems are con-
sidered as separate parts, and optimization is performed on each individual compo-
nents. The overhead issue for integrating all units of the system, however, is usually
overlooked, especially when taking into account the long propagation delay, the long
preamble and the bandwidth constraints in acoustic communications [16]. This pro-
motes us to design a new receiver-initiated spectrum management system, RISM, for
UCANs.
Compared with sender-initiated systems, we could obtain several benefits by star-
ing a handshake process at the receiver. Specifically, each receiver in RISM could run
as a “semi-center” collecting local sensing information from neighboring nodes for a
reliable PU detection, and performing joint channel and power allocation for surround-
ing senders. Therefore, the spectrum sensing mechanism, the spectrum sharing scheme
and the spectrum decision algorithm could be considered as a whole in the new sys-
tem. In addition, the control packets are shared amongst different components, thereby
significantly reducing the overhead and improving the channel utilization.
5.1.2 Receiver-initiated spectrum sharing
I first introduce the receiver-initiated spectrum sharing (RISS) scheme, the back-
bone of RISM. In RISS, a handshake process is initiated at the receiver side to negotiate
the vacant spectrum sharing.
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5.1.2.1 Description of RISS
In RISS, a node needs to know the propagation delay to its neighbors, which could
be measured at the initialization stage of a network through the classic two-way hand-
shake approach that has been tested in the sea experiment [72]. Furthermore, I assume
that there is a CCC, which is physically separated from the in-band data channel, as
it is widely accepted in cognitive networks [82]. RISS involves six phases, as shown in
Fig. 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Six phases of the RISS scheme. R is a receiver and Si is sender i.
Phase 1 : The receiver, which intends to collect data, sends out a request-to-receive
(RTR) packet to its neighbors to start a handshake process. Here, the RTR message
has three functions: (a) to help the receiver request data from neighborhoods, (b) to
arrange the transmissions of available-to-send (ATS) packets for neighboring senders,
and (c) to inform its neighbors of the frequency each node to sense.
Phase 2 : The invited senders, which successfully received an RTR and have
data to send, will first sense the frequency arranged by the receiver. Then the senders
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respond with ATS messages to establish connections with the receiver. In order to avoid
collisions among ATS packets, senders transmit ATS following the schedule ordered in
RTR. Here, the ATS has four functions: (a) to establish a connection with the receiver,
(b) to inform the receiver of its number of data packets to send, (c) to notify the receiver
about the spectrum usage of other active neighboring receivers for collision avoidance,
which will be introduced in Section5.1.4.2, and (d) to send back the local sensing result
for a collaborative PU detection.
Phase 3 : After ATS packet reception, the receiver fuses local sensing outcomes from
its neighboring senders for the final spectrum decision. Then it broadcasts an ORDER
packet, which includes information about the frequency allocation and the transmission
power assignment for its neighbors.
Phase 4 : If a sender successfully receives the ORDER message, it extracts its own
schedule information and broadcasts this information through a REPEAT packet to its
neighborhood. This process is to avoid a data collision with other receivers, which will
be discussed in Section 5.1.4.2.
Phase 5 : After the REPEAT packet transmission, each sender sends out its DATA
packet at the scheduled time and frequency band according to the ORDER message it
received in Phase 3.
Phase 6 : Finally, for the purpose of reliable transmission, the receiver replies with
a common ACK to all senders after the data reception.
Here, RTR, ATS, ORDER, REPEAT and ACK are all control packets and thus, share the
CCC. From the above description, it is easy to obtain that though there are six phases
in RISS, each round of negotiation allows multiple senders to reserve the channel. This
is an advantage comparing with conventional sender-initiated approaches. In addition,
the receiver in RISS can effectively work as a fusion center to schedule the sensing
pattern and to collect local sensing results for collaborative PU detections, and it could
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also play a role as the control center to arrange the data transmission of its surrounding
senders. This is why I call RISM as a “semi-centralized” system.
5.1.2.2 Scheduling of ATS transmission
As introduced in Phase 1 in Fig. 5.2, each receiver in RISS needs to schedule the
transmission of ATS messages for its neighbors. In order to avoid ATS collisions, the
arriving time of ATS packets from different senders to a common receiver should be
staggered. Moreover, a minimal ATS reception time is preferred to reduce the overhead
on handshake and to improve the utilization of control channel.
Now, denote the receiver and its ith neighboring sender as r and si, respectively.
Let S, L and τi be the set of si, the size of S and the propagation delay between r and
si, respectively. Assume at t0, a receiver transmits an RTR packet, and then receives
ATSi from si at the receiver’s local time ti, where i ∈ {1, . . . , L}. The transmission
time of RTR and ATS are denoted by TRTR and TATS, respectively. Let wi represent the
time difference between the RTR reception and the ATSi transmission on si.
RTR
RTR
ATS1 ATS2 ATS3
ATS1
ATS2
ATS3
RTR
RTR
r
s1
s2
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t
t
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t
t0 t3t2t1
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W2
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Figure 5.3: The schedule of ATS transmissions. A square with solid line and dash line
represent a transmission and a reception, respectively.
The receiver calculates wi for each sender to minimize the total time for all ATS
receptions, while avoiding collisions among ATS messages. In Fig. 5.3, I use three
senders as an example to show the optimal scheduling for ATS transmissions. Next, I
introduce how to calculate wi.
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According to the propagation delay between the receiver and the sender i, we have
wi = ti − (t0 + TRTR)− 2τi, i ∈ {1, . . . , L}. (5.1)
Then, I sort senders in S by the propagation delay in an ascending order. Let Tm
be the local time that the last ATS packet arriving at the receiver, i.e., Tm = max{ti},
i ∈ {1, . . . , L}. Now, optimizing the total reception time of all ATS packets is equivalent
to minimizing Tm.
Suppose ATSi is the l
th of L ATS packets arriving at the receiver, then (5.1) can be
written as:
wi=Tm−(L−l)TATS−(t0+TRTR)−2τi, i ∈ {1, . . . , L}. (5.2)
Note that wi≥0, so from (5.2) we have
Tm≥(L− l)TATS+(t0 + TRTR)+2τi, i ∈ {1, . . . , L}. (5.3)
From (5.3) we observe that in order to minimize Tm, the order of ATS reception should
follow the order of senders in S. More specifically, an ATS packet from a sender with
a larger propagation delay (larger τ) should come after the one from a closer sender
(smaller τ), and vice versa. Therefore, let l= i and we have the minimum Tm is
Tm=arg max
i
{
(L− i)TATS+(t0+TRTR) + 2τi
}
, i ∈ {1, . . . ,L}. (5.4)
Finally, the receiver calculates ti by ti=Tm− (L− i)TATS for each sender, and then
attaches the scheduled time [t0, t1, . . . , tL] and the MAC addresses of corresponding
senders on an RTR packet. After the RTR reception, sender si delays for wi= ti−t0− 2τi
before replying its ATS.
From above descriptions we have that at the sender side, the wait time, wi, before
an ATS transmission is the time difference, ti−t0. Therefore, the knowledge of receiver’s
local time is not necessary at the sender side, which allows the above ATS scheduling
to operate in a non-synchronized UCAN.
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5.1.3 Spectrum sensing
Generally speaking, a CA node may not be able to sense all frequencies in one
sensing period, since a full-band spectrum sensing is not only energy and time inef-
ficient, but also hardware demanding, which make it impractical for battery-powered
underwater equipments. Thereafter, I consider the scenario that each CA node could
only sense one or several subset frequency bands in one sensing period. In this section,
I elaborate how nodes in a UCAN identify signals from a PU and perform collaborative
spectrum sensing in an RISM system.
5.1.3.1 Spectrum usage realization
In an asynchronous UCAN, when a node is sensing the spectrum, other senders
may be transmitting on the same channel, which will interfere with the sensing process.
Nodes in RISM are thus required to distinguish signals of PUs from that of CA nodes.
Here, I advocate cyclostationary based spectrum sensing approaches to achieve this
goal.
Different man-made communication signals natually have cyclostationary features
at different cyclic frequencies [83]. By recognizing the cyclostationary pattern during
spectrum sensing, CA nodes can distinguish between received signals from different
systems.
However, one objective of UCANs is to share the acoustic spectrum with marine
animals in an environment-friendly manner. Hence, PU in oceans may involve not only
“artificial acoustic systems”, like UANs and sonars, but also “natural acoustic systems”,
such as whales and dolphins. One important question coming up is that whether signals
from “natural acoustic systems” and from CA nodes can be told apart by applying a
cyclostationary based sensing technique. Here, I compare the cyclostationary based
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time-smoothed cyclic cross periodogram [84], Sαx [k]
2 , of different acoustic signals in
Fig. 5.4. The results may help us to answer this question.
(a) Ambient noise (b) 4FSK
(c) Blue dolphin (d) Minke
Figure 5.4: Normalized cyclic cross periodogram of different acoustic signals in oceans
with Hamming window. This figure demonstrates that the ambient noise does not
exhibit the cyclostationary feature, since its cyclic cross periodogram has no peaks if
α 6= 0. By contrast, Sαx [k] of 4FSK, blue dolphin and minke signals show additional
peaks at different α, where α 6= 0. A node could use the position of these peaks to
identify sensed signals.
Fig.5.4 includes 4FSK signal, which is common man-made communication systems,
and voice signals from two different marine mammals. This figure illustrates that
both 4FSK and voice signals from marine mammals exhibit cyclostationary feature
on multiple cyclic frequencies. Moreover, it is easy to observe the obvious differences
2Sαx [k]=
1
D
∑D−1
d=0 Xl[k]X
∗
l [k−α]W [k], where α, D, M , W [k] and Xl[k] are the cyclic frequency, the
number of windows, the number of samples, the smoothing spectrum window and the Fourier transform
of the sensed signal x[n], respectively.
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among cyclostationary patterns of different signals, which could be used in RISM for
local spectrum sensing.
5.1.3.2 Collaborative spectrum sensing
After local sensing, senders transmit their sensed outcomes to the receiver via ATS
packets. The receiver fuses these local results together for a collaborative PU detection.
An example of a cyclostationary based collaborative spectrum sensing, which is well
supported by the RISM system, could be found in [85].
In order to maximize the channel access opportunities while preventing intrusions
to PUs, it is important to design an efficient sensing pattern [18]. Owing to the “semi-
centralized” feature of an RISM system, the receiver could choose different sensing
patterns to achieve varied goals:
1) Maximize spectrum access opportunity : In order to maximize the probabil-
ity to discover vacant spectrum, senders in this pattern are assigned to detect different
frequency bands for increasing the sensing coverage.
2) Maximize sensing accuracy : To overcome the fading and shadowing effects,
a collaborative sensing strategy could be exploited for a reliable PU detection. Neigh-
boring senders in this case are arranged to sense the same frequencies.
3) Hybrid spectrum sensing : This sensing pattern is a trade-off between max-
imizing the channel access opportunity and maximizing the sensing accuracy. Neigh-
boring senders in this pattern are divided into multiple groups. Different groups take
charge of different subsets of frequencies, while senders in the same group sense the
same frequency.
Depending on application requirements, RISM system could easily support all above
sensing patterns by leveraging its “semi-centralized” structure. More specifically, as a
control center, the receiver schedules the sensing pattern for its neighbors through an
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RTR message, and then collects and fuses local sensing results from neighboring nodes
through ATS packets.
5.1.4 Spectrum decision
When assigning vacant frequencies for communication, receivers need to schedule
the data transmission for its intended senders carefully to avoid potential collisions.
In addition, CA nodes in underwater environment usually experience severe frequency
selective fading. However, a frequency which appears in deep fading to a node may be
of good quality for other nodes. Therefore, a receiver should dynamically allocate the
frequency and power to senders based on their channel situations. In this section, I
introduce how to take advantage of a dedicated collision avoidance mechanism with a
dynamic spectrum decision algorithm to achieve the aforementioned goals.
5.1.4.1 Channel model
In this section, I use the following multi-channel model. Each CA node has a
single half-duplex acoustic transducer, which can switch to different channels for either
transmission or reception. Let N and K be the number of available data channels
and the amount of surrounding senders, which have replied ATS for data transmission,
respectively. Let t represent a local time of the receiver.
The frequency allocation matrix at time t is represented as At, where each entry
atnk ∈ {0, 1}. If channel n is assigned to node k, then I set atnk = 1, otherwise atnk = 0.
The transmission power and data transmission rate of sender k on channel n is denoted
by ptnk and R
t
nk, respectively, which will be jointly allocated by the receiver. Let Pk be
the total transmission power assigned to sender k.
In a communication system, if the instantaneous channel state information (CSI)
is available, the receiver could schedule sender k to transmit at the maximum rate
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Rtnk=C
t
nk. Here, C
t
nk is the channel capacity of node k on channel n at time t, which
is expressed as
Ctnk = a
t
nkBn log2(1 +
ptnk|htnk|2
N0Bnatnk
), (5.5)
where htnk is the instantaneous channel gain between sender k and the receiver on
channel n, Bn is the bandwidth of channel n, and N0 is the noise spectral density.
However, the real-time channel gain is usually unavailable in UCANs due to the
long propagation delay of acoustic signal and the high dynamic of underwater channel.
Therefore, I use the outage probability3 , which only requires the statistical knowledge
of htnk, to calculate the channel capacity. The statistical information of h
t
nk is stable in
underwater communications.
Depending on the quality of service (QoS) requirement, the packet loss ratio be-
tween sender k and the receiver on channel n should be equal to or less than a prede-
termined outage probability βnk. That is
Pr[Rtnk > C
t
nk] = βnk. (5.6)
Now, let f(|htnk|2) represent the probability distribution function (PDF) of |htnk|2.
Depending on the real deployment of a network and the certain ocean environment as
well as the specific modulation scheme, the channel gain could be modeled as Rayleigh
distribution [57], K-distribution [58] or Rice distribution [59]. RISM system is generic
to arbitrary channel models. In this section, I use Rayleigh distribution as an example
to show how the proposed spectrum decision mechanism works.
Assume that |htnk| follows Rayleigh distribution, then f(|htnk|2) is an exponential
distribution with mean value λnk. Substituting (5.5) into (5.6) and using the exponen-
tial expression of f(|htnk|2), we have
Rtnk = a
t
nkBn log2
[
1 +
ptnkλnk ln(
1
1−βnk )
N0Bnank
]
, (5.7)
3If one packet is transmitted with spectral efficiency S(ρ) (in bit/sec/Hz) and SNR ρ, the probability
that this packet will be correctly decoded is 1−β, i.e., Pe(ρ, S(ρ)) = β. Then Pe(ρ, S(ρ)) is called as
the outage probability [86].
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which will be used for the spectrum decision in Section 5.1.4.3.
5.1.4.2 Collision avoidance in channel allocation
In UCANs, multiple CA nodes may need to share a limited number of vacant
frequency bands. When assigning frequencies to neighboring senders, a receiver in
RISM should take into account the sending and receiving actions of the nodes within
its two hops to mitigate the hidden terminal problem.
Here, I introduce a collision avoidance matrix, which will be used in the spectrum
decision algorithm for the collision-free data transmission. I define Ct to be the collision
avoidance matrix, with each entry ctnk ∈ {0, 1}. Here, ctnk=1 identifies that the channel
n is not available for sender k at the receiver’s local time t. If any DATA packet of sender
k is arranged to transmit on this channel at time t, collisions would happen. Let τk be
the propagation delay between the sender and the receiver k. Next, I present how to
calculate the value of each entry in Ct based on three constraints.
Packet forwarding constraint : As described in Section 5.1.2.1, a sender needs
to forward a REPEAT packet before its DATA transmission. Therefore, when scheduling
the sending time of DATA packet for a transmitter, the receiver should leave enough
time to this sender for its REPEAT packet transmission. Let t0 be the local time when
a receiver sends out an ORDER packet. Denote the transmission time of ORDER packet
and REPEAT packet by TORDER and TREPEAT, respectively. Then, we have c
t
nk = 1, if
t < t0 + 2τk + TORDER + TREPEAT.
Transmission constraint : When a receiver schedules a DATA transmission for
an intended sender, it should prevent this transmission from interfering with other
receivers’ receptions. As shown in Fig. 5.5, receiver r2 is planing to collect DATA from
sender s, where s is in the communication range of both r1 and r2, but r1 and r2
cannot hear from each other. The receiver r1 reserved channel n from its local time ta
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to tb to receive data from neighboring senders (not s). In order to avoid interference
to r1, s cannot transmit on channel n from its local time t
′
a to t
′
b. Here, I call this as
transmission constraint.
Senders in RISM need to inform the receiver of their transmission constraints by
following the steps below. Upon overheard ORDER1 from r1, s calculates t
′
a and t
′
b based
on t′a= t′0 + ta−t0−2τ1 and t′b= t′a + tb−ta, where t0, ta, tb are included in ORDER1, t′0 is
the local time when s overhears the ORDER1, and τ1 is the propagation delay between
s and r1. The time stamps t
′
1, t
′
a and t
′
b will be sent to r2 through ATS so that r2
could update the collision avoidance matrix accordingly. More precisely, I set ctns = 1
on receiver r2 if t ∈ [t′′a, t′′b ], where t′′a= t′′1+t′a−t′1 and t′′b = t′′a+t′b−t′a. Here t′′1 is the local
time when r2 receives the ATS packet.
ORDER1
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ATS
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s
r2
ORDER2
ORDER2
Data Packet Train
CANNOT SEND
0t at bt
'
1t
''
1t
'
at
'
bt
''
at
''
bt
ORDER1
'
0t
T
Figure 5.5: When receiver r2 schedules a data transmission for its intended sender s,
it should prevent interference to any other receivers, such as r1.
Reception constraint: When arranging a data reception, the receiver should
guarantee that it will not be interfered by neighboring senders’ transmissions. As
shown in Fig. 5.6, receiver r1 has scheduled to receive data from sender s on channel
n from its local time ta to tb and announced the arrangement through ORDER1. When
the sender receives ORDER1, it transfers the time stamps (t0, ta and tb) to its local
time (t′1, t′a and t′b) and attaches the information in REPEAT1. Since r2 is also in the
communication range of s, r2 cannot use channel n to receive DATA from its local time t
′′
a
to t′′b for collision avoidance purposes. I call it as reception constraint. The entry in the
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collision avoidance matrix of r2 is thereby set c
t
ns=1, if t ∈ [t′′a, t′′b ], where t′′a= t′′1+t′a−t′1
and t′′b = t
′′
a+t
′
b−t′a. Here t′′1 is the local time when r2 overhears REPEAT1.
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'
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Figure 5.6: When receiver r2 schedules its packet reception, it should guarantee that
there is no interference from any other surrounding senders, like s.
From the above descriptions we observe that the calculation of entries in Ct is
completely based on the local time of a receiver, which does not necessitate the absolute
time of neighboring senders. Therefore, it can work in a non-synchronized UCAN.
5.1.4.3 Joint channel and power assignment
From the collaborative spectrum sensing, each receiver obtains the IDs of vacant
channels. In this section, I introduce how to jointly allocate channel and power to
maximize the spectrum utilization.
In RISM, senders inform the receiver of how many data packets will be sent out
through their ATS messages. Different nodes may send out different numbers of data
packets in each transmission. Now, let Q and Tr denote the total bits of data a receiver
will receive and the time spent on receiving these data, respectively. Then, we have
Q=
∫ Tr
0
N∑
n=1
K∑
k=1
Rtnk dt, (5.8)
where Rtnk is the assigned data rate to sender k on channel n at time t.
I aim to minimize Tr in (5.8), which is equivalent to maximizing
∑N
n=1
∑K
k=1R
t
nk
as Q is fixed. Therefore, I formulate the joint power and frequency allocation as the
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following optimization problem:
Prob.1 arg max
pt
nk
>0
at
nk
∈{0,1}
N∑
n=1
K∑
k=1
Rtnk,
where Rtnk=a
t
nkBn log2
[
1+
ptnkλnk ln(
1
1−βnk )
N0Bnatnk
]
.
s.t.
C1:
∑K
k=1 a
t
nk = 1, n ∈ {1, . . . ,N},
C2:
∑N
n=1 p
t
nk ≤ Pk, k ∈ {1, . . . ,K},
C3: atnk = 0, if c
t
nk = 1, n∈{1, . . . ,N}, k∈{1, . . . ,K}.
(5.9)
In Prob.1, C1 is the channel allocation constraint which ensures that each channel is
assigned to no more than one CA sender; C2 is the power constraint to guarantee that
the overall transmission power of each sender does not exceed the maximum power
supply, and C3 is the collision avoidance constraint.
As introduced in Section5.1.4.2, C3 is the combination of three constraints, namely,
packet forwarding constraint, transmission constraint and reception constraint. It is an
unique constraint condition in Prob.1, which integrates the collision avoidance mecha-
nism on the MAC layer with the power and channel assignment on the physical layer
closely.
Solving Prob.1 without the constraint condition C3, I can use a similar approach
proposed in [87] and [88]. I first relax the requirement atnk ∈ {0, 1} to allow atnk to be
a real number within the interval [0, 1]. Then, the objective function of the problem
follows the form of f(x, y) = µx log2(1 + νy/x), where µ and ν are constants. Its easy
to prove that the Hessian matrix of this function is negative semidefinite for all x and y.
Therefore, the objective function is concave. Finally, Prob.1 could be solved through
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the following classic method of Lagrangian multipliers:
L(atnk, ptnk) =
N∑
n=1
K∑
k=1
Bna
t
nk log2
[
1+
ptnkλnk ln(
1
1−βnk )
N0Bnatnk
]
− φk
( N∑
n=1
pnk − Pk
)
− ϕn
( K∑
k=1
atnk − 1
)
,
(5.10)
where φk and ϕn are the Lagrangian multipliers of the constraints C1 and C2, respec-
tively.
Calculating the partial derivatives of L(atnk, ptnk) with respect to atnk and ptnk, we
have
∂L
∂ptnk
=
atnkBnθnk
ln(2)(atnkBn + θnkp
t
nk)
− φk, (5.11)
and
∂L
∂atnk
= Bn log2(1 +
ptnkθnk
atnkBn
)
− p
t
nkBnθnk
ln(2)(atnkBn + θnkp
t
nk)
− ϕn,
(5.12)
where
θnk =
λnk ln(
1
1−βnk )
N0
. (5.13)
Now, let (5.11) and (5.12) equal to zero, we have
ptnk =
atnkBn
φk ln(2)
− a
t
nkBn
θnk
, (5.14)
and
ln
(
1
1 +Xnk
)
− 1
1 +Xnk
= −
[
ln(2)ϕn
Bn
+1
]
, (5.15)
where
Xnk =
ptnkθnk
Bnatnk
. (5.16)
I note that the subscripts of variables at the left side of (5.15) include n and k, but those
at the right side of the equation only contain n. This implies that Xnk is independent
with k and thus, we have
Xn1 = Xn2 = · · · = XnK . (5.17)
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According to (5.16) and (5.17), I conclude that atnk should be proportional to p
t
nkθnk/Bn.
Now, we rethink the original constraint C2 of requiring atnk to be a binary value.
With this constraint, channel n would be allocated to the sender kˆ, which has the
largest atnk. Therefore, the optimal values of a
t
nk and p
t
nk are
aˆtnk′ = 1, aˆ
t
nk = 0 for all k 6= k′, (5.18)
where
k′ = arg max
k
ptnkθnk
Bn
, k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}, (5.19)
and
pˆtnk=

0, φk≥ θnk
ln(2)
or atnk 6=1 or ctnk=1,
min
{
Bn
φk ln(2)
− Bn
θnk
, Pk
}
, otherwise.
(5.20)
Let vector Atk be the channel assignment to sender k at time t, which is a collection
of row indexes with nonzero elements in the kth column of Aˆt. Substituting (5.20) into
constraint C2 of Prob.1, we have
φk =
∑
n∈Atk Bn
ln(2)
[
Pk+
∑
n∈Atk
Bn
θnk
] . (5.21)
Finally, we get the optimal transmission power, pˆtnk, by substituting (5.21) into (5.20).
Next, I take into account the constraint condition C3 and use an iterative algorithm
to compute pˆtnk and aˆ
t
nk in RISM.
Algorithm 1
Initialization: Based on the infromation of spectrum usage collected from ATS and
REPEAT packets, the receiver generates its collision avoidance matrix Ct.
Iterative Calculations:
do
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for n = 1 to N
Step 1: Let atnk=1 for each sender, k, in turn for the channel, n, with c
t
nk 6=1,
and calculate φk according to (5.21). In this step, previous channel allocation an′k,
n′ 6=n remains unchanged.
Step 2: Use (5.20) to calculate ptnk.
Step 3: Pick out the best sender, kˆ, based on (5.19), and set at
nkˆ
=1.
end for
Step 4: Calculate
∑N
n=1
∑K
k=1R
t
nk in Prob.1.
while The increment of
∑N
n=1
∑K
k=1R
t
nk is larger than a predetermined threshold.
After running Algorithm 1, the receiver attaches the sending time of data packets,
the channel assignment, transmission power and data rate into an ORDER, and delivers
the packet to intended senders.
5.1.4.4 An insight into collision avoidance matrix
The matrix Ct in the RISM system is a critical “bridge” to connect the joint chan-
nel and power allocation algorithm on the physical layer with the collision avoidance
mechanism on the MAC layer. In each round of communication, a receiver needs to
update its Ct according to the occurrence of certain events. Next, I introduce how a
specific event triggers a change of collision avoidance matrix by affecting the status of
channel usage.
In RISM, there are a total number of six specific events that may change the channel
status (idle or busy). Here, I use Fig. 5.7 as an example to introduce these events. In
the figure, I have two senders, s1 and s2, and a common receiver, r1. The propagation
delay from s1 to r1 is shorter than that from s2. Assume r1 arranges s1 and s2 to send
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Figure 5.7: The events that affect the channel status. E1: s2 joins the channel alloca-
tion; E2: reception at r1 interrupted on c2; E3: reception interruption released on c2;
E4: transmission at s1 interrupted on c2; E5: transmission interruption released on c2;
E6: transmission completed at s2 and c1 released.
the data simultaneously. I further assume that s1 has a good channel quality on c2
whereas s2 prefers channel c1. The six events are introduced as follows.
a) Sender join (E1): The event that a new sender joins the channel allocation.
Particularly, in a network, the distances from senders to a common receiver may be
different. Hence, senders in RISM usually join a channel allocation one by one. Each
time when the packet from a new sender coming, a receiver recalculates its collision
avoidance matrix to allocate the channel and power optimally.
b) Reception interruption (E2): The event that a receiving process is inter-
rupted on a specific channel. According to the reception constraint introduced in
Section 5.1.4.2, a receiver may suspend its data reception on a certain channel for a
while to avoid the interference from other transmitters.
c) Reception interruption release (E3): The event that the interruption is end
and a receiver can resume its data reception.
d) Transmission interruption (E4): The event that a sender suspends its data
transmission on a specific channel to prevent its sending activity from interrupting the
reception of neighboring receivers.
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e) Transmission interruption release (E5): The event that the potential inter-
ruption to surrounding receiver is end and the sender can resume its data transmission
on the channel again.
f) Sender leave (E6): The event that a sender completes its data transmission
and leaves the channel. More specifically, in each round of communication, senders
usually finish their data transmission at different time, since both the amount of data
packets and the transmission rate of different senders are different. Therefore, when a
node finishes its data transmission, the channel will be available to other senders.
It is worth noting that a receiver in RISM knows the occurrence of above events
before they happen, as the channel usage is up to date by overhearing ORDER and
REPEAT messages and by calculating the constraints described in Section 5.1.4.2. Once
an event happens, the status of the channel will change. In this situation, the receiver
flips the corresponding elements in its collision avoidance matrix Ct between 1 and 0.
Thereafter it needs to run Algorithm 1 for a new round of channel and power allocation.
Finally, as shown in Fig. 5.7, once the packet reception starts, the data streams from
different senders will arrive at the receiver seamlessly. This allows CA nodes to fully
utilize the channel resource for a data reception.
5.1.5 Adaptive polling in RISM
In receiver-initiated approaches, there is a unique challenge that receivers need
to decide when to poll the neighboring senders blindly. It becomes a big problem in
a distributed network, since receivers usually lack in the current status e.g., having
packets to send or not, of its intended senders. In this section, I discuss how to handle
this problem in RISM with a traffic predictor.
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5.1.5.1 Why polling senders adaptively
Adjusting the polling frequency of a receiver will cause a trade-off between the
queuing delay and the energy efficiency. Initiating handshake over frequently results in
resources (spectrum, energy and time) waste for transmitting control messages, whereas
slowing down the polling rate occasionally leads to larger queuing delay such that the
data cannot be delivered timely. In a receiver-initiated protocol, a receiver should
adjust its polling frequency, i.e., the time interval between successive RTR requests, to
match the traffic loads on its intended senders [89].
However, it is a challenge for a receiver to poll surrounding senders adaptively due
to the following reasons. First of all, the receiver has no prior knowledge regarding
the number of data packets cumulated on the intended senders. Intuitively, a sender
could inform the receiver its current status by sending some specific messages. How-
ever, considering the long preamble in acoustic modems and the energy constraint in
UCANs, such a strategy would generate extra overhead traffic and reduce the lifetime
of the network. Therefore, senders in RISM have to passively wait for the receiver to
initiate the handshake process. Secondly, the traffic load is generally heterogeneous
in a network. It becomes more difficult to decide the optimal polling frequencies for
different senders. Finally, the traffic load of a node may change with the time. For
example, in a target tracking network, nodes generate bursty traffic to report their
observations whenever the presence of a target is detected, while keeping quiet for the
rest of time to save the energy.
In order to tackle the above challenges, each receiver in RISM system needs to
decide its data polling frequency independently to match the heterogenous and varying
traffic of a network. A smart polling strategy thus is required to improve the network
throughput, energy efficiency and delivery delay.
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5.1.5.2 Smart polling scheme
In RISM, I adopt the traffic prediction to implement the smart polling scheme.
By using the traffic predictor, a receiver could estimate the current traffic loads of its
intended senders through historical traffic measurements. Whenever the total traffic
of neighboring senders exceeds a threshold, the receiver sends out an RTR packet to
request for data.
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Figure 5.8: An RLS based adaptive polling scheme for RISM system.
In the literature, a number of algorithms, such as the adaptive filter [90] and ar-
tificial neural network [91] have been proposed for predicting the network traffic. In
RISM, we could choose an appropriate method depending on the demand of an applica-
tion. For instance, in a target detection network, the traffic load of a sensor node may
change quickly with the entering and leaving of a target. In this scenario, a receiver
could employ a recursive least squares (RLS) filter, which has a fast convergence, to
track the traffic variation of its neighbors. Moreover, if the traffic of a UCAN is non-
linear, non-stationary and non-Gaussian but changes slowly, a receiver could use a
finite-impulse-response artificial neural network (FIR-ANN) [92] for an accurate traffic
prediction.
In Fig. 5.8, I use the RLS filter as an example to introduce how to design a smart
polling scheme for the RISM system. Here, I call the time interval for a receiver and its
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intended senders completing a round of communication (Phase 1 to Phase 6 in RISS)
as a period, and then the details of a smart polling scheme are as follows:
(a) Before transmitting an RTR message, the receiver first estimates the number of
data packets,
∑K
k=1 dˆ
c
k, currently cumulated on all K intended senders, where
dˆck = qˆ
c
k×∆tc,j−1k . Here, qˆck is the estimation of current traffic load on sender k,
and ∆tc,j−1k is the elapsed time since receiving the ATS
j−1
k packet. The receiver
initiates a handshake if
∑K
k=1 dˆ
c
k exceeds the threshold, which is denoted by γ,
otherwise it will wait for longer time.
(b) Based upon ATSjk, the receiver calculates the average traffic rate, q
j
k, of sender k
during the last period according to djk/∆t
j,j−1
k , where ∆t
j,j−1
k is the time interval
between the receptions of ATSjk and ATS
j−1
k . Then the receiver uses the latest l
measurements, {qjk, . . . , qj−l+1k }, to update the weight vector, which is denoted
by Wjk, of its RLS filter. Here, l is referred to as the order of a RLS filter.
(c) The receiver applies the new weight, Wjk, to predict qˆ
j+1
k — the traffic rate of
sender k in the next period.
By adjusting the threshold γ in the traffic predictor, a UCAN could achieve a
tradeoff between the queuing delay and the energy efficiency. More specifically, with
a small γ, the data produced by each sender could be sent out timely, whereas with a
large γ, each round of communication could carry more data packets, which saves the
energy consumption on transmitting control messages.
5.1.6 Simulations and analysis
In this section, I conduct simulations to evaluate the performance of RISM system.
The simulation platform is Aqua-Sim [93], an NS-2 based underwater network simula-
tor. We extend Aqua-Sim to support multi-channel communications, dynamic power
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(a) Tree topology (b) Mesh topology
Figure 5.9: Two network topologies used in simulations. (a) In the tree topology,
20 underwater nodes in the network deliver their data to a surface buoy. (b) In the
partially connected mesh topology, 16 underwater nodes randomly select a node at four
corners as the destination for data transmission.
and channel assignments. Simulation results verify the enhanced network through-
put, delivery delay and energy efficiency with smart polling, than RISM with constant
polling. We also compare RISM with MMAC-CR [20] in different network settings. All
results presented in this section are the average outcomes of multiple simulations.
One of the real applications I considered in the simulation is an underwater tar-
get tracking network, where a UCAN with the bottom nodes, autonomous underwater
vehicles (AUVs) and surface nodes is deployed in oceans to detect the presence of in-
teresting targets, e.g., marine animals or submarines. If the nodes have not sensed any
specific target yet, they stay in the sleep mode to save power. In this case, each node
generates only a few packets periodically to update the routing table or to synchronize
time. The sensor nodes become busy once any target enters the network, thereby cre-
ating a bursty traffic. In this application, an UAN becomes active when the interesting
targets enter the network. In order to prevent the UAN from interfering surrounding
underwater systems, like sonar or marine animals, we can apply the cognitive technique
for environment-friendly data transmissions.
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We evaluate the performance of RISM in two typical network topologies, as shown
in Fig.5.9. The tree network is usually applied for underwater data collection while the
mesh topology network is a general example of ad hoc UANs. In the tree topology, we
have 20 sub-sea nodes collecting and forwarding data to the sink node on the surface of
the oceans, as illustrated in Fig. 9(a). In the partially connected mesh network, I deploy
four hydrophones at four corners as sink nodes, as shown in Fig. 9(b). In the network,
16 sub-sea nodes generate and deliver data to a randomly selected hydrophone. In both
topologies, the size of data packets is 250 B.
The average distance among neighboring nodes is 1 km (uniformly distributed be-
tween 800 m to 1200 m) in both topologies. I set the maximum transmission range
and the maximum transmission power of each node as 1.5 km and 20 W, respectively.
The overall available channel bandwidth in the simulation is 30 kHz (from 1 kHz to 31
kHz), which is evenly divided into six subbands. I assign the lowest subband (1 kHz
to 6 kHz) to be the CCC and assume this channel is not occupied by any PUs in the
area. The remaining five subbands are used as data channel. In the network, I also
deploy two PUs. Each of them randomly selects one amongst five data channels for its
communication, and switches the communication channel every 60 secs.
5.1.6.1 Performance evaluation
I first evaluate the joint channel and power assignment in RISM by comparing
the transmission rates in scenarios with and without optimal resource allocation. In
this comparison, I set four vacant channels, and three intended senders requiring data
transmission to a common receiver.
Fig. 5.10 illustrates the average transmission rate of three senders. In the random
allocation strategy, the receiver randomly allocates one channel to each sender with the
maximum transmission power. The optimal assignment with continuous atnk supposes
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that multiple senders could share one channel simultaneously, which is unrealistic in the
real world, but could be considered as an upper bound of the transmission rate. The
channel allocation algorithm applied in RISM is a sub-optimal solution, in which one
channel is allocated to no more than one sender. From this figure, it is easy to observe
a significant improvement on the average transmission rate in RISM system over the
random assignment. In addition, the sub-optimal channel allocation is only slightly
lower than the optimal solution. This verifies that RISM could utilize the channel and
energy resources efficiently on the physical layer.
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Figure 5.10: The average transmission rate comparison among different resource allo-
cation approaches.
As I introduced in previous sections, RISM aims to eliminate the collisions caused
by the hidden terminal problems. However, I observe the existence of collisions in RISM
when a) the node fails to overhear the transmission scheduling of surrounding users due
to the collision of ORDER or REPEAT with other control packets; and b) the node does
not overhear the ORDER or REPEAT packets on time due to the long propagation delay
in underwater communications. I plot the delivery ratio of data packets with respect
to the variation of a traffic load in different networks. Here, the packet delivery ratio is
defined as the number of packets successfully received by receivers divided by the total
packets sent by senders.
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Fig. 5.11 demonstrates that RISM achieves 90% – 95% delivery ratio when there
is no channel loss caused by the factors other than collisions. RISM can get higher
delivery ratio, which means lower data collisions, in the mesh topology than in the
tree network. In the tree topology, the data flow is gradually aggregated to the upper
nodes in the network causing higher collision probabilities than the case in the mesh
topology where the destination of data packets is one of a random node located in
the four corners resulting in the scattered data flow. When the probability of packet
decoding failure caused by the poor channel quality is 10% or 20% in my simulations,
the high channel loss becomes the dominated reason for a low packet delivery ratio, as
shown in Fig. 5.11. However, it is worth noting that the end-to-end reliability of RISM
can be guaranteed by the acknowledgment and retransmission mechanism regardless
the packet loss on the hop-by-hop delivery.
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Figure 5.11: Packet delivery ratio of RISM.
In RISM, a tradeoff exists between the packet delivery delay and the overhead of
control messages through changing the polling frequency of receivers. More specifically,
if a receiver polls its intended senders frequently, data packets on a seder will have a
short queuing delay, but at the cost of a low handshake efficiency, since each round of
communication carries only a small number of data packets. On the other hand, if a
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receiver waits for a long time before requesting data, the queuing delay on the senders
would be significant. However, a low polling frequency guarantees that enough data
packets could be delivered in each round of handshake process, which improves the
efficiency of a negotiation.
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Figure 5.12: Tradeoff between the delay and the overhead of control messages.
For RISM with the smart polling scheme, a receiver would not send RTR until it
predicts that the total number of packets accumulated on its intended senders goes over
the polling threshold. Therefore, we could change the polling frequency of a receiver
by simply adjusting the parameter γ. In Fig. 5.12 I set the traffic generation rate as 40
bit/sec and show the tradeoff between the overhead of control messages and the hop-by-
hop delay of RISM in the tree topology with respect to γ. In this figure, the overhead of
control messages represents the percentage of energy consumption on control packets for
each successful data transmission. It is a ratio of energy consumption on transmitting
control messages to that on all packets (control plus data). The results depict that
when γ is small, frequent handshake consumes considerable energy on control message
transmissions. The energy consumption remarkably reduces with the increment of γ,
but results in a larger delivery delay, especially when γ is over 13. Hence, in the rest
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of this section, I set the threshold for the adaptive polling as γ = 13 unless stated
otherwise.
In order to give an insight into the overhead of RISM, I show the average number of
control packets sent for each successful data transmission in Fig. 5.13. From this figure
we could observe a considerable decrease in the average number of control messages
with the growth of traffic generation rate. Intuitively, when the traffic is light, the time
it takes for senders to cumulate enough data packets for being polled will be inevitably
long, which is not desirable in a delay sensitive application. To tackle this problem, I
set a maximal polling interval for the RISM system. When either the polling interval
exceeds the maximal value or the number of cumulated packets reaches γ, the receiver
will initiate a request for the data reception. For this reason, in a situation of low traffic
rate, a handshake is most likely triggered by the maximal polling interval, at which
time senders may have only a few data to send. On the other hand, when the traffic
rate is high, the threshold, γ, controls the polling frequency. The average number of
control packets used for each data transmission becomes stable as traffic generation
rate grows.
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5.1.6.2 performance comparison
To verify the advantages of the proposed system, I compare RISM with MMAC-
CR [20], a representative MAC protocol for CR networks. A brief introduction on
MMAC-CR has been presented in Section 5.1.1. I also run RISM with and without
smart polling to validate the effectiveness of the adaptive data retrieving mechanism.
In RISM without smart polling, the polling frequency is determined based upon the
traffic rate measured at the initialization stage of a network. In this scheme, receivers
sends RTR periodically, and thus could not self-adapt to the variation of the network
traffic.
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Figure 5.14: An example of traffic patterns. (Average traffic generation rate is 0.02
packet per second for both scenarios. Each time interval is 50 secs.)
The performance metric I focus on in the comparison are network throughput, delay
and overhead of control packet. The throughput is bits per second successfully received
by each node in a network. The delay consists of queueing delay, transmission delay and
propagation delay. Considering the low throughput and the high collision probability
among control messages in UANs, the queuing delay waiting for channel access is
considerable and dominates the packet delivery delay. The overhead is calculated as
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the ratio of energy consumption on transmitting control messages to that on all packets
(control plus data).
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Figure 5.15: Performance comparison for Poisson traffic with slowly varying mean value
in tree topology.
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Figure 5.16: Performance comparison for Poisson traffic with slowly varying mean value
in mesh topology.
In order to give comprehensive comparisons, I test the protocols with two different
traffic patterns, namely, the Poisson process with slowly varying mean value and a
Pareto busty traffic, as shown in Fig. 5.14. The Poisson traffic is generally used to model
the arrival process of a traffic in sensor networks where the data traffic is barely bursty.
A varying mean value in the Poisson process can simulate the temporal variation of
data collection rate. The Pareto traffic generator could well capture the traffic features
of an event-driven sensor network, where sensor nodes generate a large amount of
observations whenever a target event is detected.
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Fig. 5.15 demonstrates the performance comparison in the tree network (Fig. 9(a))
where the data generation rate follows Poisson process. From Fig.5.15 we observe that
RISM outperforms the conventional sender-initiated MMAC-CR in all aspects. More
specifically, smart polling assisted RISM achieves the highest throughput benefiting
from the parallel reservation. By allowing receivers to negotiate with multiple senders
in parallel, RISM mitigates the problem of a low handshake efficiency in UCANs caused
by the long propagation delay and the long preamble in acoustic modems. Moreover, as
shown in Fig. 15(a), the throughput improvement of RISM dramatically increases with
the growth of network traffic generation rate. In applications with heavy traffic loads,
RISM could provide high network throughput, which makes it a promising solution
for efficient spectrum management. Compared to RISM without smart polling, the
traffic prediction scheme grants receivers the capability to dynamically poll senders with
the varying mean value of Poisson traffic, thereby leading to a significant throughput
enhancement.
Furthermore, RISM with smart polling allows a network to accommodate a high
traffic rate with relatively low delivery delays, as shown in Fig. 15(b). In a UCAN
with heavy traffic load, the packet queuing delay is the main source of packet delivery
delays in RISM without smart polling. The traffic prediction enables each receiver to
retrieve data from surrounding senders not only more efficiently but also more timely
than the RISM without smart polling, thereby significantly reducing the delivery delay
in scenarios with high traffic generation rates.
Another advantage of RISM over sender-initiated protocols is the low overhead on
control messages. When receivers start negotiation with their surrounding senders,
RISM works as a “semi-centralized” system, where the spectrum sensing, spectrum
sharing and dynamic power control could efficiently share control packets with each
other. As illustrated in Fig. 15(c), RISM with and without traffic prediction have
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comparable control overhead, since both schemes tend to wait for enough cumulated
data packets before starting a handshake process for better energy efficiency. MMAC-
CR, by contrast, has almost twice larger overhead than RISM, as MMAC-CR has to
schedule separate control messages for spectrum sensing, multi-channel rendezvous,
and dynamic power control.
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Figure 5.17: Performance comparison for Pareto bursty traffic in tree topology.
Fig. 5.16 uses the same setting as Fig. 5.15, but the network topology is changed
from the tree network to the mesh network as shown in Fig. 9(b). By comparing the
results in Fig. 5.15 and Fig. 5.16, we could observe that RISM has lower throughput
in the mesh network than in the tree network. This is because in the tree topology,
underwater nodes generate and forward data packets to a common destination, namely,
the surface node resulting in the aggregated data flow. Therefore, a receiver could easily
get a large amount of packets from nodes beneath it in each period, which improves
the handshake efficiency. In the mesh network, on the other hand, the destination of
data packets is one of a random node located in the four corners, which “diluents” the
traffic. Therefore, a receiver usually retrieves less data packets within a given period
in a mesh network than that in a tree network, which reduces the handshake efficiency
and leads to a lower nodal throughput for RISM.
By contrast, MMAC-CR can achieve higher throughput in mesh networks than that
in tree networks. Intuitively, in tree networks, multiple senders choosing the same relay
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node causes heavy congestion for the channel access. In mesh network, however, the
data packets are scattered resulting in lower collision probability on control messages.
Due to the similar reason, RISM has a much longer delay in the mesh network than
that in the tree network, whereas MMAC-CR can achieve a shorter delay in the mesh
network. Although RISM works more efficiently in tree network, it still outperforms
the sender-initiated MMAC-CR in terms of network throughput and energy efficiency
in the mesh network.
By comparing the results in Fig. 5.15 and Fig. 5.17, we could realize how a traffic
pattern affects the performance of different protocols. For Pareto bursty traffic, the
instantaneous traffic is bursty but the average data generation rate is a constant in the
simulation. As for Poisson traffic, I periodically change the average traffic generation
rate from 0.5× to 1.5× of the mean value in each test. we observe that RISM with smart
polling has comparable performance with both Poisson traffic and bursty traffic, i.e.
RISM is barely affected by the traffic pattern. With an assistance of traffic prediction,
the smart polling mechanism could capture the variations in the network traffic, thereby
making receivers in RISM request data at a proper time. RISM without smart polling,
on the other hand, has much lower throughput than RISM with smart polling when the
network traffic varies with time, as shown in Fig. 15(a). The difference on throughput
of RISM with and without smart polling becomes less significant with bursty traffic.
This indicates that the adaptive polling could bring more enhancement to RISM when
the average traffic rate is more dynamic.
5.2 DCC-MAC
In CR network, the CCC based MAC protocols are very popular due to their high
reliability, easy implementation and low overhead. However, due to the frequency-
dependent attenuation, a UCAN may not have enough frequency band to its CCC.
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How to prevent the control channel from congesting in the applications with a heavy
traffic load should be concerned carefully. With this in mind, in this section I propose,
DCC-MAC, a new MAC protocol for distributed UCANs. The control channel in DCC-
MAC consists of two parts: a dedicated CCC and one or more data channels. Once the
acoustic nodes detected a congestion of CCC, they could flexibly select a proper data
channel to extend their control channel, and return the excessive frequency bands back
when the current control channel becomes idle. The content in this section is mainly
based on my previous work published in [27]4 .
5.2.1 Related work
A MAC protocol in a cognitive network relies more on the control packets than that
in a conventional single channel network. Cognitive nodes use these control packets
for handshaking to avoid collisions, negotiating to decide the communication channel
(multi-channel rendezvous), and collaborating to improve the sensing accuracy (co-
operative sensing). In a cognitive network, people usually assign a dedicated CCC
for control packets [17, 20, 94]. This channel is physically separated from the in-band
channel where data transmission occurs.
However, the available spectrum resource is limited in an acoustic communication
owing to the frequency-depended attenuation and narrowband response of acoustic
modem. Hence, a UCNA may allocate a narrow frequency band for control messages,
resulting in a congestion problem on CCC in a heavy traffic load situation. This reduces
the performance of a cognitive network in terms of throughput, energy efficiency and
end-to-end delay. To solve this problem, some excellent works have been done in recent
years. Here, I classify these works into two categories as follows.
4 c© 2016 IEEE. Reprinted with permission from Yu Luo, Dynamic control channel MAC for under-
water cognitive acoustic networks, IEEE INFOCOM, Apr. 2016 (Accepted)
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CCC Workload Reduction : In this kind of MAC protocols, the cognitive net-
work retains a CCC, but nodes transmit only part of control messages on it. In this
way, the traffic load on the CCC could be reduced considerably. For example, in
MMAC [94], only the packets for a channel rendezvous are transmitted on CCC. Other
handshake packets, such as RTS, CTS and ACK, are sent on different in-band data
channels. In [20], authors propose the MMAC-CR. Similar to MMAC, MMAC-CR also
leverages CCC in each beacon period to handle the multi-channel rendezvous problem,
and uses the in-band channels for handshake and data packet transmissions. Different
from MMAC, in order to support the PU detection, MMAC-CR inserts a fast sensing
and a fine sensing procedures into its beacon period and data period, respectively.
CCC Elimination : Cognitive MAC protocols in this category dedicate to com-
pletely remove the CCC. The main idea behind these protocols to address the chan-
nel rendezvous problem is that each node keeps tracking the receiving channel of its
neighbors, and sends a notification regarding the ID of a new receiving channel to its
neighbors when a PU reclaims the old one. Typical CCC elimination protocols in-
clude cognitive MAC (C-MAC) [80], single-radio adaptive channel (SRAC) [95] and
synchronized MAC (SYN-MAC) [96]. In C-MAC [80], different channels are divided
into multiple asynchronized beacon periods and data periods. If a node plans to switch
its current operating channel, called the rendezvous channel (RC), it appends the ID
of this new RC to a beacon signal and sends it in the beacon period on its current RC.
Hence, a node could track neighbors’ RC without CCC. SRAC [95] is another approach
working in a cognitive network without CCC. It is designed as an independent module
to let existing single-radio MAC protocols support the dynamic spectrum access. In
this approach, each node monitors the spectrum usage through the background chan-
nel probes, and then chooses inactive frequencies as its operating channel. During a
communication, a node utilizes a single-radio MAC protocol to transmit their control
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or data packets on its neighbors’ operating channel. If a node changes its operating
channel, it sends ID of the new channel to its neighbors via a notification frame. In
synchronized MAC (SYN-MAC) [96], control packets also share the channel with data
packets to overcome the potential congestion on CCC. More specifically, SYN-MAC
divides each frame into multiple slots, and assigns each channel a different one. Nodes
are aware of the spectrum usage of their neighbors at the initial stage of a network. If
a node would like to update the information regarding the spectrum sensing results,
or to send a data, it first selects a vacant channel that it shared with the receiver.
Thereafter the node sends a notification packet or starts a classic two-way handshake
process in the corresponding time slot of the selected channel.
5.2.2 Motivation
Both the CCC workload reduction based and the CCC elimination based cognitive
protocols may have some constraints when applying in an underwater environment. In
this section I briefly analyze these constraints, which promote us to propose a more
efficient MAC for UCANs.
5.2.2.1 Dynamic bandwidth of control channel
Currently, most of existing cognitive MAC protocols allocate static bandwidth to
control packets [17, 20, 80, 95, 96]. However, next I introduce a common event-driven
sensor network, where the nodes need to smartly adjust the bandwidth of their control
channel with a variation of network traffic.
Imaging a UAN with the bottom nodes, AUVs and surface nodes is deployed in
oceans to detect the presence of interesting targets. If the nodes have not sensed
any specific target yet, they stay in the sleep mode to save the energy. In this case,
each node generates only a few packets periodically to update the routing table or to
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synchronize time. Therefore, a narrow frequency band could meet the requirement of
sending control messages with a low collision probability. In this case, the rest of vacant
frequencies could be saved for a data transmission to reduce the end-to-end delay. The
nodes become busy once a target enters the network, thereby creating a bursty traffic.
In this situation, the nodes should extend the bandwidth of their control channel to
prevent control messages from colliding with each other, otherwise the low delivery
ratio of control packets would become the bottleneck of the network performance by
affecting the transmission opportunity of data packets.
In order to achieve a good network performance in terms of throughput, end-to-end
delay and energy efficiency, an underwater cognitive MAC should capable of adaptively
adjusting the bandwidth assigned to the control channel and the data channel based
on the real time traffic of a network. However, most of existing MAC protocols for CR
or CA networks do not have this capability, which promotes us to design a new MAC
for UCAN.
5.2.2.2 Hardware constraints
To solve the multi-channel hidden terminal problem [94] and the rendezvous prob-
lem [97] in a cognitive network, people usually assume that each node equips with a
secondary transceiver or the time is synchronized across the network [80, 96, 98–100].
According to the survey [82], there are only a few protocols proposed for the non-
synchronized, single transceiver cognitive networks.
Actually, neither an additional transceiver nor the time synchronization may be
available in UANs. This is because most of communication systems in oceans are
resource constrained in terms of bandwidth, size and energy as well as cost. Using
the Teledyne Benthos ATM-903 modem [101] as an example, the size and the weight
of its transducer are 14 cm × 10.1 cm (diameter× height) and 2.27 kg, respectively.
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The space limitation makes it hard to carry two or more large size and high weight
transducers on a single modem.
In addition, underwater acoustic nodes are usually powered by the battery, which
cannot be recharged until they are retrieved. As I analyzed in Section 3.3, if we do the
time synchronization in a UAN, the battery will run out after several days. Therefore,
it may be impractical to assume that a UAN, which needs to monitor an interesting
area several months or even longer, is time synchronization.
The above challenges promote us to propose a new MAC, which can work in the
single-transceiver and non-synchronized UCANs reliably and efficiently.
5.2.3 Protocol description
In this section, I first introduce the assumptions that I make in the new cognitive
protocol, and then I give an overview of DCC-MAC. After that, I introduce the spec-
trum sensing and the approach for adaptive bandwidth adjustment. Later on, I discuss
the channel structure and the channel selection mechanism in DCC-MAC.
5.2.3.1 Assumptions
In DCC-MAC, I assume that the network is decentralized and non-synchronized.
Each node equips with a single half-duplex transducer, which is capable of either trans-
mitting or receiving, but not both at any given time.
Additionally, I assume that a licensed narrowband CCC is available. Nodes can
use this channel to transmit some basic control messages. Later on, I will show that
how DCC-MAC integrates the in-band channel with this CCC to dynamically adjust
the frequency band of its control channel according to the current traffic loads.
Moreover, based upon the principle of reciprocity in the wireless channel [102],
I suppose that for any sender-receiver pairs, the channel quality in the forward and
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backward links are the same. Therefore, a sender and its intended receiver could send
packets to each other with the same transmission rate.
Finally, I assume that a node could hear the entire operating frequency band simul-
taneously. This assumption is reasonable in underwater communications considering
the narrow bandwidth (less than 100 kHz [15]) of an acoustic channel.
5.2.3.2 Protocol Overview
At the beginning of DCC-MAC, a node with a data packet will sense the channel
usage of surrounding environment first. Thereafter, the sender initiates a channel
negotiation process through transmitting an RTS message on control channel to its
intended receiver. The RTS packet involves the ID of each vacant channel explored by
the spectrum sensing.
If an RTS packet collides with any other control messages, the receiver broadcasts
a control-packet-collision-notification (CPCN) to its neighbors after a random backoff,
otherwise it detects whether the oncoming data will collide or not. If not, the receiver
senses the channel and selects the one available for both the sender and the receiver.
The ID of selected channel is sent out via a CTS packet. How to detect the collision
among control packets, and how to choose the proper channel for a data transmission
will be introduced in Section 5.2.3.4 and Section 5.2.3.6, respectively.
Once a sender got the CTS, it broadcasts the ID of its following communication
channel through a repeat-clear-to-send (RCTS) message on the old control channel.
After that, both the sender and its intended receiver turn to the newly selected channel
for a data transmission. Finally, if the data is successfully decoded, the receiver sends
out an ACK packet to the sender for a reliable transmission.
I introduce details of DCC-MAC in the following sections, but show a glimpse of
its flowchart and state machine in Fig. 5.18 and Fig. 5.19, respectively.
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Figure 5.18: The flowchart of DCC-MAC. Operation A: Remove the selected channels
involved in SelCh of RCTS from the available channels; Operation B: Remove the
selected channels involved in SelCh of CTS from the available channels; Operation
C: Select the channel to increase or decrease the bandwidth of the control channel
according to the value if ChSt in the corresponding RTS packet.
5.2.3.3 Spectrum sensing in non-synchronized UANs
In a non-synchronized UCAN, when a node is sensing the spectrum, others may be
transmitting on the same channel, which may interfere with the sensing process. Nodes
in DCC-MAC are thus required to distinguish signals of PUs from that of CA nodes.
To achieve the above goal, we could use the signal feature based spectrum sensing
algorithms [103], such as the second-order statistics and the cyclostationary detection
methods. These algorithms classify the receiving signals by recognizing the inherent
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Figure 5.19: The state machine of DCC-MAC.
feature of a secondary signal, like the preamble sequence, the cyclic prefix and the
cyclostationary frequency. In addition, the nodes in a cognitive network could embed
a digital signature in their data packets to help the signal classification, the details of
which could be found in [104].
5.2.3.4 Adaptive bandwidth adjustment
DCC-MAC could smartly adjust the bandwidth of control channel for each sender-
receiver pair according to the current traffic loads on the control channel. To achieve
this, once a node detected that its control channel is congested, it increases the band-
width of its control channel by “borrowing” the frequency band from the in-band data
channel. Conversely, if the node realizes that the bandwidth assigned to its control
channel is excessive, it would “return” some frequencies to the data channel. Next, I
introduce the two phases of DCC-MAC.
1) Realize the situation of control channel : Before adjusting the bandwidth,
a node needs to first understand whether its control channel is congesting or not. This
could be done by calculating the collision probability of the RTS packets.
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More specifically, in DCC-MAC a receiver would miss an incoming RTS packet if
(a) it is transmitting either a control message or a data packet, (b) the quality of an
acoustic channel is poor, e.g., large noise, sever Doppler spreading and deep fading, or
(c) the RTS message collides with a control packet from other nodes.
In the above three cases, the probability of case (a) and case (b) are mainly affected
by the traffic generation rate of a network and the underwater environment, respec-
tively, whereas the probability of case (c) is sensitive to the situation of the control
channel. Therefore, a node could realize whether its control channel is congested to
not by measuring the occurrence frequency of the case (c) in a certain period. To do
this, when a receiver is successfully triggered by a specific signal fragment (preamble)
on the control channel and enters the receive mode, but cannot decode the received
signal correctly5 , the receiver considers that a collision happen on its control channel.
Once a receiver detected a collision of control packets, it does a random backoff, and
then broadcasts a short CPCN packet to report this event. Here the random backoff
has two functions. First of all, it can avoid the CPCN packets from different nodes to
collide at the sender side. Secondly, it could avoid CTS from the intended receiver to
collide with the CPCN packets from other nodes. Now I use Fig. 5.20 as an example
to introduce the details of these two functions.
• Avoid collisions among CPCNs: If S1 and S2 send their RTS messages simultane-
ously to initiate the handshakes, the two RTS packets will collide at Rc, N1 and N2.
Each of them (Rc, N1 and N2) thus will broadcast a CPCN message to report this
collision event. Adding a random backoff before CPCN transmission could avoid
the collision of these CPCN messages at S1 and S2.
• Avoid collisions between CPCN and CTS : Assume the receiver Rc is replying a CTS
to the sender S1; meanwhile, S3 is sending another control packet to R3. In this
5In this situation, the SNR of the acoustic modem may be high, but the signal-to-interference-plus-
noise ratio (SINR) is low, due to the collisions of the packets.
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Figure 5.20: Example of the random backoff before transmitting CPCN to avoid the
collisions, where Rc is a common receiver of senders S1 and S2; S3 and R3 is another
sender-receiver pair.
case, N2 and N3 may detect a collision on the control channel. By doing a backoff
before a CPCN transmission, we could guarantee that CTS arrives at S1 earlier
than CPCN packets from N2 and N3, which prevents CPCN from interrupting the
reception of CTS at S1.
2) Adjust the bandwidth of control channel : Before transmitting RTS, a
sender in DCC-MAC should decide whether the bandwidth of its control channel needs
an adjustment through counting the number of CPCN packets it received from its
intended receiver during the last several handshakes. Let η be the ratio between the
number of RTS packets a sender sent out and that of CPCN packets it received from
the intended receiver in the last several periods. According to the definition, η can
indicate the situation (idle or congested) of the control channel.
Based upon the measurement of η, a sender sets the status bits of its control
channel, which is denoted by ChSt, to different values, as shown in (5.22),
ChSt =

00, η ≤ η1,
01, η1 < η ≤ η2,
11, η > η2,
(5.22)
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where η1 and η2 are two predefined thresholds. Here, ChSt = 00, 01 and 11 represents
that the state of a control channel is congested, normal and idle, respectively. In each
handshake, a sender attaches the value of its ChSt into the RTS packet, and transmits
it to the receiver.
After each successful data reception, a receiver checks ChSt from the latest RTS
packet it received from the sender. If ChSt=00, the receiver will increase the bandwidth
of its control channel by adding a vacant in-band one in the next round of communica-
tion. ID of the selected in-band channel is piggybacked on the ACK packet, and sent
to the sender on the current control channel. If ChSt = 11, the receiver, on another
hand, reduces the bandwidth by choosing an in-band channel that is using for the con-
trol message transmission, and removes it from control channel in the next round of
communication. ID of the selected channel is also transmitted to the sender through
ACK.
Let CHcur, CHack and CHsen be the current control channel, the channel included
in ACK that will be either added or removed in the next round of communication and
the vacant channel sensed before a new round of communication, respectively. Finally,
the new control channel, which is denoted by CHnew, should be
CHnew = CHsen ∩ (CHcur ± CHack ), (5.23)
where ∩ is the intersection operator. Doing this operation could effectively prevent the
transmission of control packets from interfering with a PU, if the PU changes its trans-
mission frequency before the cognitive nodes staring a new round of communication.
It is worth noting that different sender-receiver pairs in DCC-MAC could have
different control channels. For instance, assume the control channel between sender
S1 and receiver R1 is CCC plus an in-band channel C1, but for the same sender S1,
the control channel between it and another receiver R2 could be CCC plus an in-
band channel C2. By selecting proper channel, DCC-MAC could improve the channel
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utilization while reducing the collision probability among control packets, the details
of which will be introduced in the next section.
5.2.3.5 Channel structure
As shown in Fig. 5.21, the acoustic channel in DCC-MAC consists of a single CCC
and several in-band channels, where the former devotes to control packets, and the
later could be used to send either the control message or the data packet whenever the
PU does not occupy it.
UCAN Channel
CCC In-band Channel
PCC PDC
Active PCC Nonactive PCC Active PDC Nonactive PDC
PCCCCC
In-band Channel
PCC PCC PCC PDC PDC PDC PDC
Figure 5.21: The channel structure of DCC-MAC.
Furthermore, the in-band channel is divided into the preassigned control channel
(PCC) and the preassigned data channel (PDC). In PCC, a control packet has higher
priority than a data packet to use the channel; in PDC, conversely, I reverse the priority
of control packet and that of data packet for using the channel.
Finally, I identify each PCC and PDC as an active or a nonactive channel. More
specifically, let PCi represent the number of times the i
th PCC is selected to send
control packets in the last N period of communications, where PCi ≤ 0, 1, . . . , N . I
mark the jth PCC as an active one if PCj ≥ 0.3 ∗max{PCi}, where i, j = 0, 1, . . . ,M ,
and M is the amount of PCC. The definition of an active PDC is similar to PCC, and
I do not repeat it again.
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5.2.3.6 Channel selection
In DCC-MAC, a node may choose a in-band channel for a data transmission, in-
creasing or decreasing the bandwidth of its control channel. Next, I introduce how to
select a proper in-band channel to achieve these goals.
a) Send data : For a data transmission, the receiver selects a channel from the
vacant PDC with the highest average SNR first. If the selected channel cannot meet
the requirement of QoS in terms of the transmission rate and outage probability, more
channels are chosen from the idle PDC in descending order of SNR. If there is no vacant
PDC, or the QoS still cannot reach the requirement after all available PDCs being
selected, the receiver chooses additional channels with high SNR from the nonactive
PCC. In order to avoid the collisions between data and control packets, a receiver
should not choose the active PCC as the data channel, unless there is neither vacant
PDC nor nonactive PCC available.
b) Extend control channel : If a sender and its intended receiver plan to increase
the bandwidth of their control channel for their next round of communication, the
receiver selects a vacant PCC with the highest average SNR as an extension of the
current control channel. If none of PCC is available, the node chooses the one from
nonactive PCD with the highest average SNR. The receiver should not select an active
PDC as the control channel to avoid the collisions between control packets and data
packets, unless there is neither idle PCC nor nonactive PDC anymore.
c) Remove control channel : If a sender and its intended receiver are going to
release the bandwidth of their control channel, the receiver selects an active PDC with
the lowest SNR from its current control channel, and then removes it. If there is no
active PDC, the receiver removes the nonactive one with the lowest SNR. If the current
control channel has neither active PDC nor nonactive one, the receiver removes a PCC
with the lowest SNR.
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Here, I highlight several essential points of the above rules for a channel selection.
First of all, due to the high dynamic of acoustic channel [105], the instantaneous receiv-
ing SNR may not be available at the sender side, thereby, I use the average receiving
SNR to select the channel, which is usually stable in a long period. A node can calcu-
late the average receiving SNRs on a channel based on the historical values it measured
from receiving or overhearing control packets and data packets6 from its neighbors.
Secondly, when selecting the channel to send a data or to extend the bandwidth of
control channel, a node sort the candidate channels in descending order of the average
receiving SNR. Compared to a random selection strategy, this rule helps nodes to use
the channel resource more effectively, while reducing the collision probability among
data packets. More specifically, due to the spatial diversity [30], the quality of a
channel is good on one node may bad on another. Therefore, if a node selects the
channel according to its average receiving SNR on each channel, it has a small chance
to compete with multiple neighbors for the same channel. Moreover, choosing a channel
with the highest SNR first could get a fast improvement on the transmission rate.
Thirdly, when a receiver decreases the bandwidth of its control channel, it selects
the one with the worst average receiving SNR first. There are three advantages of this
strategy: (a) the receiver could save the bandwidth for other nodes without losing too
much transmission rate of its control messages; (b) due to the spatial diversity of the
channel, this strategy gives other nodes an opportunity to efficiently use the removed
channel if they have higher receiving SNR on this channel than its current owner, and
(c) the receiver can avoid to adjust the bandwidth of its control channel frequently. For
the point (c), as described in equation (5.22) of Section 5.2.3.4, in order to maintain
a stable bandwidth for the control channel, a node should make its ChSt stay at 01.
If the node adds an in-band channel with the highest receiving SNR when its control
6As a critical parameter in communication systems, the receiving SNR can be measured by most of
the commercial acoustic modems directly without any modification on the hardware or the software [35,
101].
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channel is congested, and removes a control channel with the lowest receiving SNR
when the channel is idle, there is high probability that ChSt changes from 11 to 00,
and finally stays at 01, since removing a channel with low receiving SNR does not effect
the transmission rate of control message too much. Conversely, if a node removes a
channel with the highest SNR first, the transmission rate of its control packets may
decrease sharply. In this case, it is most likely that ChSt switches between 11 and 00,
but jumps the stable status 01.
5.2.4 Control channel rendezvous
As we know, in a handshake based MAC protocol, nodes avoid the hidden termi-
nal and the exposed terminal problem by overhearing the control packets from their
neighbors. In DCC-MAC, however, the control packets are sent on multiple different
channels. A node may not be able to overhear a control packet correctly if it does not
switch to a right channel. This is a unique problem in DCC-MAC, which we call it as
the control channel rendezvous problem.
Different from the classic data channel rendezvous problem, which could be tackled
by exchanging the ID of a selected data channel between a sender and a receiver through
the control packets, in DCC-MAC I cannot introduce a new group of control packets
to address the rendezvous problem on the current ones. This will make the problem
loop infinitely. Next, I introduce a simple solution for this problem, which just needs to
reorganize the structure of the control packets without generating any extra overhead
traffic into the network.
In DCC-MAC, I divide each control packet (RTS, CTS, CPCN and ACK) into
two continuous blocks. The first block is always sent on CCC, which includes only the
channel ID of the second block. The second block carries the rest of control information,
such as type of the packet, sender ID and receiver ID.
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With the above data structure, each node could use the first block for the control
channel rendezvous. More preciously, when a node receives or overhears the first block
of a control packet, it switches its receive channel to the correct ones based upon the
channel ID involved in the first block for a reception of the second block.
There are two advantages of this structure. First of all, a node needs to send
only several bytes (channel ID of the second block) on the CCC for control channel
rendezvous, which considerably reduces the traffic load on CCC. Moreover, the second
block of each control packet could share the preamble sequence with the first block,
which is helpful to save the energy and to reduce the transmission time of a control
message.
5.2.5 Control packet structure
Here, I introduce the detailed data structure of control packet in DCC-MAC. As-
sume there are a total number of Nc in-band channels. The first block of all control
packets is the channel ID of their second block, which is denoted by ChID with Nc
status bits (one bit for each channel). The status bit is set to 1 if the second block is
transmitted on the corresponding channel, otherwise set to 0.
Preamble 1
st
 Blk 2
nd
 Blk
ChID TxID RxIDType AvailChRTS
Type TxID RxID SelChCTS TxRt_Data
Type TxIDCPCN
QoS
Type TxID RxID AddChACK RemCh TxRt_Ctrl
ChID
ChID
ChID
Nc bits 2 B 2 B1 B Nc bits 3B
Nc bits B - Nc B
2 B 2 B B - Nc B
1B
ChSt
RCTS Type TxID SelChChID
 
Figure 5.22: Data structure of the control packets, where the red word indicates the
size of each section.
As shown Fig. 5.22, the second block of different control packets consists of a subsets
of the following sections: (a) sender ID (TxID), (b) receiver ID (RxID), (c) packet type
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(Type), (d) vacant channels at the sender side (AvailCh) with Nc status bits, which
is set to 1 if the corresponding channel is idle, (e) QoS requirements (QoS), which
includes the required transmission rate and the outage probability of an application,
(f) the control channel status ChSt, which has been introduced in Section 5.2.3.4, (g)
ID of the selected channels for the following data transmission (SelCh), which is set to
1 if the corresponding channel is chosen, (h) the transmission rate of data packet on
each selected channel (TxRt Data), using 1 byte to indicate the rate on each selected
channel, therefore the size of TxRt Data is between 1 and Nc bytes, (i) ID of the selected
in-band channel to increase/decrease the bandwidth of control channel (AddCh/RemCh)
for the next round of communication, and (j) the transmission rate of control packet on
each selected channel (TxRt Ctrl), using 1 byte to indicate the rate on each selected
channel, the size of TxRt Ctrl thus is between 1 and Nc bytes.
5.2.6 Collision avoidance in multi-channel environment
DCC-MAC could reduce collisions caused by the multi-channel hidden terminal
problem significantly. It requires neither time synchronization amongst a network nor
addition hardwares (secondary transceiver or tune devices) on an acoustic node, which
are usually assumed in the most of collision-free cognitive protocols [82]. In addition,
compared to the cognitive MAC protocols, which produce many additional control
packets for collision detection [106] and multi-channel rendezvous [20], DCC-MAC is a
light weight protocol. Next, I introduce the details of the proposed collision avoidance
mechanism.
As I discussed at the end of Section. 5.2.3.1, a node in a UCAN could hear its
entire operating frequencies (in-band channels plus the CCC). In DCC-MAC, if a node
receives the first block of a control packet successfully, based upon the information
decoded from this block, it could switch to the correct channel to get the remaining
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control messages in the second block, while not stopping the data reception on the
current channel. In this way, the node will not miss the control packet from its neighbors
when receiving a data packet on other channels.
When designing the strategy to handle the multi-channel hidden terminal problem,
I consider a total number of eighteen scenarios carefully. As shown in Fig. 5.23, in
each subfigure there are two sender-receiver pairs. I assume that node A is sending
data packet to node B on channel C1. Meanwhile, S1 and R1 are handshaking on their
control channel, and then reserve channel C2 for their data transmission. Hence, A and
B may miss the control packets from S1 and R1, which potentially results in a collision
if node A (node B) initiates a new communication with node B (node A), and end up
selecting C2 for their communication.
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Figure 5.23: Scenarios for collision analysis, where node A and B initiate a new com-
munication in (a) – (i) and (a)′ – (i)′, respectively.
To avoid the collisions among data packets, a node does one of the following four
processes depending on what kind of control packet it overheard and what is the role
(sender or receiver) it will play in the next round of communication.
• Process A: Node B overheard only RTS1 and RCTS1 from node S1 when it was
receiving a data packet. No matter B will still work as a receiver (c and g in
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Fig. 5.23) or change its role to a sender (c′ and g′ in Fig. 5.23) in the next round of
communication, it will not select the channel with SelCh = 1 in RCTS1 for its next
round of data reception or transmission.
• Process B : Node B overheard only CTS1 from node R1 when it was receiving a data
packet. If B will still work as a receiver in the next round of communication (a and
f in Fig. 5.23), B ignores CTS1, and the potential collisions between node A and R1
in the scenario f′ of the Fig. 5.23 could be eliminated via the Process D, which will
be introduced later. If B plans to change its role to a sender (a′ and f′ in Fig. 5.23),
it will not select the channel with SelCh = 1 in CTS1 for its next round of data
transmission.
• Process C : Node B overheard RTS1, RCTS1 and CTS1 from node R1 when it was
receiving a data packet. No matter B will still work as a receiver (e and i in Fig. 5.23)
or change its role to a sender (e′ and i′ in Fig. 5.23) in the next round of communi-
cation, it will not select the channel with SelCh = 1 in CTS1 or RCTS1 for its next
round of data reception or transmission.
• Process D : Due to the half-duplex feature of the modem, node A could not overhead
the packet when it is transmitting. In the next round of communication, if A will
still work as a sender (b, d and h in Fig. 5.23), it will do a backoff after completing
the current data transmission. If A is going to change its role to a receiver (b′, d′
and h′ in Fig. 5.23), the collision may happen in the scenarios b′ and h′ of Fig. 5.23,
details of which are shown in Fig. 5.24 (a).
With these four processes, except scenarios b′ and h′, there are no collisions among
data packets in the other sixteen scenarios of Fig. 5.23.
As described in Process D, a backoff between two continuous data transmissions is
required to prevent data packets from colliding in the scenarios d and h of Fig. 5.23.
Here, I calculate the length of this backoff in DCC-MAC. Fig. 5.24 (b) shows the worst
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Figure 5.24: (a) Collisions in scenarios b′ of Fig. 5.23, (b) Collision avoidance in sce-
narios d of Fig. 5.23 with the backoff mechanism.
case, where CTS1 from R1 arrives at node A when it is transmitting the last several
bits of its data packet DATA0, and node A misses CTS1. If A will still work as a
sender and finally chooses the same channel with S1 to send its data DATA1, in order
to avoid the collisions between DATA1 and DATA2 at node R1, A should do a backoff
after receiving ACK1.
Denote the transmission time of RTS, CTS, RCTS, ACK and DATA packets as
tRTS , tCTS , tRCTS , tACK and tDATA, respectively. Let τAB, τAR and τRS be the
propagation delays between nodes A and B, A and R1, and R1 and S1, respectively.
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Then it is easy to calculate the length of the backoff, which is denoted by tBO, from
Fig. 5.24 (b) that
tBO= tDATA−tRTS−tACK+2τRS−2τAR−4τAB. (5.24)
Since the distance between nodes B and R1 in scenarios d and h of Fig. 5.23 is two
hops, it must be larger than the one hop distance from S1 to R1. Therefore, we have
τBR > τRS , where τBR is the propagation delay between B and R1. Now, let nodes
A, B and R1 be the three vertexes of a triangle. According to the triangle inequality
principle that the sum of the lengths of any two sides of a triangle always exceeds the
length of the third side, we have τBR<τAR+τAB. Therefore, tBO in (5.24) would be
tBO=tDATA−tRTS−tACK+2τRS−2(τAR+τAB)−2τAB
<tDATA−tRTS−tACK−2τAB.
(5.25)
In the worst case, where τAB≈0, to avoid the collision between DATA1 and DATA2 at
node R1, we should set the minimal backoff as
tBO(min) = tDATA − tRTS − tACK . (5.26)
5.2.7 Simulations and analysis
In this section, I conduct simulations on Aqua-Sim to evaluate the performance of
DCC-MAC. Simulation results verify the effectiveness of dynamic control bandwidth
adjustment on reducing the collision probability among control packets.
To well assess DCC-MAC, I also compare it with two representative cognitive MAC
protocols, RISM and MMAC-CR, proposed in recent years. The mechanism of two
protocols have been introduced in Section 5.1 and Section 5.1.1
In the simulation, we have 20 underwater sensors deployed as shown in Fig. 5.25.
The nodes form two network topologies with different traffic flow. In the Mesh topology,
16 nodes generate and deliver data to a random destination at four corners (N10, N11,
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N13 and N18). The mesh topology network is a general example for underwater ad hoc
networks. The tree network represents a data collection system where 20 sub-sea nodes
collecting and forwarding data to the sink node, N0.
Figure 5.25: Network deployment in simulations. In Mesh topology, 16 underwater
sensors select a random destination at four corners (N10, N11, N13 and N18) as the
final destination. In Tree topology, 20 nodes deliver their data to node N0.
In the deployment, the average distance among neighboring nodes is 1 km (uni-
formly distributed between 800 m to 1200 m). I set the maximum transmission range
and the maximum transmission power of each node as 1.5 km and 10 W, respectively.
The overall communication bandwidth is 16 kHz (from 17 to 33 kHz), which is evenly
divided into 32 subchannals. I assign the lowest 500 Hz (17 to 17.5 kHz) to be the CCC
in DCC-MAC and assume it is not occupied by any PUs in the area. The remaining 31
subchannels are used as the in-band channel. In the network, I also deploy two PUs.
Each of them randomly selects one amongst 31 in-band channels for its communica-
tion, and switches its communication channel every 100 secs. In the test, each sender
generates data packets of size 250 B following Poisson process. The length of preamble
sequence in the acoustic modem is 0.2 secs. The size of each control packet is set as
presented in Fig. 5.22.
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Figure 5.26: A snapshot of dynamic bandwidth adjustment on control channel.
I first evaluate the effectiveness of the dynamic control bandwidth adjustment in
DCC-MAC. Fig. 5.26 presents a snapshot of the varying control bandwidth on nodes
N4 and N9 in the Mesh network. The positions of N4 and N9 are marked in Fig. 5.25.
Although both nodes have the same data generation rate on the application layer, they
get different traffic loads on the MAC layer due to the data forwarding in the multi-
hop network. Besides the self-generated data, N9 also help relaying data for neighbors
to the destination, N10. On the contrary, N4 has few data forwarding request and
resulting in light traffic load. As a result of different traffic loads on two nodes, the
bandwidth of their control channel is apparently different. When the network was
stable, N4 used about 8 kHz as control channel and N9 only occupied roughly 3 kHz
for control communication. The spatially and temporally varying bandwidth of control
channel validates the effectiveness of the control adjustment scheme in DCC-MAC.
As a result of efficient bandwidth adjustment mechanism on control channel, DCC-
MAC outperforms RISM and MMAC-CR in terms of high handshake success rate,
as shown in Fig. 5.27. The handshake success rate is calculated by the number of
transmitted CTS / ORDER / ATIM ACK dividing the number of RTS / RTR / ATIM
sent out, in DCC-MAC, RISM and MMAC-CR. From this figure we observe that (a)
the competition success rate of DCC-MAC is much higher than MMAC-CR and RISM
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Figure 5.27: Comparison of success rate of negotiation.
in a mesh topology, and (b) the successful competition rate of RISM increases with a
growth of traffic generation rate, but it is sensitive to the network topology.
By smartly adjusting the bandwidth when control channel is congested, the colli-
sions among control packet can be reduced significantly. This also explains the com-
parable performance of DCC-MAC in Mesh and Tree networks, although they have
extremely different traffic patterns. The traffic in Mesh topology is scattered across
the network, whereas the data packets tend to gather in Tree network. No matter
the traffic pattern varies in two networks, the control bandwidth in DCC-MAC can
adaptively adjust according to the traffic loads. In contrast, RISM has very low hand-
shake success rate in Mesh network but high success rate in Tree topology. In Mesh
networks, the inefficient data polling mechanism is the main cause of failed handshake
in the receiver-initiated MAC protocols. In Tree network, however, the gathering traf-
fic flow can considerably increase the polling success rate and, meanwhile, reduce the
control overhead in RISM, resulting in high handshake success rate. MMAC-CR has
the lowest competition success rate in both topologies due to the heavy congestion on
the CCC of 3.4 kHz.
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Figure 5.28: Comparison of data delivery ratio.
In Fig. 5.28, I compare the delivery ratio of data packet, which is defined as the
ratio of the number of data packets successfully received by receivers. I observer that
DCC-MAC has higher data collisions than RISM and MMAC-CR, especially in a Tree
network. This is a penalty of dynamic control channel scheme in DCC-MAC. The data
collision can not be avoided completely, as I discussed in Section 5.2.6, even though
the random backoff mechanism is designed. Note that in a tree topology the data flow
is gradually aggregated to the upper nodes in the network. Hence, the traffic load of
a node near the destination (node N0) may be much higher than the traffic generation
rate. In this situation, data packets will have higher probability to collide with each
other if a MAC protocol is not designed for a collision free data transmission. RISM has
the highest delivery ratio as receiver-initiated MAC naturally has better data collision
capability than conventional sender-initiated DCC-MAC and MMAC-CR. MMAC-CR
has higher delivery ratio than DCC-MAC owing to its two phase design. Only nodes
assigned with the same channel compete for channel access in the data phase of MMAC-
CR, resulting in lighter collision probability. In Tree topology, however, the data are
gathered and network becomes “crowd”, which leads to lower delivery ratio for MMAC-
CR.
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Figure 5.29: Performance comparison for Poisson traffic in mesh and tree topologies.
Fig. 5.29 demonstrates the network performance of the three protocols in terms
throughput and energy efficiency. From this figure we observe that DCC-MAC out-
performs the other two protocols in almost all aspects. In addition, compared with
RISM and MMAC-CR, the performance of DCC-MAC is resilient to the topology of
the network.
More specifically, as shown in Fig. 5.29(a), DCC-MAC achieves the highest through-
put benefiting from its smart bandwidth adjustment mechanism on control channel.
The dynamic control channel allows DCC-MAC to achieve more efficient spectrum
utilization. In addition, by reducing the collision probability of control messages, the
congestion on CCC is not the bottleneck of DCC-MAC to achieve high throughput
anymore. By contrast, MMAC-CR has the lowest throughput mainly due to the high
collisions on the CCC, which is also revealed in Fig. 5.27. Although RISM has compa-
rable or even higher handshake success rate than DCC-MAC in Tree network, the lower
spectrum efficiency leads to a lower throughput. In addition, among three protocols,
DCC-MAC is the only protocol which has comparable network throughput in Mesh
and Tree topologies. As most MAC protocols are sensitive to the network topology
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and traffic load, the feature of DCC-MAC on resilient to different network situation
make DCC-MAC a practical solution in various underwater applications.
Fig. 5.29(b) compares the overhead, which is defined as the ratio of the energy con-
sumed on transmitting control messages over the total energy consumption (on control
plus data packets), of different protocols. This figure reveals that DCC-MAC has the
lowest overhead in a Mesh network benefiting from the lowest collision probability on
control channel. RISM and MMAC-CR have the highest overhead in Mesh topology
for different reasons. Because of the scattering traffic in Mesh network, the receivers
fails to poll neighboring senders frequently when there are few data to cumulated. In
MMAC-CR, the heavy collisions on CCC is the main cause of the high overhead. This
result is consistent with the handshake success rate illustrated in Fig. 5.27. The en-
ergy efficiency of DCC-MAC in Tree topology is comparable with in Mesh network,
which is a result of adaptive control bandwidth adjustment to the network traffic load.
However, RISM and MMAC-CR are sensitive to the topology of a network. The aggre-
gated traffic in Tree network significantly improves the polling success rate in RISM,
and leads to the lowest overhead in data gathering network. Although MMAC-CR has
higher collisions on control channel in Tree than in Mesh topology, the packet train in
data transmission improves the average energy efficiency.
5.2.8 Summary
In this chapter I first introduced a new spectrum management system, RISM,
to achieve environment-friendly and spectrum-efficient communications for UCANs.
Then, I propose a new MAC, DCC-MAC, to solve the congestion problem on CCC of
cognitive networks.
In RISM, the receiver initiates each round of handshake process. This strategy
allows receiver in each round of handshake to request packets from multiple senders in
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parallel. In addition, in RISM, the three components, i.e., the cooperative spectrum
sensing, spectrum sharing and spectrum decision, do not generate control messages
separately as independent pieces. Instead, they share control packets with each other
without incurring additional control overhead, which significantly improves the nego-
tiation efficiency considering the high latency in UCANs and the long preamble in
acoustic modems.
However, there is a unique challenge in receiver-initiated approaches for receivers
to decide when to poll without prior knowledge of the data cumulation on senders.
This issue is tackled by adopting the traffic predictor. A receiver in RISMs could
smartly poll senders adapting to the variation of senders’ traffic loads. By employ-
ing the smart polling scheme, the receiver could initiate handshakes timely to reduce
the packet queuing delay while constraining the energy consumption on transmitting
control packets.
Simulation results show that the performance of RISM with smart polling scheme
outperforms MMAC-CR, a representative CR based MAC protocol. Specifically, the
throughput of RISM is 6× higher than MMAC-CR, while the hop-by-hop delay and
overhead of control packet is only 0.25× and 0.3× of MMAC-CR. Moreover, RISM
could work better in a tree network than in a mesh network. The throughput in the
former scenario is nearly 2× than that in the later one, while maintaining comparable
hop-by-hop delay and overhead of control packet.
I believe that RISM is a promising system that enables cognitive technique to work
efficiently and environment-friendly in UANs. In next section, I will discuss how to
mitigate the congestion problem on the CCC of a distributed cognitive network.
To tackle the congestion problem on CCC of UCANs, I proposed DCC-MAC. One
of the most important features of DCC-MAC is that each node could smartly adjust the
bandwidth of its control channel by adding frequency band from the in-band channel
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when the traffic is heavy, and returning them back when the control channel becomes
underutilized. The simulation results demonstrated that DCC-MAC could efficiently
eliminate the congestion problem of CCC for a cognitive network. In a high traffic
generation rate scenario, DCC-MAC provides a ×1.5 and ×4 higher throughput than
RISM and MMAC-CR, respectively, while maintaining a comparable or even lower
overhead. In addition, the performance of DCC-MAC is not sensitive to the topology
of a network. Therefore, it could work in different underwater applications reliably.
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Underwater COD-COM
The goal of COD-COM is to coordinate the activities (sending and receiving) of each
node for the purpose of improving the channel utilization and energy efficiency of
underwater uplink communication networks. To achieve this goal, in this chapter I
introduce a new protocol, called CT-MAC for underwater uplink networks. The content
in this chapter is mainly based on my previous work published in [24]1 .
6.1 Network architecture
Here, we consider an underwater uplink communication network, in which a surface
buoy or a sink node works as a common receiver to collect data from a group of
underwater static nodes, as shown in Fig. 6.1. Such networks are usually used for the
offshore instrument (e.g. wind farm and oil pipeline) health monitoring, underwater
data collection and target detection [107]. I assume that each node transmits with
the OFDM modulation scheme, which has the ability to cope with severe frequency-
selective fading due to multipath in underwater channel [65,108].
1Reprinted from Ad Hoc Networks, Vol. 34, Yu Luo, etc., An efficient MAC protocol for underwater
multi-user uplink communication networks, Pages 75 – 91, Copyright (2015), with permission from
Elsevier
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Figure 6.1: An underwater multi-node uplink communication network, where the sur-
face buoy works as the receiver to collect the data from the bottom nodes u1 to u5.
Due to the size limitation and the high costs associated with underwater instru-
ments, I suppose that each bottom node in UANs equips with a single transducer. I
further assume that the receiver has multiple hydrophones for data reception, since the
size of a surface buoy is usually much larger than an underwater node. Now denote
the number of hydrophones on the buoy and the amount of underwater nodes in the
coverage of the buoy as Mr and L, respectively. Let K represent the maximum number
of decodable packets in simultaneous receptions at the receiver, where K≤L.
We start from a general case of multi-node uplink networks first, where each node
can have N transducers with N≥1. Denote the circularly symmetric complex Gaussian
noise at hydrophone i of the receiver as ni ∈ CMr×1, where ni ∼ N(0, I) and let
H†i ∈ CMr×N be the channel matrix of node i. By using the successive decoding scheme
[109] in the multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) uplink communications, the
sum-rate capacity of the channel with transmission power constraints P=(P1, . . . , PK)
is given as [110]
Cuplink(H1, . . . ,HK ,P)= max
Tr(Qi)≤Pi,∀i
log
∣∣∣∣∣I +
K∑
i=1
H†iQiHi
∣∣∣∣∣ , (6.1)
where each of the matrices Qi is an N × N positive semidefinite covariance matrix.
After the derivation, the sum-rate of the successive decoding in (6.1) can be written
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as [111]:
Cuplink(H1, . . . ,HK ,P) ≤ min (Mr,K) CTDMA(H1, . . . ,HK ,P), (6.2)
where
CTDMA(H1, . . . ,HK ,P) ≥ log
(
1+
K∑
i=1
Pi||Hi||2
)
, (6.3)
is the maximum average rate that can be achieved by time division scheme between
single-node transmissions with constant power Pi.
From (6.2) and (6.3) we have that when N=1, in order to maximize the sum-rate
capacity of an underwater multi-node uplink network, the number of packets simul-
taneously arrived at the receiver should be equal to the amount of hydrophones, i.e.,
K = Mr. Here I call K <Mr and K >Mr as the starving reception and the super-
saturated reception, respectively, both of which may degrade the throughput and the
energy efficiency of a network.
6.2 Motivation
In conventional multi-node uplink MAC protocols, people usually use either the
handshake or the feedback mechanism to avoid the starving and the supersaturated
receptions [25,26]. In channel aware Aloha [25], the receiver sends a feedback message
after each successful data reception to provide CSI for senders. Only the nodes with
good channel qualities are allowed to send their data. By retarding the transmission
of nodes with poor channel qualities, this scheme achieves good energy efficiency. In
multi-antenna reception MAC [26], the sender and the receiver use two-way handshake
to reserve the channel. Once a receiver gets a sending request, it will broadcast a receive
capability broadcast (RCBC) packet to inform the surrounding nodes the remaining
number of senders it can support to transmit at the same time. Nodes stop sending
requests if no more senders can be supported by the receiver.
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Although aforementioned MAC protocols work well in terrestrial multi-node uplink
networks, they still need an overhaul to operate efficiently in UANs due to the following
reasons.
(a) Collisions among control packets: When taking into account the preamble
signal, the lengths of control packets in UANs is usually more than half a second [16],
three orders of magnitude longer than that in terrestrial networks. Therefore, collisions
among control packets in the handshake process become non-negligible. Especially
in a high traffic load scenario, the high collision probability among control packets
may significantly degrade the network performance in terms of throughput and energy
efficiency.
(b) Lack of instantaneous CSI : In multi-node uplink communications, the
instantaneous CSI (e.g., the multipath response, channel gain and receiving SNR)
is commonly used for adaptive transmission to optimize the communication perfor-
mance [112, 113]. However, in oceans the instantaneous CSI may not be available due
to the long packet transmission time, large propagation delay and high dynamic of
acoustic channel [?, 114]. With these three features, there could be a large divergence
between the estimated channel state at the transmitter side and the actual one when
a packet arrives at the receiver.
(c) Unexpected reception : In a terrestrial multi-node uplink network, packets
sent in the same slot can arrive at the receiver simultaneously in light of the ignorable
propagation delays. However, in underwater networks due to the low propagation speed
of the acoustic signal, packets sent by different nodes simultaneously may arriver at the
receiver at different time, and vice versa. Thus the number of packets received by the
receiver may be different from the number of active senders. An example is shown in
Fig. 6.2. Assume the surface buoy can decode at most three overlapped packets. The
distances from the surface buoy to sender u1, u2, u4 and u5 are 1500, 1500, 750 and
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750 m, respectively. The duration of each data packet is 0.5 secs. If the senders u2 and
u4 are arranged to send data after the transmission of u1 and u5, there are only two
active senders at each time slot. In radio networks with negligible propagation delays,
there are only two packets received by the receiver in each time slot. However, since
senders u1 and u5 to the surface buoy have 0.5 secs longer propagation delay than u2
and u4 in water, all packets from the four nodes arrive at the receiver at the same time,
causing a supersaturated reception. I call it as the unexpected reception problem, which
potentially degrades the throughput and the energy efficiency of underwater networks.
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Figure 6.2: Unexpected reception problem in underwater multi-node uplink communi-
cation networks, where r is the surface buoy and ui is the node i in Fig. 6.1.
(d) Low propagation speed : The sound speed in water is only about 1500 m/sec,
five orders of magnitude lower than the electromagnetic wave in air. The low acous-
tic speed may cause the following problems to conventional multi-node uplink MAC
protocols.
• Low channel utilization: In a handshake or feedback based multi-node uplink MAC,
the time spend on waiting for the control packets is considerable because of the low
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propagation speed of acoustic signal. This greatly reduces the channel utilization of
these protocols.
• Fairness issue: In an underwater multi-node uplink network, the difference of propa-
gation delays between the receiver and different senders cannot be ignored anymore.
If we use protocols proposed for the terrestrial network, like [25] and [26] in oceans,
a node further from the receiver needs to wait a longer time to get a response
(handshake or feedback message) than the closer one. In this case, the transmis-
sion opportunities for different nodes are heterogeneous, which leads to a fairness
problem.
The aforementioned problems motivate us to propose a new MAC protocol for
underwater multi-node uplink networks with fair data transmissions, high channel uti-
lization, small end-to-end delay and low energy consumption.
6.3 CT-MAC protocol
In CT-MAC, I suppose that the network is time synchronized2 , which can be done
by using the approach proposed in [71] at the initial stage of a network. In this section, I
first introduce how CT-MAC works in one-dimensional uplink networks. Then I extend
the protocol to the two-dimensional scenario.
6.3.1 One-dimensional uplink networks
A typical one-dimensional network is a string topology network, where acoustic
nodes are deployed in a line, as shown in Fig. 6.1. This topology is widely envisioned
in the oil pipeline monitoring and coastline protection systems.
2The overhead of time synchronization in UANs is much higher than that in radio networks. How-
ever, the collision free data transmission and the high channel utilization of CT-MAC could compensate
for the additional overhead on running a time synchronization protocol.
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In CT-MAC, the time is divided into slots with equal length. Each time slot consists
of a competition cycle and a data transmission cycle.
6.3.1.1 Competition cycle
In the competition cycle, each node performs the following three tasks:
(a) Generate a random value3 as a priority level (PL) to compete for a sending
opportunity. If a node does not have any packet to send, it sets its PL as zero.
(b) Deliver the PLs to its direct neighbors instead of broadcasting to the whole
network to reduce the energy consumption.
(c) If a node has received PLs from its neighbors in previous competition cycles,
it works as a helper to relay these PLs in the current competition cycle.
In a certain competition cycle, if all nodes know the PLs of all others, they can
decide to send their data or not independently in the following data transmission cycle
by comparing the value of corresponding PLs. It is easy to have that with the multihop
transmission, a PL requires at most L−1 time slots to propagate to the whole network,
where L is the number of nodes in a string network.
In conventional MAC protocols, the competition is processed in a serial fashion,
where a new round of competition will not start until the old one is completed. A
typical example is the handshake based MAC, in which a node sends an RTS packet to
its intended receiver and waits for the response, e.g. a CTS packet. During the waiting
time, even if this node generates a new data packet to the same receiver, it could not
initiate a new round of competition until the previous handshake process is ended.
If we use the serial competition scheme in CT-MAC, the channel utilization will
be very low, since each competition needs L−1 time slots for PLs propagating to the
whole network. Therefore, I propose a parallel competition scheme for my protocol.
3More advanced competition schemes for fair transmissions will be introduced in Section 6.4.
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In this scheme, the competition is continuous. Even if the PLs produced by a node
in previous time slots have not yet reached the whole network, new PLs will still be
generated and sent in each competition cycle.
More specifically, let CCi and TCi denote the competition cycle and the data
transmission cycle of the ith time slot, respectively. PLi,j represents the PL generated
by node j in CCi. In Fig. 6.3, I use three nodes as an example to show the details of PL
propagation in my parallel competitions. In CC1, the PL produced by each node in the
first time slot is only known by the most direct neighbors. Starting from CC2, nodes
in the network not only generate and transmit new PLs in the current competition
cycle, but also help relay old PLs which they received in the previous competition cycle
to their neighbors. It is easy to observe that in CC2, all PLs produced in CC1 are
available to all nodes.
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Figure 6.3: The PL transmission scheme in CT-MAC, where the red, blue and black
colors represent the newly generated PLs, the overheard PLs from direct neighbors and
the historical PLs, respectively.
In general, if there are L nodes in a one-dimensional uplink network, PLs generated
at CCi can be received by all nodes at CCi+L−2. This implies that in the first L−2 time
slots of CT-MAC, no node can transmit without a common view on PL competitions.
I call these L− 2 time slots as the delaying slots.
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Since nodes in CT-MAC need to help relay the PLs from others, a node may push
out multiple PLs in one competition cycle. Here I assume in CCi, node j puts all PLs
it needs to send in the current competition cycle into the competition packet (CP),
CPi,j . In order to avoid collisions among CPs, each node does a random backoff before
sending the CP.
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Figure 6.4: Comparison between two transmission schemes.
6.3.1.2 Transmission cycle
To avoid the supersaturated reception, only K out of L nodes with the highest
PLi−L+2,j are allowed to send their data in TCi, where i = L−1, L, L+ 1, . . . and
j = 1, 2, . . . , L. The symbols I used in this chapter are described as follows:
• c as the sound speed in water,
• di as the distance between the receiver and sender i ,
• tcc as the length of a competition cycle,
• ttc as the length of a data transmission cycle,
• Ts as the length of a time slot (sum of tcc and ttc),
• tcp as the transmission time of a CP,
• tbo as the maximum time of a random backoff,
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• tdp as the transmission time of a data packet,
• li,j as the distance between sender i and sender j,
• lmax as the maximum distance between any two neighboring nodes,
• ∆dmax as the maximum difference between distances from the receiver to any two
neighboring nodes.
Here di, li,j can be measured at the initial stage of a network by using a clas-
sic two-way handshake method, which is generally used in sender–receiver based time
synchronization protocols [71]. Similar distance measurement approach has been suc-
cessfully tested in the sea experiment [72]. lmax and ∆dmax are available at the receiver
based on the measurements of di and li,j , respectively. It is worth noting that CT-MAC
cannot work in the highly mobile networks. In a mobile network, the distance among
nodes changes with time, indicating the length of competition cycle in CT-MAC needs
to be updated frequently. However, CT-MAC measures the distance at the initial stage
of a network. Once the protocol starts, the length of competition cycle will remain un-
changed. In addition, to eliminate the impact of the error in distance measurements,
a guard time is necessary between any two neighboring time slots.
In CT-MAC, I want to make packets from different nodes arrive at the receiver
simultaneously4 . In this way, the unexpected reception described in Section 6.2 could
be avoided. To achieve this goal, I design two transmission schemes for my protocol.
• Transmission Scheme 1 (TS1): All nodes in TS1 start their time slots concur-
rently. To make packets from different senders reach the receiver at the same time,
the node with a shorter di should wait for the one with a larger di before its data
transmission, as shown in Fig. 6.4(a). Using five nodes in Fig. 6.1 as an example, the
distance between u3 and the receiver is the shortest among the five nodes. The wait-
ing time of u3 before its data transmission should be max {di − dj}/c, where i 6= j
4If packets from different nodes arrive at the receiver not exactly at the same time, the packets are
still decodable, but with degraded decoding performance. The research on the misalignment symbol
timing of OFDM based multiuser uplink communications can be found in [21] and [23].
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and i, j = 1, 2, . . . , L. Hence, the minimum ttc and tcc are max {di − dj}/c + tdp and
lmax/c+ tcp + tbo, receptively. Finally, we have
Ts1 = tcc + ttc =
max {di − dj}+ lmax
c
+ tdp + tcp + tbo. (6.4)
• Transmission Scheme 2 (TS2): Different from TS1, I allow nodes in TS2 to start
their time slots at different time for more efficient data transmissions. As shown in
Fig. 4(b), a node with a larger di starts its time slot ahead of a node with a smaller
di. For node i, the advanced time of its time slot, which is denoted by xi, is xi = (di−
min{dj})/c, where j = 1, 2, . . . , L. With this scheme, we have ttc = tdp. The minimum
tcc should be tcc = (∆dmax+ lmax)/c+ tcp+ tbo to guarantee that the competition cycle
is long enough for all CPs reception. Finally, we have
Ts2 = tcc + ttc =
(∆dmax + lmax)
c
+ tdp + tcp + tbo. (6.5)
In TS2, since nodes do not start their time slot at the same time, the competition
cycle of a node may overlap with part of the data transmission cycle of its neighbors.
Therefore we should ensure that there are no sending–receiving collisions between data
packets and CPs. Using u1 and u2 in Fig. 6.4(b) as an example, if a CP from u1 arrives
at u2 earlier than the slot beginning time of u2, i.e., y<x, the reception of this CP may
conflict with u2’s data transmission. Next, I prove that this collision does not happen
in CT-MAC.
Proof: y × c = l1,2, and x × c = d1 − d2. Let nodes u1, u2 and the receiver be
the three vertexes of a triangle, then l1,2, d1 and d2 are three sides of this triangle.
According to the triangle inequality principle that the sum of the lengths of any two
sides of a triangle always exceeds the length of the third side, we have l1,2 + d2 > d1.
Hence, we have l1,2 > d1 − d2, i.e., y > x. 
Compared with TS1, the length of each time slot in TS2 is reduced by max {di − dj}−
∆dmax, which improves the channel utilization of the protocol. Finally, the channel
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utilization of CT-MAC with TS2, which is denoted by U , is
U =
Kttc
Ts
=
Kc tdp
∆dmax + lmax + c (tdp + tcp + tbo)
. (6.6)
It is worth noting that in the conventional single-input and single-output (SISO) net-
work, the channel utilization is less than one. However, in multi-node network, this
value may be larger than one, since the network supports multiple nodes to send their
data at the same time without any collision.
6.3.2 Two-dimensional uplink networks
CT-MAC can be easily extended to two-dimensional uplink networks. Its compe-
tition mechanism in a two-dimensional network is the same as it in one-dimensional
networks. By using the parallel competition scheme, K out of L nodes with the high-
est PLs are allowed to send their data in each data transmission cycle. However, in
order to transmit CPs efficiently while avoiding the supersaturated reception in a two-
dimensional network, the transmission scheme TS2, which is originally designed for
one-dimensional networks, needs a slight modification.
Cr
1st Ring
2nd Ring
3rd Ring
4th Ring
W
Figure 6.5: A general two-dimensional uplink network, where the coverage of the re-
ceiver is a cycle with the radius Cr.
In a two-dimensional network, I divide the coverage area of a receiver into several
concentric rings, as shown in Fig. 6.5. The width of each rings is equal, which is denoted
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by W . Now, I set W = davg, where davg is the average distance between neighboring
nodes in the two-dimensional network. Let ri and d
′
i represent the i
th ring and the
average distance from the receiver to nodes in the ith ring, respectively.
Since the distances between the receiver and nodes in the same ring are close,
all nodes in the same ring start their time slot at the same time. Moreover, nodes
in an outer ring start their time slots earlier than the ones in an inner ring with an
advanced time depending on the distance difference to the receiver. Referring to TS2
in Section 6.3.1.2, the advanced time of nodes in the ring ri, which is represented as
x′i, is x
′
i = (d
′
i −min {d′i})/c.
Similar to TS2 in a one-dimensional network, a random backoff before each trans-
mission of CP is also required in the two-dimensional network to avoid collisions among
CPs. Therefore, in each competition cycle, a node can successfully receive CPs from its
neighbors not only in the same ring but also in the neighboring rings. If there are no
isolated nodes, PL produced by each node can propagate to the whole network within
several delaying slots, the number of which is less than or equal to L− 2.
Let ∆d′max be the maximal distance difference between the receiver and any two
nodes in different neighboring rings, which can be calculated by the receiver at the
initial stage of the network with a two-way handshake approach. Referring to (6.5) we
have that the minimal length of the time slot in a two-dimensional uplink network is
Ts =
(d′max + lmax)
c
+ tdp + tcp + tbo. (6.7)
Replacing parameter ∆dmax in (6.6) with ∆d
′
max, we can get the channel utilization
of CT-MAC in the two-dimensional uplink networks.
6.4 Competition schemes for fair transmissions
To make the flow of CT-MAC easy to understand, in the previous section, a node
just compete for sending opportunities with a random PL. However, the network may
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have the fairness issue with this simple strategy. In this section, I propose two specific
competition schemes for CT-MAC, aiming to improve both the short-term and the
long-term fairness of the network.
6.4.1 Homogeneous traffic generation
I start from a common scenario that nodes in a network have homogeneous traffic
generation rates. In this network, the number of packets generated by different nodes
are almost the same in a long time period. In a short time, however, the differences
may still exist due to the randomness of the traffic generation at each node.
Here, I have two goals for the fair transmission: (a) In a network, the more packets
a node accumulated in its sending queue, the higher the transmission opportunity it has
to achieve the short-term fairness, (b) The total number of packets sent by nodes are
close in a long period to achieve the long-term fairness. In the following two sections I
introduce how to design a competition scheme to achieve these two goals.
6.4.1.1 Short-term fairness
If each node use a random value as the PL to compete for the sending opportunities
in the data transmission cycle as what I did in Section 6.3, transmissions in a short time
may be unfair, since the PL of each node is independent with the number of packets
it accumulated. Therefore, we need to revise the basic competition scheme to improve
its short-term fairness in a homogeneous traffic generation scenario.
I assume that each node generates its data packets at the beginning of a time slot.
Let gi,j and g
′
i,j be the total number of packets accumulated by node j at the end of
ith time slot and the number of new packets generated by node j in the ith time slot,
respectively. Here, g′i,j is supposed to follow the Poisson distribution with the mean
value λj . For a homogeneous traffic generation rates network, we have λj ≡ λ, for
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j=1, 2, . . . , L. Therefore, the number of packets accumulated by node j in the ith time
slot, which is denoted by Ai,j , is Ai,j = gi−1,j + g′i,j . Now, I define two events:
• Successful Competition Event: If node j wins the competition for transmission in
the ith time slot, I call it as a successful competition to node j, which is denoted
by H1i,j .
• Failed Competition Event: If node j loses the competition for transmission the
ith time slot, I call it as a failed competition to node j, which is denoted by H0i,j .
In order to achieve the short-term fairness, the goal of a competition scheme is to make
the conditional transmission probability of H1i,j meet
P(H1i,m|Ai,m=x1)>P(H1i,n|Ai,n=x2), if x1 > x2. (6.8)
To make (6.8) hold, in each competition cycle of CT-MAC, node j includes not
only the PL, but also the number of accumulated packets, i.e., Ai,j , into CPi,j . In the
data transmission cycle, K out of L nodes with the largest Ai,j are allowed to send
their data. If several nodes have the same number of accumulated packets, then they
compare the corresponding PLs as described in Section 6.3 to determine the final data
transmission. I call this competition scheme as CS.1.
6.4.1.2 Long-term fairness
For a network with homogeneous traffic generation rates, the long-term fairness can
be measured by the Jain’s fairness index FJ [115].
FJ =
(
∑L
j=1γj)
2
L
∑L
j=1γ
2
j
, (6.9)
where γj is the channel occupancy rate of node j. The transmissions of a network are
fair if FJ is close to one; otherwise, it loses the long-term fairness. In Section 6.8.1, I
will show that CT-MAC has a good long-term fairness with the competition scheme
CS.1 in a homogeneous traffic generation rates network.
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6.4.2 Heterogeneous traffic generation
In a network with heterogeneous traffic generation rates, I assume that the traffic
generation rate of node j, namely g′i,j , follows the Poisson distribution, but λi 6= λj , if
i 6= j.
According to (6.8), if we still use CS.1 in CT-MAC, a node with a large λj may
always have larger Ai,j in each time slot than a node with a small λj . In this case,
nodes with small λj may lose all competitions and have no chance to send their data,
which will be shown in Section 6.8.1. Therefore, CS.1 is no longer appropriate for the
fair transmission in a heterogeneous traffic generation rates network. For this reason,
a new competition scheme is required.
6.4.2.1 Short-term fairness
To achieve the short-term fairness in a heterogeneous traffic generation rates net-
work, the goal of a competition scheme is to make the conditional transmission proba-
bility of H1i,j meet
P(H1i,j |Ai,j =x1)>P(H1k,j |Ak,j =x2), if x1 > x2. (6.10)
Different from (6.8), which is the comparison of accumulated packets among different
nodes in the same time slot, (6.10) is the comparison of accumulated packets for the
same node in different time slots. Therefore, (6.10) guarantees that nodes with slow
increment on accumulated packets (small λ) still have small but not zero transmission
opportunity to send their data. In this situation, all nodes will have a chance to
transmit.
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6.4.2.2 Long-term fairness
To achieve the long-term fairness in a network with heterogeneous traffic generation,
I expect that the average channel occupancy rate of each node is proportional to its
traffic generate rate,5 i.e.,
E(γj) =
Kλj∑L
j=1 λj
. (6.11)
From (6.11) we have that the total channel occupancy rate
∑L
j=1E(γj) equals to K,
which is the maximum number of packets a receiver can received at the same time. If I
design a competition scheme based on (6.11), all nodes will have a chance to send their
data.
Now, I start from E(γj), where
E(γj) = lim
m→∞
1
m
m∑
i=1
P(H1i,j) = limm→∞
1
m
m∑
i=1
∞∑
x=0
P(H1i,j |Ai,j =x)P(Ai,j =x). (6.12)
Several kinds of functions can be selected as P(H1i,j) to make (6.10) hold, e.g. expo-
nential function, step function and liner function. Here I use the step function as an
example to design my competition scheme. We make
P(H1i,j |Ai,j =x)=

1, x>ui,j
αi,j , x=ui,j
0, otherwise,
(6.13)
where αi,j and ui,j can be calculated by substituting (6.13) into (6.12), i.e.,
P(Ai,j>ui,j)+αi,jP(Ai,j =ui,j)=
Kλj∑L
j=1 λj
. (6.14)
In the competition cycle, each node includes both its PL and the value of P(H1i,j |Ai,j)
into its CP. In the data transmission cycle, K out of L nodes with the largest P(H1i,j |Ai,j)
are allowed to send the data. If there are multiple nodes have the same P(H1i,j |Ai,j),
5Although here I make E(γj)∝λj , CT-MAC can support arbitrary channel occupancy pattern by
modifying Kλj/
∑L
j=1 λj in (6.11) and (6.14) to Kυj , where
∑L
j=1 υj =1 and υj is the target channel
occupancy rate of node j.
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then these nodes compare their PLs for the final decision. I denote this competition
scheme as CS.2. The long-term fairness of CS.2 will be evaluated in Section 6.8.1.
The competition scheme CS.2 requires nodes in each time slot to calculate their
conditional transmission probabilities P(H1i,j |Ai,j) based on the number of accumulated
packets in the sending queue. Next, I introduce an iterative algorithm to calculate this
parameter.
Algorithm 1
Initialization: Let A1,j = g
′
1,j . According to the Poisson distribution of g
′
1,j with mean
value λj , we have
P(A1,j =x) =
(λj)
xe−λj
x!
. (6.15)
Substitute (6.15) into (6.13) and (6.14) to calculate P(H11,j |A1,j).
Step 1: P(gi,j) can be calculated through
P(gi,j =x) = P(H
1
i,j |A1,j =x+1)P(Ai,j =x+1)
+ [1− P(H11,j |Ai,j =x)]P(Ai,j =x).
(6.16)
Step 2: By using Ai+1,j = gi,j+g
′
i+1,j , where gi,j and g
′
i+1,j are independent, we can
calculate P(Ai+1,j) through
P(Ai+1,j) = P(gi,j) ∗ P(g′i+1,j), (6.17)
where ∗ is the convolution operator, and g′i+1,j ∼ Pois(λj).
Step 3: Substitute P(Ai+1,j) into (6.14) to calculate ui+1,j and αi+1,j .
Step 4: Substitute ui+1,j and αi+1,j into (6.13) to compute P(H
1
i+1,j |Ai+1,j).
By repeating Step 1 to Step 4, nodes can calculate their P(H1i,j |Ai,j) in each time
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slot iteratively.
6.5 Power allocation
The power allocation strategy in a multi-node network aims to decide the appropri-
ate transmission power to maximize the channel capacity. There have been intensive
research in this area to optimize the transmission power in both terrestrial and under-
water multi-node uplink networks. Since the power allocation is not the focus of this
section, I just give a brief introduction on power allocation in CT-MAC.
As I discussed in Section 6.2, the instantaneous CSI may not be available in under-
water communications, due to the large propagation delay, long packet transmission
time and high dynamic of acoustic channel. However, the statistical information of
underwater channel can be utilized for power allocation, since it is relatively stable in
a relative long time period.
In CT-MAC, we can measure the statistical information, such as the average receiv-
ing SNR and the distribution of channel gain, at the initial stage of the network, and
then consider it as a priori knowledge. In this way, existing algorithms, such as [113]
and [116], can be employed by CT-MAC to decide the optimum transmission power on
active senders.
It is worth noting that the aforementioned power allocation algorithms usually
require the MAC layer to provide the information about which node will transmit.
This information is available in CT-MAC with its parallel competition scheme, since
nodes completely know who wins the competition for the data sending in each time
slot. This is one superior of CT-MAC when compared with some conventional MAC
protocols [25,117].
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6.6 Bad request issue
In this section, I introduce a specific issue in CT-MAC, which may degrade the
channel utilization of the protocol.
To improve the channel utilization, I designed a parallel competition scheme for
CT-MAC. Essentially, nodes in this scheme utilize their current statuses, namely Ai,j ,
PL and P(H1i,j |Ai,j) to compete for the transmission opportunities in the future time
slots. If their statuses are changed during the propagation of CP, these transmission
opportunities may be wasted. I call this problem as the bad request issue.
Using a string topology network with 20 nodes as an example, suppose the traffic
generation rates of the network are homogeneous, and the competition scheme CS.1 is
employed. Denote the time slot i as Si. I assume that in S1, node u1 has a data to
send. According to CS.1, it sends A1,1 = 1 to its neighbors. However, in the following
seventeen slots, even if u1 does not generate any new data, it still produces Ai,1 = 1,
i = 2, . . . , 18 to compete for the transmission opportunities in the slots from S2 to
S18. This is because the competition results in S1 are not known immediately but be
delayed by 18 slots as described in Section 6.3. Therefore, u1 continually competes the
sending opportunity for the single data packet it generated in S1.
After delaying slots, at S19, I suppose that u1 wins the competition and sends
out the only packet it accumulated in the queue. However, u1 has attended all the
competitions between S2 and S18. In this case, u1 wastes the sending opportunities if
it wins one or more competitions in these slots, since it currently has no data to send.
I will evaluate the impact of the bad request issue on channel utilization of CT-MAC
in Section 6.8.1.
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6.7 The CP loss problem
In CT-MAC, CP carries the competition information for each node. The successful
transmission of CPs is thus important. Although I have used the backoff mechanism to
prevent collisions among CPs, the reception of CP may still fail due to the poor channel
quality caused by the high noise level, long multipath or wide Doppler spread [118]. In
this section, I first evaluate the effect of the CP loss in one-dimensional networks, and
then propose two feasible solutions to handle the lost CPs.
6.7.1 Effect of CP loss
In a string network, the quality of acoustic channels between different neighbors may
have some differences. Therefore, I assume that the successful transmission probability
(delivery ratio) of CPs also varies on different links.
. . .U1 U2 U3 UL-2 UL-1 UL
Figure 6.6: The delivery ratio of CP in a string network.
Let pj and p
′
j be the delivery ratio of the CP from node (j+ 1) to node j, and from
node j to node (j + 1), respectively, as shown in Fig. 6.6. The delivery ratio of a CP
from node i to node j is represented as Pij , where
Pij=

∏j
k=i−1 pk, i>j,
1, i=j,∏j−1
k=i p
′
k, i<j.
(6.18)
If a node misses CPi,j , the corresponding competition information, such as PLi,j ,
Ai,j and P(H
1
i,j |Ai,j), which is carried by this CP, is also lost. Using PLi,j as an
example, let wj be the number of lost PLs on node j in a specific cycle. Denote the
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probability density of wj as P(wj). It is easy to have that the probability that node j
successfully receive all PLs, which are generated in a same competition cycle, is
P(wj =0)=
L∏
i=1
Pij . (6.19)
The probability that node j misses one of these PLs is
P(wj =1) =
L∑
i=1
(1−Pij)
L∏
k=1
k 6=i
Pkj
=
L∑
i=1
1−Pij
Pij
L∏
k=1
Pkj
=
L∑
i=1
(
1
Pij −1
)
P(wj =0).
(6.20)
Then the probability that node j misses two of these PLs is
P(wj =2) =
1
2!
L∑
i=1
(1−Pij)
L∑
k=1
k 6=i
(1−Pkj)
L∏
m=1
m 6=i,k
Pmj
=
1
2
[ L∑
i=1
(
1
Pij −1
)
P(wj=1)−
L∑
k=1
(
1
Pkj −1
)2
P(wj=0)
]
.
(6.21)
Finally, we can calculate P(wj) iteratively with the following expression:
P(wj =x)=
1
x
x∑
i=1
(−1)i−1ψj(i)P(wj =x−1), (6.22)
where x=1, . . . , L and
ψj(i) =
L∑
k=1
(
1
Pkj − 1)
i. (6.23)
The mean value of wj is
E(wj) =
L∑
x=1
xP(wj =x). (6.24)
The analytical expression of the average number of lost PLs in (6.24) could help us
evaluate the performance of CT-MAC in real network easily.
If a node misses the competition information from others in a competition cycle,
it is unable to accurately decide if it should send data or not in the following data
transmission cycle. In the next section, I introduce how to handle this problem.
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6.7.2 Handling the CP loss problem
In CT-MAC, we can use two simple strategies, namely, the underestimation and
the overestimation, to handle the lost CPs.
In the underestimation strategy, if a node loses any other nodes’ competition infor-
mation, e.g., PLi,j , P(H
1
i,j |Ai,j) and Ai,j , it assumes that these nodes have the lowest
priority in this round of competition. It is easy to understand that with the this
strategy, the number of active nodes in each data transmission cycle is possibly larger
than the maximum number of senders that a network can support, which causes a
supersaturated reception.
In the overestimation strategy, a node assumes that the nodes, the competition
information of which are lost, have the highest priority for the data transmission. With
this strategy, the channel resource may be wasted, since the number of active nodes is
possibly less than the maximum number of active senders that a network can support
if the lost priority information is overestimated, which causes a starving reception.
Although the channel utilization is not optimal when the starving reception hap-
pens, all packets could be decoded by the receiver successfully as long as the channel
is good. By contrast, if supersaturated reception happens, the data packets will collide
at the receiver, which is the worst case and should be avoided in underwater commu-
nications. For this reason, in CT-MAC I consider the overestimation as a wiser option
than the underestimation strategy to handle the lost CPs.
Now, I derive the channel utilization of CT-MAC in a homogeneous traffic rates
network with the overestimation strategy. In an ideal situation, where there is no
lost CP, the average transmission probability of each node in the data transmission
cycle is K/L. When taking into account the lost CPs, this probability is reduced to
(K − wj)/(L − wj) for node j. Denote the average number of active nodes as K ′, we
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have
K ′=
L∑
i=1
K∑
x=1
K − x
L− x P(wj =x), (6.25)
which is less than or equal to K.
Finally, replacing K in (6.6) with K ′, we will get the channel utilization of CT-MAC
in a network with homogeneous traffic generation rates and under CP loss effect.
6.8 Simulations and analysis
In this section, I evaluate the performance of CT-MAC in a string network. The
depth of nodes and the distance between neighboring nodes are 500 m and 200 m,
respectively. In the simulation, I use two different sizes of network, L = 10 and L = 20,
as examples for performance evaluation. The number of hydrophones on the receiver
is Mr = 4. I first evaluate the fairness of different competition schemes, and show the
impact of the CP loss problem and bad request issue on CT-MAC in Section. 6.8.1.
Then, I compare CT-MAC with two representative multi-node MAC protocols in terms
of the channel utilization, energy efficiency and end-to-end delay in Section 6.8.2.
6.8.1 Performance evaluation
Firstly, I evaluate the long-term fairness of competition scheme CS.1 in a string
network with homogeneous traffic generation rates. For comparison purpose, two dif-
ferent competition schemes, which are denoted by CS.3 and CS.4, are also investigated.
In CS.3, K out of L nodes with the lowest Ai,j are allowed to send their data, which is
completely opposite to CS.1. In CS.4, K/2 out of L nodes with the highest Ai,j , and
another K/2 nodes with the lowest Ai,j are arranged to send their data in each data
transmission cycle. This competition scheme can be considered as a mixture of CS.1
and CS.3.
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In Fig. 6.7, I set the traffic generation rate λj =1 for j = 1, 2, . . . , 20, in a network
with 20 senders and plot the Jain’s fairness index FJ for all three competition schemes.
From this figure, we observe that FJ of CS.1 is gradually close to one with the running
of the protocol. This proves that CT-MAC with CS.1 achieves a good long-term fairness
in the network with homogeneous traffic generation rates. By contrast, FJ of CS.3 and
CS.4 are very low, close to 0.2 and 0.4, respectively. This implies that CT-MAC loses
its long-term fairness with these two competition schemes.
In addition, we observe that FJ of all three competition schemes in Fig. 6.7 starts
from 0.2. This is because no matter which competition scheme I used, after the first
data transmission, if node j sends the data, γj in (6.9) always equal to one; otherwise,
γj = 0. In each data transmission cycle, there are K nodes are allowed to transmit.
Therefore, FJ of all competition schemes starts from K/L, which is 0.2.
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Figure 6.7: Comparison of the long-term fairness in a network with homogeneous traffic
generation rates.
To give us an insight into Fig. 6.7, I plot the distribution of the number of accu-
mulated packets, i.e., P(Ai,j), after the protocol ran 10, 000 time slots, as shown in
Fig. 6.8. If none of nodes in the network send data, then the average number of Ai,j
should equal to the number of time slots, which is 10, 000, because λj =1, j = 1, 2 . . . , L.
In this figure, when using CS.1, we observe that Ai,j is distributed around 8000. More
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specifically, since the data transmission in CS.1 is fair in a long-term period, the packet
transmission opportunity of all nodes are almost equal, which is K/L=0.2. Therefore,
after 10, 000 time slot the average number of Ai,j is (1 − 0.2)×10, 000 = 8000, which
proves the long-term fairness of CS.1 again.
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Figure 6.8: The distribution of Ai,j in CT-MAC with different competition schemes.
For comparison, when I use CS.3 in CT-MAC, a node with a larger Ai,j is more
likely to fail the transmission competition than a node with a smaller Ai,j . This finally
leads to an extremely differentiated Ai,j . Part of nodes, who win first, easily get the
chance to send their data later on (Ai,j goes down to zero), and others that failed
the competition at the beginning keep losing the sending opportunities in the future
competitions (Ai,j goes up to 10,000). The fairness problem also occurs in CS.4, but
less severe than that in CS.3. This is because each node in CS.4 has a chance to send
its data in each time slot, although the sending opportunities are not equal for all
nodes. More specifically, both nodes with the largest and smallest Ai,j in CS.4 have
transmission opportunities. That is why the left peak of P(Ai,j) in CS.4 of Fig. 6.8 is
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round 9000 rather than 10, 000, and the area of the right part in CS.4 is smaller than
that in CS.3.
In addition, to test the accuracy of Algorithm 1, I also compare the theoretical
analysis of P(Ai,j) with the simulation results. From the comparisons in Fig. 6.8 we
have that the theoretical computations of P(Ai,j) match the simulation results very
well in all three competition schemes.
In a network with heterogeneous traffics, I make λj of different nodes uniformly
distributed between 0.1 and 2 to evaluate the long-term fairness of CS.2. As shown in
Fig. 6.9, the channel occupation rate of λj conforms to (6.11), which is proportional
to the traffic generation rates. By contrast, if we still use CS.1 in the heterogeneous
traffic generation rates network, the transmission opportunity of nodes with small λj
may be “plundered” by nodes with larger λj . This can be found in Fig. 6.9, where the
channel occupancies of the eleven nodes with lower traffic loads (λj between 0.1 and
1) are almost zero.
In Fig. 6.10, I use a 10 senders network as an example to show the average number
of lost PLs at each node with respect to the delivery ratio of CPs, i.e., pj and p
′
j . From
this figure we observe that pj affects E(wj) significantly. When pj = 0.99, two edge
nodes, u1 and u10, lose 0.5 PLs in average, which is only 5% out of the total. However,
when pj reduces to 0.9, the average number of lost PLs at u1 and u10 grows to 3.5,
six times higher than that in the case with pj =0.99. Moreover, the position of a node
in the network also affects its E(wj). Compared with nodes on the edge of network,
nodes in the central of network have much smaller E(wj) owing to the less number of
hops for CP forwarding. In addition, Fig. 6.10 also shows the consistence between the
simulation results of lost CPs and the theoretical analysis derived from (6.22) to (6.24).
Fig. 6.11 demonstrates the impact of lost CPs on CT-MAC, where the overesti-
mation strategy is employed. we observe an improvement on the channel utilization
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Figure 6.9: The long-term fairness.
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Figure 6.10: Lost PLs.
as the size of the network reduces and the delivery ratio of CPs increases. This figure
reveals that the multi-node uplink network with a larger number of nodes is much more
sensitive to the CP loss than a network with smaller size. When reducing p from 1 to
0.9, the throughput degrades by 60% for the network with 10 nodes, compared with
99% reduction for the network with 20 nodes. Therefore, a larger size of a network
requires a higher reliability on CP transmission in CT-MAC.
Again, the validity of the theoretical analysis on the channel utilization of CT-
MAC under the effect of CP loss is confirmed by comparing with simulation results.
As shown in Fig. 6.11, the theoretical results derived from (6.6) and (6.25) match the
simulation results very well.
In Fig. 6.12, I evaluate the effect of the bad request issue on CT-MAC. In the
ideal situation, I suppose that nodes in the simulation get aware of all Ai,j information
immediately. To compare with this ideal case, I plot the channel utilization of CT-MAC
in the real scenario, where L−2 delaying slots exist in the protocol. From Fig. 6.12 we
observe that the bad request problem slightly degrades the channel utilization especially
in a large network, where the PL information need more time slots to propagate to
the whole network, and the number of packets accumulated by each node has high
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Figure 6.11: Channel utilization with pj .
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Figure 6.12: Bad request effect.
probability to change during the propagation of PLs. If nodes have competed more
transmission opportunities than they need, the bad request incurs and degrades the
network throughput. In addition, with the increment of traffic generation rates, the
negative effect of bad request issue becomes negligible. This is because in a high traffic
network, the amount of accumulated packets on each node has small chance to be zero,
thus reducing the probability to waste transmission opportunities.
6.8.2 Performance comparison
To verify the advantages of CT-MAC on channel utilization, energy efficiency and
end-to-end delay, I compare CT-MAC with two representative multi-node MAC proto-
cols, namely, channel aware Aloha [25] and multi-antenna reception MAC [26], both of
which were briefly introduced in Section. 6.2. Here, the channel utilization is defined
as the ratio of the channel resource utilized for successful data transmissions,6 which
can be a value larger than one in multi-node uplink networks. The energy efficiency is
measured as the average power consumption on both control and data transmissions
6The network throughput can be represented as the channel utilization times data transmission
rate.
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per each successful data delivery. The end-to-end delay measures the average delay for
a data packet to be delivered to the surface receiver.
The default network size I used in the following simulations is L=10. The duration
of a preamble signal in each packet is 0.5 s, which is the same as the real acoustic
modem [16]. The lengths of data and CP are 400 B and 40 B, respectively. The
transmission rate of acoustic modems is 3 kbps. I use Rayleigh fading 7 to model
the acoustic channel with mean value βj [57], where βj is proportional to the square
of communication range, d2j . The default successful transmission rate of CPs is set as
pj = p
′
j , 0.98 8 for j = 1, 2, . . . , L − 1. The performance of CT-MAC with different
pj is also evaluated. Since the receiver in my simulations can support a maximum of 4
simultaneous transmissions, the upper-bound of the channel utilization is 400%.
From Fig. 6.13(a) we observe that the channel utilizations of all three MAC pro-
tocols are close in low traffic scenarios (0≤ λj ≤ 0.02). This is because with a small
λj , nodes in all protocols have enough time to send out the generated packets. The
channel utilization in this case is constrained by the traffic generation rate. However,
with the growth of traffic rate, CT-MAC demonstrates remarkably higher channel uti-
lization than the two representative MAC protocols, because the parallel competition
mechanism of CT-MAC can avoid starving and supersaturated receptions with very
low latency. By contrast, the poor collision avoidance ability of channel aware Aloha
and the high latency of the handshake process in multi-antenna reception MAC lead to
low channel utilization. I suggest that CT-MAC outperforms the random access based
channel aware Aloha and handshake based multi-antenna reception MAC in terms of
channel utilization.
7 There have been extensive studies on modeling underwater horizontal channel [?,57,119]. However,
the models of underwater vertical channel are still rare. The impact of different channel models on
performance of the protocols will be discussed at the end of this section.
8According to the long term experimental results we collected at the Long Island Sound, the average
delivery ratio of short packets can achieve at least 95% for the middle range (556 m) shallow water
OFDM communications [120]. Higher delivery ratio can be expected for CP transmissions due to the
shorter distance (200 m) and deeper water communication environments.
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Figure 6.13: Performance comparisons among the three protocols with pj = 0.98.
In Fig. 6.13(b), I use the energy consumption coefficient to evaluate the energy
efficiency of the protocols. The energy consumption coefficient is calculated as the
energy consumption on sending a single data packet dividing the total energy consumed
on each successful data delivery, which takes the collision and control packet overhead
into account. A high energy consumption coefficient stands for a low energy efficiency
of a protocol.
As revealed in Fig. 6.13(b), the energy efficiency of CT-MAC is considerably lower
than the other two protocols if the traffic rate is lower than 0.038 packets per second.
In the low traffic rate situation, even if a node does not have any data to send, it still
needs to transmit and forward PL information in each time slot. Therefore, the large
overhead on CP transmissions results in a high energy consumption coefficient for CT-
MAC at low traffic rates. However, with the growth of traffic rate, CT-MAC achieves
comparable or even better energy efficiency than channel aware Aloha. The channel
aware Aloha has low energy consumption because it only allows nodes with the best
channels to send their data, which significantly improves the energy efficiency. However,
the fairness issue will be a problem, as a node with bad channel (e.g., the node at the
edge of a network) has less chance to send its data than a node with a good channel
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quality. The multi-antenna reception MAC has the highest energy consumption among
the three protocols due to the heavy overhead on broadcasting and retransmitting the
control packets through long distance links.
Fig. 6.13(c) illustrates the end-to-end delays of the three protocols. When the traffic
rate is lower than 0.038 packets per secs, the end-to-end delays of both CT-MAC and
muti-antenna reception MAC are around 4.9 s, whereas channel aware Aloha has 9.5
s by contrast. In CT-MAC and muti-antenna reception MAC, the end-to-end delay at
low traffic loads consists of the transmission time of control and data packets, and the
propagation delay. Channel aware Aloha has extra delays waiting for the channel going
good, since only nodes with the good channels are allowed to transmit. This explains
why there are large delays in the channel aware Aloha with low traffic loads. When the
traffic load goes heavy, the end-to-end delays of all protocols shapely increase as the
channel starts to saturate. However, for different MAC protocols, the saturated traffic
rates are different. Owing to the high channel utilization, CT-MAC can afford a much
higher traffic rate than the other two protocols without overwhelming the acoustic
channel, which results in the lowest end-to-end delay.
It is worth noting that the channel model I used in Fig. 6.13 is Rayleigh fading
channel. This model is appropriate for the channels between the surface buoy and its
furthest nodes, which are horizontal channels. For nodes underneath the buoy, the
vertical channel has much less multipath, and the channel model, such as Rice [59] and
Gaussian fading [57], may be more appropriate than the Rayleigh model. When the
channel model used in simulations does not fit the channel in the real environment,
the channel utilization of channel aware Aloha may be different from what I illustrated
in Fig. 6.13, since the transmission strategy of this protocol is optimized based on
the Rayleigh model. In addition, although the design of CT-MAC and muti-antenna
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reception MAC is independent with the channel model I am using, it still affects the
performance of these two protocols by affecting their packet (data or CP) loss ratio.
Table 6.1: Performance of CT-MAC with respect to the delivery ratio of CP (pj).
L = 10 L = 20
Max channel utilization Min energy consumption Max channel utilization Min energy consumption
pj Value Percentage Value Percentage Value Percentage Value Percentage
1 1.94 100 7.02 100 1.84 100 6.84 100
0.98 1.73 89.18 7.18 102.24 1.15 62.19 7.35 107.42
0.95 1.39 71.37 7.55 107.49 0.18 9.53 14.33 209.40
0.93 1.15 59.15 7.89 112.27 0.08 4.24 23.80 347.94
0.9 0.83 42.67 8.73 124.24 0.04 2.33 40.09 585.98
The significant effect of CP loss on the performance of CT-MAC has been illustrated
in Fig. 6.11. In order to give an insight into this problem, I compare the maximum
channel utilization and the minimum energy consumption coefficient of CT-MAC with
respect to different CP delivery ratios, and list the results in Table6.1. The percentage
values are relative to the situation with no CP loss (pj = 1). On the one hand, the
channel utilization of CT-MAC is remarkably affected by pj . When pj decreases from
1 to 0.95 for L=10, the channel utilization reduces by about 30%. It is acceptable as
the performance of CT-MAC in this case is still better than the channel aware Aloha
and multi-antenna reception MAC. However, when pj continuously decreases to 0.9 for
L=10, the degradation on channel utilization will be too high to work efficiently, due
to the significant CP loss. On the other hand, the energy efficiency is less affected by
pj . Compared with the scenario of no CP loss, only 20% additional energy is consumed
when pj =0.9. This is because the lost CPs do not increase the collision of data packet
with overestimation scheme. From Table 6.1 we also observe that CT-MAC cannot
work well in a large size network with low CP delivery ratio. For L= 20, CT-MAC
cannot work efficiently when pj is lower 0.98. When pj = 0.9, most of PLs are lost by
nodes and no data could be sent, which results in the channel utilization reducing by
97% and the energy consumption increasing by 486%.
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Figure 6.14: Delay of CT-MAC with respect to the delivery ratio of CP and traffic
generation rate.
In Fig. 6.14, I show the end-to-end delays of CT-MAC with respect to the delivery
ratio of CP and traffic generation rate. It is easy to observe that the delays have sharp
increase when the traffic load reaches to a certain threshold. In another word, when
the traffic generation rate exceeds the throughput a network, tremendous packets will
be accumulated and cause considerable end-to-end delays. The increase of CP loss
ratio reduces the channel utilization of CT-MAC, which results in a lower threshold, as
shown in Fig. 6.14. For example, when L=10 and pj =1, the end-to-end delay increases
significantly if traffic rate higher than 0.12. This threshold is reduced to 0.038 when
pj = 0.9. Moreover, when considering the lost CPs, a large size network (L = 20)
has incredibly long delays at low traffic rates. It can be observed by comparing the
traffic rate thresholds in Fig. 6.14(a) with that in Fig. 6.14(b). This is because a larger
network has more PL losses in average than a smaller network, causing considerable
waste of data transmission opportunities in overestimation scheme. The degraded
channel utilization of CT-MAC makes the packet cannot be sent out timely and leads
to long end-to-end delays.
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The results in Table 6.1 and Fig. 6.14 reveal the fact that the reliable transmission
of CP is crucially important to CT-MAC, especially in a large size network. In order
to guarantee the efficiency of this protocol, the feasible solutions include (a) increasing
the reliability of CP delivery, especially in a large size network, and (b) dividing the
large network into small ones, and let each subnetwork runs CT-MAC in parallel.
6.9 Summary
In this chapter, I presented CT-MAC for underwater multi-node uplink commu-
nication networks. In CT-MAC, the unique features of underwater acoustic systems,
such as the long propagation delay, low transmission rate and long preamble of acoustic
modem are considered carefully. To improve the channel utilization, the energy effi-
ciency and end-to-end delay, nodes in CT-MAC use a parallel competition scheme to
compete for the data transmission opportunities. With this scheme, data generated by
nodes in different time slots can join the transmission competitions in parallel, and the
control packets from each node only need to reach its direct neighbors instead of the
whole network.
Additionally, two competition schemes are proposed for the fair transmission in
networks with both homogeneous and heterogeneous traffic generation rates. Moreover,
two specific problems, namely, the bad request issue and the lost CP problem in CT-
MAC are studied. The solutions to address these problems are also proposed in this
chapter.
Finally, I evaluate the performance of CT-MAC through theoretical analysis and
simulations. Compared to the channel aware Aloha and the multi-antenna reception
MAC, CT-MAC has higher channel utilization under a wide range of traffic genera-
tion rates. Especially in a high traffic scenario, the channel utilization of CT-MAC is
about 3.15 and 3.4 times higher than the channel aware Aloha and the multi-antenna
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reception MAC, respectively. Moreover, the energy consumption per each successful
data transmission of CT-MAC at the high traffic rates also outperforms the other two
protocols. Finally, CT-MAC has remarkably lower end-to-end delay than the chan-
nel aware Aloha and the multi-antenna reception MAC, as the high channel utilization
allows CT-MAC to send packets in a much faster way without overwhelming the acous-
tic channel. However, the performance of CT-MAC considerably relays on the reliable
transmission of CP. Once the delivery ratio of CP is low, the performance of CT-MAC
will degrade significantly, which should be avoided in the real applications.
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Conclusions
UAN is a key enabling technique to explore the oceans. Today, both the acoustic
communication technology and the sensor technology are mature enough to motivate
the idea of UAN. To turn this idea into reality, however, one must face some real
challenges prosed by the unique features of UANs.
In this dissertation, I introduced several critical features of acoustic communica-
tions, such as the long propagation delay of acoustic signal and narrow communication
bandwidth of acoustic system, that have attracted people’s attention in both academia
and industry. Other unique problems, like the heavily shared acoustic channel and long
preamble sequence of acoustic that are still overlooked by the research community were
also studied.
According the analysis I found that compared with terrestrial radio network, the
unique features of UANs might significantly reduce the utilization of acoustic channel,
increase the time and energy consumption on transmissions of control messages and
challenge the ability of coexistence among acoustic systems. Existing acoustic networks
may not be able to handle these problems very well. With this in mind, I proposed
new communications techniques, namely COP-COM, COG-COM and COD-COM for
UANs.
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COP-COM essentially is a cooperative multiple transmitter technique for improving
the channel capacity. It exploits the diversity of channel by combining signals from the
source and the relay at the detonation. In the dissertation, I presented two works for
COM-COM:
• COBRA: It is a new best relay selection criterion that I proposed for underwa-
ter cooperative networks. Different from existing criteria, which mainly consider the
channel quality, and choose the relay to maximize the transmission rate of the source
node, COBRA takes the long propagation delay of acoustic signal into account, and
selects the relay to minimize the OPT time. Simulation results demonstrated that the
throughput and the end-to-end delay of a cooperative network with COBRA is about
20% higher and 4% than it with the channel quality based criterion, respectively.
• MNAC : It is a novel cooperative scheme for UANs. Different from existing
cooperative schemes, which utilize the spatial diversity of wireless channel to improve
the receiving SNR at the destination, MNAC improves the network performance by
allowing multiple data streams to transmit in parallel without causing any collisions. I
achieved this through selecting a mirror node for each specific source node, and made
signals from the source and the detonation add destructively at a protected receiver.
Therefore, the data from an intended receiver to the protected receiver would not be
disrupted by the mirror assisted source node, several independent data stream thus
could travel in the same channel without interfering each other. Simulation results
illustrated that compared with non-mirror node assisted situation, the performance
of a network in terms of throughput and the delay was dramatically improved with
MNAC. However, from my analysis I also observed that MNAC is sensitive to the
error of distance measurement and the bandwidth of a signal, a small error and a wide
frequency band could significantly degrade the performance of MNAC. Through using
the pre-filter to line up the phase of sub frequencies before the transmission of a mirror
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signal, the problem caused by the wideband signal on MNAC was solved. How to
increase the resilience of MNAC on error of distance measurement, however, is still an
open issue.
In addition to COP-COM, I proposed COG-COM to handle the coexistence prob-
lem between UANs and marine mammals. According to analysis, existing MAC proto-
col proposed for CR, may work inefficient in underwater environment due to the long
propagation delay and high cost of control overhead. To make the cognitive technique
reliable in underwater environment, in this dissertation I developed a new system and
designed a new MAC protocol for UCANs:
• RISM system: One important feature of RISM is that it considers the spectrum
sensing, the spectrum sharing and the spectrum decision as a whole rather than three
independent components that assumed in CR network. With this feature, different
components could attach their information on the same control message without gen-
erating too much overhead traffic. In addition, RISM starts a handshake process at
the receiver side to instead of the sender-initiated one. Therefore, a receiver in RISM
could work as a small control center to collect the information from neighboring senders
or allocate the transmission power and channel to its neighbors efficiently. According
to simulation results I observed that the throughput and of RISM is 6 times higher
and than MMAC-CR, a IEEE 802.11 based cognitive MAC. Meanwhile, its hop-by-hop
delay in only one-fourth of MMAC-CR. Moreover, RISM could work better in a tree
network than in a mesh network. The throughput in the former scenario is nearly twice
than that in the later one, while maintaining comparable hop-by-hop delay and energy
consumption.
• DCC-MAC : Many MAC protocols for cognitive network transmit control mes-
sages on CCC. However, the CCC may congest in some situations, thereby limiting
the performance of a network. To handle this problem, I proposed DCC-MAC in this
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dissertation. One of the most important feature of DCC-MAC is that each node in this
protocol could smartly adjust the bandwidth of control channel by “borrowing” fre-
quency band from the in-band data channel when the traffic is heavy, and “returning”
them back when the traffic becomes light. Our simulation results demonstrated that
DCC-MAC could efficiently eliminate the congestion problem of CCC, and improve the
network performance significantly in terms of throughput and end-to-end delay.
COD-COM was the last thread of this dissertation. It aimed to coordinated the
sending and receiving activities among acoustic nodes for performance improvement of
UANs. In this thread, I focused on improving the performance of underwater multi-
node uplink communication network. The goal was to maximize sum-rate capacity of
the uplink network. To achieve this goal, a dedicated MAC protocol was proposed:
• CT-MAC : In CT-MAC, each node uses only a small transmission power to broad-
cast the control message to its neighbors instead of the whole network. Compared with
conventional handshake based MAC protocols, this strategy is very helpful to reduce the
energy consumption, propagation relay and the collision probability of control packets.
At the same time, I designed a parallel competition scheme for CT-MAC to allow nodes
with new data to quickly participate in a new round of competition mechanism before
the results of the old one is announced. In this way, a node could join in multiple rounds
of competitions in parallel, which significantly improves the competition efficiency of
the protocol. In order to have a fair transmission in different network conditions, I
also proposed two specific competition schemes for CT-MAC. The theoretical analy-
sis and simulation results illustrated that CT-MAC could achieve both the short-term
and the long-term fairness in different network scenarios. Additionally, compared to
the channel aware Aloha and the multi-antenna reception MAC, CT-MAC has higher
channel utilization and much lower end-to-end delay, while maintaining comparable
energy efficiency. Especially in the high traffic generation rate scenario, the channel
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utilization of CT-MAC is about 3.15 and 3.4 times higher than the two representative
MAC protocols, respectively. From both the theoretical analysis and the simulation I
also observed that CT-MAC is susceptible to lose of control packet. Therefore, to make
CT-MAC reliable in real UANs, a high delivery ratio of control packets is required.
In general, the work presented in this dissertation could be considered as a cross-
layer design between the physical layer and the MAC layer. All three techniques studied
here aimed to increase the channel efficiency of existing UANs. I hope my work could
give people an insight into the features and challenges of a UAN, and inspirit people
to propose feasible solutions for more efficient, more reliable and more environment-
friendly UANs in the future.
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